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Preface
The DTU International Energy Report 2018 is DTU’s input
to Mission Innovation. It comprises leading researchers’
perspectives on R&D challenges and needs in respect of the
Innovation Challenges and covers the entire spectrum of
RD&D, from early-stage research to the demonstration stage.
The report also describes the R&D challenges and needs that
relate to energy storage, which we regard as of great importance in the transformation to a clean energy system with a
large share of variable energy sources.
International collaboration is an integral part of DTU’s activities and a prerequisite for its status as an international elite
university, a status that is consolidated, and continuously
developed, through the work done by researchers, students
and the administration. Our objective is for DTU to be among
the five leading technical universities in Europe. Our ambition

is to attract the best researchers and research students from
both Denmark and abroad, as well as to maintain DTU as an
attractive collaboration partner for other leading research
environments worldwide.
A strong network of partner universities strengthens DTU’s
position as an international elite university. DTU is a member
of alliances and strategic partnerships with universities from
the Nordic countries, Europe and Asia. Furthermore, DTU has
a number of close collaborators from different parts of the
world, covering most member countries in Mission Innovation.
The DTU energy research community remains involved in
national and international research relevant to the Innovation
challenges and is ready to engage in further cooperation
within Mission Innovation.

DTU International Energy Reports deal with global, regional and national perspectives on current and future energy issues.
The individual chapters in the reports are written by DTU researchers in cooperation with leading Danish and international
experts.
Each Energy Report is based on internationally recognized scientific material and is fully referenced. Furthermore, the
reports are refereed by independent international experts before being edited, produced and published in accordance with
the highest international quality standards.
The target readership for the report is DTU colleagues, collaborating partners and customers, funding organizations, institutional investors, ministries and authorities, and international organizations such as the EU, IEA, World Bank, World Energy
Council and UN.
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Chapter 1

Key Findings and
Recommendations
“Coming together is a beginning, staying together is progress,
and working together is success” (Henry Ford, 1863 – 1947)
By Birte Holst Jørgensen and Katrine Krogh Andersen, Technical University of Denmark
Elizabeth J. Wilson, Dartmouth College
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Recommendations
We need Mission Innovation to unleash the global potential of energy technology development and to provide stimulating
and demanding frameworks for international R&D cooperation.
Our key recommendations are as follows:
•

Accelerate Mission Innovation. MI should maintain its momentum and create a flexible platform for international
cooperation that welcomes multiple (and new) actors, facilitates knowledge and information-sharing, and promotes
the cost- and task-sharing of RD&D activities. Members should provide the necessary funding for a lean but powerful
secretariat, which could be located together with the Clean Energy Ministerial secretariat at the IEA, where it would
be able to rely on tested frameworks and a well-established administration.

•

Accelerate Innovation Challenges. MI must keep up its momentum in the Innovation Challenges and actively support
further development both within and across Innovation Challenges. Coalitions of interested countries should support
joint projects on selected Innovation Challenges that have already made progress in their strategic research programmes. Opportunities for cooperation with industry and co-financing should be facilitated.

•

Accelerate analytical support. MI should allocate the necessary funding to monitor the pace of technological progress, its impact and the diversity of the portfolio of mitigation technologies being developed (as also suggested by
Myslikova et al. [1] and IEA [2]). Advanced data analytics could support decision-makers in further developing and
aligning research activities across institutional and disciplinary boundaries.

International energy technology cooperation

→

The innovation and large-scale adoption of clean
energy technologies are the keys to decarbonizing
the energy sector and critical elements in combatting climate change, complementing other flexible emission-based policies [3; see also 4]. Much is being done both
nationally and locally, but international cooperation in energy technology innovation is inevitable given the urgency
of the energy and climate challenge [5]. When world leaders
came together in Paris in December 2015 to undertake ambitious efforts to combat climate change, twenty countries
launched Mission Innovation (MI) to dramatically accelerate global clean energy innovations with the objective of
making clean energy widely affordable [6]. As part of the
initiative, participating countries committed themselves
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to doubling their governments’ clean energy research and
development (R&D) investments over five years, while
encouraging greater levels of private-sector investment in
transformative clean energy technologies.
Mission Innovation complements another global initiative,
Clean Energy Ministerial (CEM), which was established in
2009 in order to encourage the transition to a global clean
energy economy. As illustrated below, the two initiatives
cover the whole knowledge chain from research to deployment.
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Figure 1. The complementarities of Mission Innovation and Clean Energy Ministerial [7]

The need for international energy R&D cooperation has
been highlighted by scholars for some years [8; 9; 10]. The
question is not whether to cooperate internationally, but
rather how much, with whom, on what and how. In 2015,
the “Global Apollo Programme to Combat Climate Change”
[11] suggested that countries should commit 0.02% of GDP
to the “greatest scientific challenge facing the world”. This
would more than double the public research money available for renewable energy, which, with all countries on
board, would amount to around $15 billion USD per year
– the same as was spent on the US moon-shot. The Apollo mission had the clear goal of taking man to the moon
and bringing him back safely within a concrete timeline. It
required huge investments across multiple sectors, solved
problems in a bottom-up, cross-disciplinary manner and
stimulated risk-taking. But unlike the Apollo project, the
global transition to a clean energy system is complex and
multi-faceted and can only be a united global effort driven
by resource and technological diversity, commercial viability, multiple actors and complementary policies [12; 13; 14].
Mission Innovation may bring about the benefits of international cooperation, such as improving scientific quality,
scope and critical mass by linking resources and knowledge across national borders. This means that participating members may both obtain access to the specific missions and attract resources and knowledge regarding these
missions [15; 16]. Sharing the costs and risks of expensive
research infrastructure falls into the same category, a wellknown example being the ITER tokamak facility in southern France. Other broader benefits are related to opening
up new markets and attracting new investments. Finally,
international scientific cooperation has existed for decades and in different forms, using scientific diplomacy to

strengthen and maintain relations and to confront growing
problems on an international scale [17].
International R&D cooperation also has its disadvantages.
Managing international R&D cooperation is cumbersome,
takes time, has to take into account difficult IPR challenges
and must demonstrate a fair return on investments. There
are often built-in restrictions on foreign access to national R&D programmes, and international R&D cooperation
is vulnerable to changes in financial and political commitments, with the possibility of partners withdrawing or cutting back funding [5; 18].

The status of Mission Innovation
Today, Mission Innovation is made up of twenty-two countries and the European Commission, accounting for over
80% of global public investment in clean energy research
and development, totalling approximately $15 billion USD
per year. It is expected that these resources will accelerate
the availability of the advanced technologies that will define
a future global energy mix that is clean, affordable and reliable.
Members have also agreed to collaborate on informationsharing, innovation analysis and road-mapping, joint research and capacity-building, and business and investor
engagement [19]. As an important first activity, members
have identified seven Innovation Challenges on which to
focus and to which to commit resources. These are global
calls to action and are envisaged as catalysing international cooperation. They cover the entire spectrum of RD&D,
from early-stage research needs to projects to demonstrate
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technologies. Engagement in an Innovation Challenge is
entirely voluntary and is built around a coalition of interested MI members. New Innovation Challenges are envisaged
provided there is sufficient interest from MI members. The
current seven Innovation Challenges are as follows:
1.

2.

Smart Grids Innovation Challenge – to enable future
grids that are powered by affordable, reliable, decentralized renewable electricity systems
Off-Grid Access to Electricity Innovation Challenge –
to develop systems that enable off-grid households and
communities to access affordable and reliable renewable electricity

3.

Carbon Capture Innovation Challenge – to enable
near-zero CO2 emissions from power plants and carbon-intensive industries

4.

Sustainable Biofuels Innovation Challenge – to develop
ways to produce, at scale, widely affordable, advanced
biofuels for transportation and industrial applications

5.

Converting Sunlight Innovation Challenge – to discover affordable ways to convert sunlight into storable
solar fuels

6.

Clean Energy Materials Innovation Challenge – to
accelerate the exploration, discovery and use of new
high-performance, low-cost clean energy materials

7.

Affordable Heating and Cooling of Buildings Innovation Challenge – to make low-carbon heating and cooling affordable for everyone

The figure below shows which countries are taking the lead
in these respects and which are active in each of the Innovation Challenges. There is a broad level of participation, with
some countries taking the lead in more than one challenge,
namely India, Canada, the US and the European Commission.

Figure 2. Innovation Challenges and country participation, June 2017.

This global initiative was originally spearheaded by the US.
In June 2017, however, President Trump announced the US
withdrawal from the Paris agreement and requested cuts to
the federal energy R&D budget [20], so that the US is no
longer playing a leading role in the initiative, neither politically nor administratively. Instead, the leadership has been
passed to the EU Commission, and the virtual secretariat is
DTU International Energy Report 2018

now co-ordinated by the UK. Implementation of the Innovation Challenges seems uneven, with some initiatives making steady progress (e.g. Smart Grids and Materials), others
more slowly (e.g. Converting sunlight and Biofuels).
Along the way, suggestions have been made to re-frame the
initiative so that a more realistic set of goals can be pur-
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sued, with less weight being put on the quantitative goal
(R&D doubling pledge) and more on qualitative, performance-based goals to accelerate the pace of energy innovation (improve data collection and management, facilitate
information-sharing, identify innovation needs, spur collaboration and new institutions, and attract private-sector
investment and participation [21; 22]. The problem is that it
is unclear whether the US will remain a member of MI and
whether the original doubling plans can be achieved without US contributions.
The question remains how to advance international energy
R&D cooperation most effectively. Does MI have a (new)
role to play, how many resources should be committed, on
what and how?
As a construct, Mission Innovation offers the necessary
flexibility, allowing both top-down mission-driven commitment and bottom-up engagement driven by the needs of the
scientists and individual funders. Firstly, sharing knowledge
and information on best practices from around the world
may facilitate the adoption of appropriate tools and mechanisms for international cooperation and coordination.
Secondly, this can also be used to monitor the pace of technological progress and the diversity of the portfolio of mitigation technologies being developed. Thirdly, Innovation
Challenges may develop into knowledge platforms where
technology users and producers identify research gaps and
opportunities for joint innovation activities, ranging from
knowledge-sharing to cost-and task-sharing.

Accelerating Mission Innovation
The future of MI cooperation may take many forms, but it
will be characterized by approaches using variable geometry
to work towards an appropriate inclusion of member states,
funding agencies and private investors. There is a need for
governance models that consider the political will to share
knowledge, resources and risks, as well as rewards. Largescale coordinated investments and efforts like ITER have
a very long time scale and may not be optimal here. More
appropriate might be a model that seeks collaboration with
a specific goal and on a specific activity, but without delegating decisions. A less committed model is cooperation where
the rationale is to exploit national strengths and seek coordination wherever they provide added value [23]. Much can
be learned from existing models of collaboration and coordination governance. Two major sources for results-oriented, flexible, multilateral collaboration and cooperation
stand out:

Through the Implementing Agreements (now called the
Technology Collaboration Programmes (TCP)) a flexible
mechanism for both IEA members and partner countries,
as well as industry, has enabled innovation to respond to the
energy challenge. The 39 TCPs have fostered collaboration
in a number of ways, including R&D, proof-of-concept, pilot and demonstration projects, measurements and scientific exchanges. They have been established in response to participants’ needs, whereby their structure, funding and other
aspects of their research projects vary widely. They share
costs and tasks, and participation is based on the equitable
sharing of obligations, contributions, rights and benefits.
The IEA also collects and publishes national energy R&D
expenses, making it an authoritative source on public energy R&D expenditure.
The vast European experience with the multi-level governance of energy technology policy offers lessons learned
and best practices for variable geometry approaches. It
comes together in the European Strategic Energy Technology Plan (SET-Plan), which since 2006 has been given the
mission of accelerating the development and deployment
of low-carbon technologies [26]. It promotes research and
innovation efforts and facilitates cooperation among EU
countries, companies, research institutions and the EU. The
SET-Plan comprises the SET-Plan Steering Group, the European Technology and Innovation Platforms, the European Energy Research Alliance and the SET-Plan Information
System (SETIS). Other important governance lessons for
Mission Innovation are: 1) the commitment of all parties
and the strategic alignment of nationally and institutionally
rooted goals with international activities; 2) explicit expectation management regarding common or complementary
goals and joint principles; 3) alignment of the mode of funding the chosen goals with national regulations; and 4) clear
decision-making structures and dissemination frameworks
[27].
Since its launch in 2015, the research communities and
industries engaged in international cooperation in energy
technology have harboured great expectations of Mission
Innovation [see, for example, 28 and 29]. During these times
of change, Mission Innovation needs to consolidate in order
to deliver a concerted international innovation contribution
to combatting climate change. The race to accelerate the
clean energy revolution must be conducted with committed
pledges and activities by all parties, governments, industries
and research communities alike.

International technological cooperation has been a key
function of the IEA since its establishment in 1975 [24; 25].
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Chapter 2

Executive Summary
By Birte Holst Jørgensen, Technical University of Denmark
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International Energy Technology Cooperation

→

Given the urgency of the energy and climate
challenge, the innovation and large-scale adoption of clean energy technologies are the keys to
accelerating the clean energy revolution. Cooperation in
international energy technology is especially critical if this
transformation is to be dramatically accelerated. The question is not whether to cooperate internationally, but rather
how much, with whom, on what and how. Therefore, many
have welcomed Mission Innovation (MI), a global initiative
launched by twenty countries ahead of the Paris agreement
in December 2015. The participating countries committed
themselves to doubling their governments’ clean energy
R&D investments over five years and to collaborate on research, capacity-building and the involvement of business.
Mission Innovation complements the deployment focus of
the Clean Energy Ministerial.
Mission Innovation countries have identified seven Innovation Challenges covering the entire RD&D spectrum on
which to focus and to commit resources. Each Innovation
Challenge is built around a coalition of interested MI coun-

tries and aims at identifying R&D needs that are not covered
by current efforts, promoting opportunities for stakeholders
and strengthening collaboration. Since then some initiatives
have made more progress than others. Today, Mission Innovation seems to be at a crossroads, with the US reducing its
engagement, both politically and administratively.
Nonetheless, Mission Innovation offers the necessary flexibility, allowing for both top-down, mission-driven commitment and bottom-up engagement. New countries have and
will become members. The challenge remains how best to
support the further consolidation of Mission Innovation.
Much can be learned from both previous and ongoing examples of international cooperation in energy technology.
Strong political commitments are needed more than ever to
accelerate Mission Innovation and with it international cooperation in energy technology in key Innovation challenges, analytical support and further activities. To support this,
a lean, dynamic secretariat is greatly needed and could be
located at the IEA alongside the Clean Energy Ministerial.
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60
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Adapted from UNFCCC, Synthesis report of INDCs, May 2016

Figure 1. Mission Innovation and national R&D commitments to accelerate innovation and deployment [http://mission-innovation.net/]

Global Outlook on Energy Technology
Development
Without major advances in clean energy technology, the
Paris agreement to keep global temperatures well below 2
degrees Celsius might lead countries to offer only modest
improvements in their future Nationally Determined Contributions (NDC). Even if they fulfil their existing pledges,
the globe is likely to warm up by some 2.7 to 3.5 degrees C.
More ambitious policies and actions are needed to keep the
global mean temperature increase well below 2 degrees C.
DTU International Energy Report 2018

This is explored in various scenarios provided by the IEA.
The reference scenario (RTS) presents a major shift away
from a business as usual approach, but these efforts will still
only limit the temperature increase the 2.7 degrees by 2100.
The 2 degrees scenario (2DS) is the central climate-mitigation scenario, one that envisages a highly ambitious and
challenging transformation of the global energy system.
The newly introduced Beyond 2 degrees scenario (B2DS)
explores how far the deployment of technologies that are
already available or in the innovation pipeline could take us
beyond the 2 degrees C goal in order to achieve net-zero
emissions by 2060 and to stay net-zero thereafter.
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Some regions need to move faster than others. The EU is
expected to have gone net-negative already in 2055. Deep
emission cuts can be achieved by using different combinations of supply technologies, improvements to energy efficiency and CCS.
The IEA also tracks the progress of clean energy technologies and assesses whether technologies, savings and emission-reduction measures are on track to achieve the two-degree scenario objectives by 2060. Onshore wind and solar
PV, electric vehicles and energy storage are on track towards
a transition to sustainable energy. More efforts are needed
in offshore wind and hydro–power, while bioenergy, CCS,
transport biofuels and renewable heat are not on track at all.
Technological progress and disruptive innovations are often
linked to the development of materials and new catalysis.

Networked Capabilities of Sustainable Energy
Solutions

scientific knowledge available across the different disciplines. It also requires new approaches to orchestrate and
integrate complex systems into wider socio-economic environments. Therefore, we need to improve our understanding of the capabilities embedded in existing R&D ecosystems. To illustrate this, we have created a network overview
of the capabilities of DTU’s R&D eco-system in relation to
the eight innovation challenges covered in this report. This
data-driven analysis provides a glimpse of the complexity of
the R&D system. For example, we can observe an increase
in R&D collaborations with Asia, which in 2015 exceeded
the volume of collaboration with the USA. More generally,
we can observe a steady rise in the number and diversity of
collaborations.
A mapping of the eight innovation challenges and their relationships shows that the network has a high degree of connectivity both within and between the clusters.

Biofuels

Developing new energy technologies requires a systems
perspective revealing the connections between the relevant
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Figure 2. DTU networks associated with Innovation Challenges
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The clusters associated with energy storage, heating and
cooling, smart grids and off-grid access to electricity are
frequently connected to keywords such as systems, integration, behaviour, uncertainty and management. The clusters
associated with clean energy materials, converting sunlight,
carbon capture and sustainable biofuels are more frequently
connected with keywords such as elements and molecules
or natural processes, including terms such as graphene,
composites, fermentation, catalysts and nanotubes.

Smart Grids
The smart grids innovation challenge consists in making the
electrical grid ‘intelligent’ through the expansion and/or refurbishment of regional transmission and local distribution
grids. The grids of the future must be able to absorb various
kinds of strongly fluctuating sources of generation whilst at
the same time actively influencing the demand for instantaneous electric power so as to match supply and demand.
The key words here are controllability, interoperability and
flexibility. Bringing all this together is a major challenge, but
there are ample opportunities to do so, hopefully leading to
novel solutions and applications. This will require R&D in
the following areas:
• Regional grids. The large-scale integration of renewable
energy sources, including different options for largescale off-shore wind-power hubs. Further R&D is needed to optimize the operation of regional grids utilizing
controllable HVDC connections and to develop novel
grid-stabilizing methods in low-inertia systems and new
solutions for offshore grids.
• Distribution grids. The distribution grid is being transformed from a quasi-passive element in the grid to a
system that can be actively operated. Distribution system
operations (DSO) need new methods, tools and processes to handle such grids, especially in respect of voltage
profiles and congestion management. R&D should also
address novel architectures (including DSO markets
which allow flexibility to be traded) and aggregation
methods to handle demand response.
• Microgrid. Microgrids have the ability to provide a high
quality of power and to balance it locally by local means.
R&D should focus on developing truly consumer-centric
solutions, local optimization and energy-sharing based
on peer-to-peer methods in energy communities.
• Cross-cutting. The development of integrated energy systems brings together a wide range of energy carriers with
data systems, water systems and transportation systems.
Holistic integrated energy system solutions should be
increased. Additionally, big data and analytics, distributed intelligence and other digital solutions should be
explored and developed.
DTU International Energy Report 2018

Off-grid Access to Electricity
There are currently 1.1 billion people globally living without access to electricity, 80% of whom live in rural areas,
mainly in South Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa. Fortunately,
spectacular progress with solar-based off-grid electrification
has enabled millions of people to be given access to electricity. This development has been aided by drastically falling
solar system prices and new innovative business models by
private-sector actors. Also, supportive public initiatives and
programmes have facilitated these developments.
There is a consensus that the least-cost option for achieving universal access is to be found in a combination of grid
extension, mini-grids and off-grid solutions, and that challenges remain for all three approaches, as follows:
• Proper planning is needed in order to delimit the geographical areas for grid extension, mini-grids and offgrid solutions. Governments should take the lead in the
planning process and ensure that plans are followed up.
• A forward-looking, consistent and stable policy and regulatory framework should be established, including a strong
and independent regulatory authority and a level playing
field for public and private actors when it comes to having access to subsidies and cross-subsidies.
• Sufficient financial flows to mini-grid systems are needed
to attract private capital, while still ensuring that tariffs
are affordable for the rural poor.
• Cheaper and higher tiers of energy access are required for
rural households living in dispersed settlements. Government and donor support should be integrated into
efforts to reduce the costs for lower income households.
• Sufficient technical and organisational capacity should be
made available locally to reduce operating and maintenance costs.

Carbon Capture, Use and Storage
At least a third of global CO2 emissions can be attributed
to point sources with emissions greater than 0.1 Mt CO2/
yr. Fossil fuels dominate the energy supply today, and even
if there is significant growth in renewable energy, they will
remain a significant part of the energy mix in the decades to
come. Also, heavy industries such as steel, ammonia and cement production will remain large-scale CO2 emitters. For
these reasons, CO2 capture, utilization and storage are indispensable elements of the clean energy revolution.
Post-combustion CO2 capture methods have been developed
over several decades, but further R&D is needed if CO2 capture, utilization and/or storage are to be implemented on a
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large scale. A number of technologies have been matured to
the level of pilot scale testing, and a few have been tested in
full-scale capture mode at coal- or gas-fired power plants.
Detailed modelling of capture processes has simulated and
optimized both them and compression processes. Nonetheless, the best processes require close to 10% of the overall
power and heat efficiency. The potential for utilization is
greatest with enhanced oil recovery or the conversion of
CO2 to chemicals or hydrocarbon fuel.
The different capture technologies have different advantages and disadvantages, their applicability depending on the
location of the point source. Some new methods, such as
metal organic framework absorbents, seem to have a large
potential for lower energy costs, but they still need to be developed further.
A sustainable CCUS value chain is needed in order for CCUS
to be implemented successfully. This requires technological
development, as well as the management of environmental
performance, risk and economics. In general, the maturation
and deployment of CCUS is limited by the lack of proper
regulations and the unsatisfactory pricing of CO2 emissions.

Sustainable Biofuels
A catalogue of a broad range of biomass and bio-waste conversion technologies for the improved, scalable and cost-effective production of biofuels is available.
In order to improve ethanol yields, further research is needed on the pretreatment of plant biomass prior to bioprocessing
(physico-chemical pretreatment; enzymatic conversion of
cellulose to fermentable sugars; and fermentation of glucose
and xylose to ethanol)
Conversion of biomass by pyrolysis and catalytic hydropyrolysis is a matter of converting any lignocellulosic biomass into
a liquid bio-oil with a high yield. Bio-oil can be improved by
removing oxygen through hydrogenation, after which it can
be used as a fuel in the transport sector. Recent research has
shown that catalytic hydropyrolysis improves energy yields
in the liquid product more than ethanol from second-generation bio-ethanol processes.
Gasification of biomass offers a flexible and efficient platform to convert different types of organic biomass and waste
feedstock into, for example, heat, electricity and transport
fuels. System performance can be improved by integrating
the gasification and pyrolysis of biomass into a number of
processes in larger systems. Also, by combining high-temperature electrolysis and thermal gasification with a catalytic converter, it becomes possible to synthesize liquid fuels.
The enzymatic conversion step is of significant importance
in the processing of cellulosic biomass into fuels. The tech-

nologies involve microbial production, biomass conversion
(or degradation) and biorefinery technologies, with new
steps for the production of high-value products from sidestreams or residues.
Microbial bioconversion processes use microbes as catalysts
to produce bioenergy and fuels, as well as other products,
including biomethane (upgraded biogas), bio-energy (electricity produced in microbial fuel cells) and biofuels (ethanol, biobutanol, biohexanol etc.).
Research efforts in bioenergy from anaerobic bio-processing
are being directed towards developing more efficient modes
of biofuel production from a variety of waste streams. The
fermentation of biomass-derived syngas can contribute to
increasing the potential of biofuels.
Advanced biofuels involve the fungal enzymatic breakdown
of biomass and are generated through fungal production.
Other systems include advanced biofuels from algae or the
use of physical and chemical processes. One major global
trend in biomass conversion is that biorefinery technologies
are being extended so they can convert many new types of
biomass. Another trend is the different levels in scaling a
biorefinery, from the very big to smaller-scale facilities.

Converting Sunlight: Power to Fuels and
Chemicals
Electrocatalysis is essential to our efforts to discover efficient
ways of storing renewable electricity. Being able to store
electrical energy as chemical energy would be a most interesting asset in the future energy portfolio, in which conversion back into electricity might be needed. This will also
be important in exploring viable alternatives to chemicals
produced from fossil-fuel resources.
Although the processes behind electrocatalysis can be powered by renewable energy sources, the catalysts that are
currently available are not good enough. Effective catalysts
are needed in order to drive electrocatalytic processes, and
these are either not good enough or have not yet been identified. For example, nitrogen molecules (N2) are bound together very strongly, so it requires a good catalyst before the
process can proceed. No such catalyst has yet been found.
Regarding the catalysis of water and CO2, we are still a long
way from a major breakthrough.
A paradigm shift in catalysis research is being pursued.
Current research is designed as an interactive loop for the
discovery of catalysts. Compared to experimental screening, it is quicker to do computer-aided discovery, thus narrowing down the range of materials of potential interest.
This allows the experiments to focus on fewer potentially
interesting compounds. And, after characterization and
testing, this knowledge is fed back into the screening input,
DTU International Energy Report 2018
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and a new turn of the cycle takes place. The combination of
theoretical and experimental studies has led to the derivation of certain general principles that have improved our
understanding of which materials can be used to drive the
catalytic process.
One example is the discovery of a new catalyst for fuel
cells in which the oxygen reduction reaction caused a large
over-potential. Theory and experiment predicted a new class
of oxygen reduction catalysts, which, instead of making water, would make hydrogen peroxide. This cannot be used in
a fuel cell, but it might be useful for replacing the hydrogen
peroxide produced off-site that is used in irrigation systems
and for disinfection purposes.

Clean Energy Materials
The energy transition requires more cost-efficient methods
and procedures for the development of the next generation
of clean energy materials, i.e. materials that are not only
more energy-efficient and cheaper to produce, but also safe
and durable, environmentally benign and recyclable, and
ultimately reliant on earth-abundant materials to ensure
scalability.
However, the traditional, incremental developments of new
energy materials are simply not timely enough – rather,
the discovery and development of new materials should be
accelerated. This was the key message of an international
expert working group that outlined the need to establish a
Materials Acceleration Platform (MAP) with the target of a
tenfold increase in the rate of materials discovery.
The cornerstone is Autonomous Materials Discovery, that is,
“self-sustained” laboratories and production facilities that
should possess the autonomous ability to design and synthesize materials, perform and interpret experiments to discover materials, and even predict novel chemical reactions.
The successful application of artificial intelligence (AI)- and
machine or deep learning-based techniques has enormous
potential. This has been demonstrated in part by, for example, using neural networks in the search for high-performance organic photovoltaic materials.
A so-called Autonomous Research System (ARES) has been
developed recently. The AI in an ARES-type system can, for
example, extract synthesis conditions directly from the scientific literature, set up and perform atomic-scale computer
simulations, and interpret in situ characterization results
and data from lab-scale or prototype testing. The models
can then be trained to propose suitable synthesis parameters, thus improving the next cycle of computational predictions and materials synthesis.
Many researchers are already playing an important role in
DTU International Energy Report 2018

developing key components of the Autonomous Materials
Discovery infrastructure. But a coordinated international
effort is needed to develop the software and hardware needed to establish a successful Materials Acceleration Platform.
Of particular interest is the European Spallation Source
and MAX IV, where Autonomous Materials Discovery approaches may be implemented and tested directly.

District Heating and Cooling Systems
The first district heating plant was built in Denmark in 1903,
and today more than 50% of Denmark’s heating demand is
covered by district heating, relying on well-established and
efficient technologies and practices.
The costs and CO2 emissions of district heating have been
reduced considerably due to temperature reductions in the
grids and the more efficient utilization of low-carbon sources, such as solar heating and excess heat from the use of
large-scale heat pumps. District heating and cooling systems
both have the potential to achieve low-cost decarbonisation
of the energy sector through, for example, the low-temperature distribution of district heating, use of excess heat and
solar heat, and integration with other parts of the energy
sector.
For low temperature district heating to be successful, the
control of heating systems in buildings must be improved,
for example, by reducing the return temperatures from radiators and the forward temperatures for district heating in
the grid.
Heat pumps utilizing ambient heating or cooling and largescale solar heating are well known technologies, but significant challenges exist to their large-scale implementation. For
large-scale heat pumps, these include improved utilization
of excess heat and natural heat sources, new refrigerants,
and optimal designs of integrated, multi-stage configurations. For large-scale solar heating, they include improvements to solar collectors, solar collector fields, long-term
heat stores and control strategies for heat-storage facilities.
Finally, better framework conditions are needed to ensure
that barriers are removed and socioeconomically feasible
solutions also become economically feasible for the individual consumer. Tapping into the potential benefits of district
heating and cooling also requires long-term planning and
appropriate regulation, which also facilitates their integration with surrounding energy systems.

Energy Storage Technologies
Grid stabilization, electric power balancing and fuel for
transportation are major challenges in the clean energy
system with a high share of fluctuating renewable energy
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sources. Flexibility mechanisms can only partly solve these
issues, whereas energy storage is becoming increasingly important in providing solutions.
Flywheels can deliver frequency stabilization and a shortterm auxiliary power service. However, important progress
remains in order to bring down costs and improve security.

Technological development is ongoing in latent heat storage, which is based on phase change materials and is used
in connection with solar-thermal power. Thermo-chemical
systems are still at the research stage and need further development.

Compressed air energy storage stores electrical energy mechanically. When air is compressed heat is released, causing
energy to be lost during the storage operation. R&D efforts
should be directed towards improving efficiency by temporarily storing the heat generated during the compression
phase and reinjecting it during the expansion phase.
Rechargeable batteries are used for various mobile and stationary applications. Li-ion technology has dominated battery sales in recent years, and R&D on Li-ion systems has
been going on for a long time. Research has intensified on
new battery types (new chemistries), as well as new, cheap
organic flow batteries.
The most commonly used electrolyser is the low-temperature (~80 °C) alkaline electrolysis cell (AEC). Although AEC
electrolysers have been used commercially for decades,
more efficient and cost-effective electrolysers should be developed. For low-temperature electrolysers, the hydrogen
per volume of electrolyser could be increased by developing zero-gap membranes. Going to higher temperatures
and high pressures will improve efficiency, but materials research is needed to achieve long-term stability.
Polymer exchange membrane electrolyser cells (PEMEC)
were first introduced to overcome some critical issues with
alkaline electrolyser cells. PEMECs have great advantages
in delivering high-pressure, high-purity hydrogen, but the
costs are high, primarily due to the use of Pt and Ru in the
electrodes. Research to replace Pt and Ru should be continued.
Solid oxide electrolysis cells (SOEC) are already commercially available in the market for CO production, but the costs
of hydrogen production from SOEC must be reduced. This
will require major improvements in long-term durability
and robustness to load variations. Also the manufacturing
of cells and stacks should be improved, and the manufacturing steps should be optimized.
High-temperature thermal energy storage (600˚C) is a lowcost technology to drive a turbine, which itself can generate
electricity. Simple, naturally abundant rocks or firebricks can
be used and heated electrically. Once heated, the energy can
be stored for long periods, depending on the quality of the
insulation. In regions supplied by district heating, this technology is of particular interest because the heat produced by
running the turbine can be utilized to supply further heat.
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Introduction

→

The Paris Agreement reached in December 2015 is
a global political agreement within the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC). Coming into force in 2020, it deals with issues of
mitigation, adaptation and finance relating to greenhouse gas
emissions. The aim of the Paris Agreement is to strengthen
the global response to the threat of climate change by keeping the global rise in temperature during this century to well
below two degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels and to
pursue efforts to limit the temperature increase even further
to 1.5 degrees Celsius. All the signatories to the Paris Agreement committed themselves to outlining and communicating their post-2020 plans for reductions in greenhouse gas
emissions through “nationally determined contributions”
(NDCs), that is, their own self-imposed “promises” or “commitments”. They are also expected to report regularly on their
emissions and implementation efforts, as well as to strengthen these efforts in the coming years. To achieve their NDCs,
the countries should rely on domestic mitigation options [1].
The NDCs provided for under the Paris Agreement and the
officially reported targets to the UN from most countries are
not sufficient to achieve greenhouse gas emissions reductions
by 2030 that are compatible with the long-term “well below
2°C” ambition. Emissions reductions in the NDCs may, in
fact, only add up to one third of the emissions reductions
needed to set the world on a least-cost pathway with a 50%
to 66% chance of reaching the goal of staying well below 2°C.
The Paris Agreement has generated action by both governments and the private sector and has incentivized future
action, but that cannot be considered anything more than a
very good beginning. To keep the Paris Agreement goals in
reach, immediate action is needed in the form of increasing
the long-term ambitions of national governments and developing functional and cost-effective technologies [2]. There
are still major challenges ahead.
To show how the world can reach certain global climate targets and which clean energy technologies seem to be on track
to meet the 2°C Scenario (2DS) targets, the International
Energy Agency (IEA) publishes Energy Technology Perspectives (ETP) and Tracking Clean Energy Progress (TCEP) reports. The latest editions of these reports were published in
2017 [3-4], and the present chapter is mainly based on them.
We aim to provide an overview of the required development
of the future global energy system, arguing for the need to
speed up technological development and the implementation
of clean energy technologies. Since ETP scenarios are frequently mentioned, they will be introduced in the following
paragraphs.

ETP historically published reports based on two scenarios:
RTS (Reference Technology Scenario) and 2DS (2 Degrees
Scenario). The RTS deals with today’s commitments by
national governments to limit emissions and improve energy efficiency, including the NDCs agreed under the Paris
Agreement. Therefore, the RTS already represents a major
shift from a “business as usual” approach without strong
climate policies.1 These efforts would result in an average
temperature increase of 2.7°C by 2100, at which point temperatures would still continue to rise.
The 2DS describes an energy system pathway and a CO2
emissions trajectory that is consistent with at least a 50%
chance of limiting the average global temperature increase to
maximum of 2°C by 2100.2 The 2DS continues to be the ETP’s
2017 central climate mitigation scenario, acknowledging that
it envisages a highly ambitious and challenging transformation of the global energy system that relies on a substantially
strengthened response compared with today’s efforts.
The newly introduced “Beyond 2 Degrees Scenario” (B2DS)
in the IEA’s ETP 2017 explores how far the deployment of
technologies that are already available or in the innovation pipeline could take us beyond—read “below”—the
2DS. Technological improvements and their deployment
will have to be pushed to their maximum practicable limits
across the energy system in order to achieve net zero emissions by 2060 and to stay net zero or below thereafter. Energy sector emissions reach net zero around 2060, supported
by significant negative emissions through the deployment of
bioenergy with CCS. The B2DS falls within the Paris Agreement’s range of ambition, but it does not aim to define a specific temperature target for “well below 2°C” [3].

EU and global CO2 emissions
Two pathways from ETP2017 are presented in the present
section. B2DS shows how far known clean-energy technologies could go if pushed to their practical limits, while
the RTS is used as a baseline for comparison, reflecting the
world’s current ambitions.
The change in EU and global direct CO2 emissions in the
RTS and B2DS scenarios relative to 2014 are presented in
Figure 1 [3]. In the RTS, the EU reduces its CO2 emissions
rapidly up to 2025 and then slows down towards 2060. As
a result, CO2 emissions in the EU are more than halved
by 2060 relative to 2014. On the other hand, global CO2
emissions grow modestly until 2045 and stay constant there
afterward. In total, this results in about a 16% increase by
2060 relative to 2014. RTS is a scenario which goes far be-

1 The RTS (running to 2060) is roughly commensurate with the New Policy Scenario (NPS)—running to 2040—of the IEA World Energy Outlook.
2 The 2DS (running to 2060) is roughly commensurate with the 450 ppm or Sustainable Development Scenario (SDS) —running to 2040—of the IEA World
Energy Outlook.
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yond business as usual. It requires significant changes in
policy and technologies in the period to 2060, as well as
substantial additional cuts in emissions thereafter, yet it still
only results in an average temperature increase of 2.7°C by
2100 [3].
In the B2DS scenario, global CO2 emissions fall dramatically
at a constant pace, reaching in 2005 a 95% reduction relative to 2014. In 2060, the world would reach net zero CO2
emissions. This scenario assumes the utilization of already
known technologies without unexpected or unforeseen
(disruptive) technological advances, but improvements to
and deployments of technologies will have to be pushed to
their maximum practicable limits across the energy system
based on current expectations and projections.
For the world to attain net zero by 2060, some regions need
to move faster than others. In this scenario the EU is expected to have gone net negative already in 2055. The B2DS
results are consistent with a 50% chance of limiting average
future temperature increases to 1.75°C.
120%

RTS is used as the baseline for comparison while B2DS is
presented as ambitious reduction scenario.
Throughout the period analyzed, the difference between 2DS
and B2DS originates from different components. End-use
energy efficiency improvements, such as heat and electricity savings in households, more efficient vehicles and more
efficient industrial processes, are responsible for more than
a third of the difference. Additionally, supply from sources
of renewable energy becomes very important, especially between 2025 and 2050. Variable renewable energy (VRE) such
as wind and solar PV and biomass and waste contribute to
the increased use of renewables, being responsible for about
a quarter of the overall difference. The contribution from
CCS increases steadily from 2025 and grows faster from
2050, ending up being responsible for almost a third of the
extra reductions in CO2 emissions compared to RTS in 2060.
In B2DS, the world reaches carbon neutrality by 2060 and
limits future temperature increases to 1.75°C by 2100. This
pathway assumes that all available policies are activated
throughout the outlook period in every sector worldwide.
This will require unprecedented policy action, as well as effort and engagement from all stakeholders.
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Figure 1. Changes to EU and global direct CO2 emissions [3]

Contributions to achieving the “Beyond 2°C”
Scenario
The 2DS and the B2DS each set out a rapid decarbonisation
pathway in line with international policy aims. To turn the
intentions into actual delivery, more ambitious decarbonisation requires much more increased effort and sustained
political commitment. The emission reductions in B2DS
relative to RTS are presented in Figure 2. As in Figure 1, the
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energy efficiency improvements and CCS, as depicted for
the EU in Figure 2. Global primary energy supplies in RTS
and B2DS are presented in Figure 3.
The most obvious difference between global primary energy
supply in RTS and B2DS respectively is its absolute size – in
RTS it grows from 569 EJ in 2015 to 843 EJ in 2060, while
in B2DS it grows only up to 624 EJ. This difference points to
the importance of improvements in energy efficiency.
In RTS, the global use of coal remains constant, while the
use of oil grows moderately between 2015 and 2060. In the
same period the use of natural gas, which is a less environmentally unfriendly fuel, increases by almost 60%. In B2DS
there is a strong fall in coal, oil and natural gas consumption
towards 2060 to only 35% of their levels in 2015.
Hydro-power is utilized to its estimated potential in B2DS,
but still only covers just above 5% of the global primary
energy demand. Hydro-power, especially with storage, can
be important for stabilizing and providing flexibility to the
electric power grid but it will not be able to provide major
quantities of expected primary energy needs in 2060.
The use of other renewables (mainly wind and solar PV)
increases by a factor of ten by 2060 relative to 2015 in RTS
and twice as much in B2DS. Use of nuclear energy doubles
in RTS and triples in B2DS over the fifty-year period. If energy-efficiency measures and renewables fail to contribute
in such high amounts as described in B2DS, the need for
nuclear energy will be even higher.

Electricity production in the B2DS scenario
Significant shares of final energy demand, such as industrial
processes, passenger transport, and the heating and cooling
of buildings, will be electrified in the future. Therefore, fuel
input for electricity production deserves special consideration. Since the production of electricity and district heating
is linked in combined heat and power plants, Figure 4 shows
fuel input to electricity and district heating generation in
B2DS.
Three important messages can be taken from Figure 4. First,
fuel input to electricity production in the EU drops between
2014 and 2035 due to the use of more efficient technologies and increases afterwards because of electrification, but
it still stays below 2014 levels. In the same period, fuel input
to electricity production globally grows by 75% because of
reductions in energy poverty in developing countries and
rapid economic growth in emerging economies.
Secondly, not all fuels are equally important worldwide.
Biomass, wind and nuclear energy are more important in
the EU than in the rest of the world. On the other hand, solar CSP and geothermal energy are more important outside
the EU. Thirdly, the EU is abandoning the use of fossil fuels
much faster than the rest of the world. Figure 4 shows that
the EU needs to stop using oil for electricity production by
2025, coal in 2030 and natural gas in 2050. Globally, coal
and natural gas remain important due to continued investments in new plants many years ahead. The fossil fuel-based
electricity and heat production in B2DS drop from 80% in
2015 to 5-6% in 2060 globally.
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■ Nuclear

■ Hydro

■ Natural gas

■ Oil

Figure 3. Global primary energy demand in RTS and B2DS [3]
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Tracking Clean Energy Progress
The IEA’s Tracking Clean Energy Progress (TCEP) report
examines the progress of a variety of clean energy technologies [4]. For each technology, TCEP identifies key measures
to scale up and drive development further to achieve a more
sustainable and secure global energy system. To benchmark
current developments, TCEP uses interim 2025 benchmarks
set out in the 2DS, as well as the milestones identified in
the IEA Technology Roadmaps. As a result, TCEP assesses
whether technologies, energy savings and emission reduction measures are on track to achieve the 2DS objectives by
2060. TCEP uses a traffic light evaluation – green technologies are on track, orange ones need further improvement,
and red ones are not on track at all to meet the 2DS targets.
A summary TCEP is presented in Figure 5. Three groups
of technologies are on track towards a transition to sustainable energy: mature variable renewables (onshore wind
and solar PV), electric vehicles and energy storage. These
technologies currently represent a small part of the global
energy system, but they are developing rapidly, and their
numbers are rapidly increasing, so it can be expected that
they will soon become mainstream energy technologies.
The “on-track” status of these three technologies depends on

the contribution of the remaining technologies. If “orange”
and “red” technologies fail to perform at the expected level,
“green” technologies will need to over-perform to compensate. For example, the net annual capacity of nuclear power
needs to double to compensate for the planned retirements,
while natural gas-fired power plants need to improve efficiency and flexibility to be able to serve as a short-term, lower-carbon alternative to coal. To be fully on track to reach
2DS goals, offshore wind generation needs to triple between
2020 and 2025, while hydropower capacity needs to increase
as well. However, newly added offshore wind capacity in
2016 declined by a quarter compared to the previous year,
and newly added hydropower capacity declined for the third
consecutive year. If these trends continue, “green” technologies will have to perform even better, otherwise the 2DS
targets will not be reached.
“Red technologies” such as CCS, biofuels and renewable
heating have a large potential and important roles in reaching 2DS goals by 2025, but the potential remains unutilized,
i.e. they are currently “not on track”. To reach 2DS goals,
CCS facilities need to store over 400 MtCO2 in 2025, while
the production of renewable heat needs to grow from 14 EJ
in 2014 to 18.5 EJ in 2025.

Solar PV and
onshore wind

Energy storage

Electric
vehicles

Improved, but more
effort needed

Offshore wind
and hydropower

Nuclear
power

Natural gas-fired
power

Bioenergy, CSP
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Coal-fired power
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On track

Transport biofuels Renewable heat

Figure 5. Summary of Tracking Clean Energy Progress [4]
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Conclusion
Looking at what is needed to reach a world well below 2°C,
and taking into account recent progress in the transition,
the importance of Mission Innovation challenges is clearly
emphasized.
As outlined in ETP and TCEP, the energy system transition
cannot be handled by a single technology or a single region.
The effort needs to be global, it needs to be spread over a
variety of energy technologies, and it requires several innovation challenges to be successful.
The Smart Grid Innovation Challenge relies on energy storage, on/off grid operations, the integration of large amounts
of decentralized renewable power in distribution networks,
and the development of technologies at the level of consumers for purposes of demand-side management. Most of the
technologies in this challenge are on track (onshore wind,
PV, storage, EV’s), but for the real smart-grid challenges, i.e.,
system integration, new market design and regulation, more
effort is needed. Chapter 5 focuses on smart grid solutions,
and energy storage facilities are treated separately in Chapter 12.
The Off-grid Access to Electricity Innovation Challenge
overlaps in its solutions with the Smart Grid challenge, but
it has a greater focus on smart small-scale grid management
technologies and efficient DC appliances, as well as on local implementation conditions. This innovation challenge is
discussed in Chapter 6.
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Carbon Capture and Storage, or CCS, is an important solution in a world well below 2°C. Therefore, one critical observation is that this technology is not at all on track. Technological development and investments need to be ramped
up dramatically. To go from the RTS scenario to B2DS, CCS
technologies are expected to be responsible for one third of
the reductions in CO2 emissions. The more this technology
is delayed, the lower the probability of reaching the well below 2°C world. The CCS challenge is analyzed in Chapter 7.
“Production of sustainable biofuels” will be crucial, mainly
to supply a growing transportation sector, but also for backup electrical power supplies, heating and industrial processes. Nonetheless, investments globally are not happening at
the pace needed, and production prices have to come down.
Chapter 8 analyses the role of advanced biofuels and their
links with food and material production, while Chapter 9
focuses on converting sunlight into fuels (Power to X).
Technological progress and disruptive innovation are often
linked to the development of new materials. The Clean Energy Materials Innovation Challenge is treated in Chapter
10.
TCEP outlined renewable heating as one of the sectors with
large unutilized potential which needs to be exploited to
reach the 2DS target and beyond. The Affordable Heating
and Cooling Innovation Challenge is addressed in Chapter
11.
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A network overview of sustainable energy
capabilities

→

The research, development and deployment of
large-scale sustainable energy solutions is one of
the greatest social challenges of our time. Tackling this challenge requires a systems perspective revealing
the connections between the wealth of relevant scientific
knowledge available across the natural engineering and social sciences. It also requires new approaches to orchestrate
and integrate complex systems into uncertain environments
while simultaneously taking regulations, economic concerns and changes in human behaviour into account.
For these reasons, now more than ever we need to leverage and develop further all the potential of R&D ecosystems
effectively and efficiently. To do so, we propose to start by
understanding the capabilities embedded in existing R&D
networks and the connections between the resources and
the knowledge that those networks already contain.
To illustrate this with a concrete example, this chapter provides a network overview of the capabilities that are available through DTU’s R&D ecosystem to research, develop
and deploy clean energy solutions. To provide this overview,
this chapter offers a data-driven system analysis of the eight
energy challenges covered in this report. These challenges
are inspired by Mission Innovation (2017) and consist of
“Smart Grids”, “Off-Grid Access to Electricity”, “Carbon
Capture”, “Sustainable Biofuels”, “Converting Sunlight”,
“Clean Energy Materials”, “Affordable Heating and Cooling
of Buildings” and “Energy Storage”.

Challenges and opportunities
Due to the rapid development of highly specialised technologies, mounting environmental challenges and heightened
competition, there is increased pressure to develop more
sustainable energy solutions [2; 3]. For individual companies acting on their own, it is often impossible to improve,
develop and/or deploy new energy solutions. The growing
consensus appears to be that sustainable energy solutions
require concerted inter-organisational efforts to combine
existing resources and capabilities [4–6]. In fact, several
industrial practices connected to the inter-organisational
development of cleaner and more sustainable production
systems have been identified [e.g. 7; 8]. Such multi-stakeholder industrial practices include projects described as industrial symbiosis, circular economy, eco-industrial parks,
eco-clusters and sustainable supply chains, as well as other
initiatives described as green partnerships and ad-hoc collaborations aimed to support sustainable energy. More generally, outside the cleaner production domain, these types
of multi-stakeholder practices can be framed as open innovation projects, joint ventures, alliances, and other forms of
inter-organisational collaborative projects [e.g. 9; 10].
DTU International Energy Report 2018

Among the many technology sectors connected to the development of more sustainable energy systems are energy
efficiency, energy storage, carbon capture, heating and cooling, intelligent energy, smart grids, wind, solar and other
renewable energies, and bioenergy [11; 12]. This industrial
landscape constitutes a diverse set of evolving interlocked
technologies and organisations, which are unfortunately
often misrepresented by the currently rigid industrial categorisation schemes and traditional industrial cluster analyses [13–15].
To foster the development of new sustainable energy solutions, numerous national and international innovation networks, cluster organisations, associations and funding programmes have been created. These initiatives are supported
by industry, the public sector and non-governmental organisations (NGOs) with the purpose of facilitating information flow, coordination and access to resources [16]. Recent
examples of such initiatives include multi-stakeholder partnerships by the United Nations to support fulfilment of the
Sustainable Development Goals, the Danish project “Complex Cleantech Solutions” and its successor “CLEAN Solutions”, UNIDO’s “Global Cleantech Innovation Programme”,
the European Union’s “Climate Knowledge and Innovation
Community” (Climate KIC), Innoenergy and the “Sustainable Energy for All” initiative, to name just a few.
Despite the potential envisaged, the resources invested and
the broad public and private backing that inter-organisational support initiatives receive, both the companies participating in these projects and the organisations supporting
such initiatives report problems related to the challenge of
developing inter-organisational projects and identifying capabilities to fill technological gaps in a timely manner [2;17].
Recurrent problems include a limited overview of the industrial landscape of technological capabilities [18; 19], difficulties in finding and assessing collaboration partners based
on capability complementarities [20; 21], difficulties in both
intra- and inter-organisational cross-disciplinary collaboration [22], and tensions between intellectual property rights
and open collaboration [23]. These problems are not always
related to the exchange of materials or energy per se, but
rather to the exchange of information and non-material resources in the form of knowledge, know-how and technologies [10; 24]. As a consequence, we see an increased need for
a more systematic mapping of the capabilities found in R&D
ecosystems in order to achieve a better overview of the networks of technologies, knowledge and know-how that are
available for solving complex socio-technical problems such
as the development and implementation of new sustainable
energy solutions.
In this context, R&D ecosystems can be described as sets
of research and development organisations embedded in a
network and characterised by inter-organisational relations,
shared objectives, shared resources and/or exchanges of materials, energy and information. Relations that can lead to
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beneficial interactions and inter-dependencies among the
participating organisations and their environment [25].

Mapping DTU’s R&D ecosystem of sustainable
energy solutions
To better understand the capabilities available to research
and develop sustainable energy solutions and to map the relationships between the eight challenges, we have analysed
DTU’s energy-related solutions through a curated data set of
more than 740 ISI publications, sixteen patents, and thirty
EU-funded projects ranging from the 5th Framework Programme (FP5) to Horizon 2020. All of these records have at
least one participant from DTU and include content relevant to at least one of the eight sustainable energy challenges
explored in this report.
The procedure for filtering relevant publications, patents
and EU projects consisted in applying a global content filter to each of the three databases (publications, patents,
projects), followed by a manual screening of the results to
discard false positives. In Boolean form, the keyword-based
search used for this study was:

The main question explored in Figure 1 is, what have been
DTU’s collaborations in the area of sustainable energy solutions, and how are they distributed geographically and over
time?
In Figure 1, we can observe the growing relevance of collaborations with Asia, which in 2015 exceeded the volume of
collaborations with the United States. We can also observe
a steady rise in the number and diversity of collaborations,
indicating an increasingly complex R&D ecosystem. For example, from 2010 onwards, the primary pool of countries
and organisations changes from being mainly associated
with developed European countries to a much broader base
that includes Asia, southern Europe, the United States and
several emerging countries. This trend reflects an expansion
in the number of research areas covered, increased ambition
levels and the significant increase of R&D investment in this
area by both developed and developing countries, a trend
that is corroborated by the latest world figures in the “Global
Trends in Renewable Energy Investment Report” [26].

“Smart Grid” OR (“off-grid” AND electric*) OR “carbon capture” OR “biofuel” OR “convert sunlight” OR “solar energy”
OR “energy materials” OR [(heating OR cooling) AND (affordable OR cheap OR sustainable)] OR “energy storage” OR
“smart energy” OR (“mini-grid” AND electric*) OR (“micro-grid” AND electric*) OR (catalysis AND energy) OR “solar fuels” OR “integrated energy systems” OR “energy system
analysis” OR “energy access” OR electrification OR (electricity AND “developing countries”) OR “solar home systems”.
The results of this search, although not exhaustive, provide
records from diverse sources and fields large enough to allow a representative overview of content and collaborations
over the last twenty years. In total, these records connect
DTU with more than 55 countries and 500 organisations.
Figure 1 provides a visual summary of the diverse set of regions and organisations that has formed part of DTU’s sustainable energy R&D ecosystem since 2005.
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DTU's collaborations: Geographical distribution

DTU's collaborations: Evolution of records over time
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Figure 1. The top left panel shows the geographical distribution of DTU collaborations on the world map. The numbers show
the records associated with each region. The top right panel plots the number of records over time per geographical region. The
bottom panel shows a tree map with the most frequent collaborations over time. The size represents the number of records
connected to each organisation.

Mapping the eight sustainable energy
challenges and their relations
To identify and map the relations between the eight sustainable energy challenges, we performed a content co-occurrence analysis, following the method described by Van Eck
and Waltman [27]. In this analysis, DTU’s R&D ecosystem
is modelled as a network. The nodes are keywords extracted
from the content of each record in our database. In our case,
after normalising the keywords, we gathered over 4,000
terms. The edges between the keywords represent co-occurrence relations, of which we reach over 25.000 links. Here,
a connection between two keywords exists if they are mentioned together in at least one record. The more frequently
two keywords are mentioned together, the stronger the connection between them.
DTU International Energy Report 2018

As the whole analysis was performed on the previously filtered database, we know that each record is relevant for at
least one of the challenges. In order to identify areas in the
network that are primarily associated with one or more of
the challenges, we performed a cluster analysis using Waltman, Van Eck, and Noyons’s [28] method to cluster bibliometric networks. Each cluster represents a topic area, where
the connections between the keywords are stronger within
the cluster to which they are assigned than between other
clusters. Having identified the main clusters, a qualitative
inspection of the collection of keywords in each cluster allows the clusters to be mapped to each of the eight challenges. As a result, the left panel in Figure 2 shows the relations
between the eight challenges as a network, while the right
panel plots the main keywords associated with each challenge as an evolution across a fifteen-year timespan.
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Figure 2. Left panel: network of keywords and co-occurrence relations between those keywords. The size of the nodes represents the frequency of each keyword. The colours show the keyword clusters that are used to identify areas of the network
associated with the eight challenges. Right panel: evolution over time of each challenge in terms of the raw frequency of the
main keywords associated with the respective challenge.

Through the cluster map in the left panel of Figure 2, we
see that there is only one network component with high
connectivity within and between the clusters. This can be
taken as a sign of the strong topical ties between the eight
challenges in DTU’s overall R&D ecosystem. We also found
that, if we divide the network into two sides, some interesting patterns emerge.
The right side of the network concentrates challenge areas
where research and development often interface with policy,
human behaviour, regulations and large engineering-system
integrations. For example, the clusters on the right side, associated with the challenges of energy storage, heating and
cooling, smart grid and off-grid access to electricity, are frequently connected to keywords such as systems, integration,
behaviour, uncertainty and management. Another interesting
feature of this region is the position that energy storage occupies between smart grids and clean energy materials. This
can be explained by the dependencies between different energy storage solutions, the advanced new materials required
to make them possible, and the implications of this for the
future of the overall energy grid. Such dependencies influence
aspects such as the degree to which the energy grid becomes
more or less centralised, which in its turn is contingent on the
existence of competitive distributed energy storage solutions.
The left of the network concentrates challenge areas where
research and development often interface with the natural

sciences, including the life sciences, physics and chemistry.
For example, the clusters on the left associated with the challenges of clean energy materials, converting sunlight, carbon
capture, and sustainable biofuels, are more frequently connected with keywords that reference elements, molecules or
natural processes, including terms such as graphene, composites, fermentation, catalysts and nanotubes. This left side
of the overall network can be divided further into an upper
and a lower side. The upper side is mostly connected to disciplines such as material science, physics, nanotechnology
and photonics. In turn, the lower side is connected to disciplines such as bioengineering, chemical engineering and
bio-sciences. For example, within DTU’s R&D ecosystem, a
large area of research on converting sunlight takes the form
of advances in electrocatalysis and photocatalysis that are
of interest for sustainable energy conversion and fuel production. In terms of the different clusters and their mapping
on to Mission Innovation challenges, energy materials are
strongly connected to both energy storage and converting sunlight, making it hard to distinguish a clear unique
boundary. This is due to the important enabling role that
energy materials play in both challenge areas.
In terms of the evolution over time of the topics associated with each of the eight challenges (right side of Figure 2),
we can identify two groups: one group that contains records
dating back to 2000, shown in the first five challenges from
top to bottom; and a second group that contains the remainDTU International Energy Report 2018
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ing three challenges from top to bottom, where the first records start appearing around 2008. Within each of these two
groups, the patterns are relatively similar. With the exception of the heating and cooling of buildings, the first group
is mostly connected to the challenges of energy production
and storage. In turn, the second group is about the delivery
of energy, using more efficient and effective grids, and the
challenge of capturing CO2, not only to mitigate current
emissions, but to reduce the overall accumulated stock of
CO2. In this way, this temporal progression appears to follow
a natural increase in ambitions and R&D investment at DTU.
Beyond the features for each region of the network and their
dynamics reported above, it is important to note that the
eight challenges are highly interconnected. The differences
identified are changes within a spectrum, rather than features that can be easily allocated to independent science
fields or technologies. Research areas involved range from
fundamental research on new energy materials and studies
of metabolic pathways at the cellular level, all the way to
the deployment of smart energy grids and the study of decision-support systems to ease the adoption of best energy
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practices. Furthermore, we have shown that the eight challenges come together as part of an entire R&D ecosystem
that allows sustainable energy to be developed and delivered
at scale.

Conclusion and highlights
The data-driven exploration of DTU’s R&D ecosystem for
sustainable energy solutions presented in this chapter provides a glimpse into the complex processes and interactions
that allow us to research, design and deploy new energy
solutions. It highlights the overall connectedness between
the eight sustainable innovation challenges and the importance of applying a system perspective in connecting scientific fields and technologies. Furthermore, the socio-technical characteristics of the knowledge and technologies
required to move from research to real-world impacts are
explicitly visualised. Evidence of this is shown through the
integration into one and the same network that covers the
spectrum of the natural and engineering sciences, as well as
elements of the social sciences.
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Chapter 5

Smart Grids Innovation
Challenge
“to enable future grids that are powered by affordable, reliable,
decentralised renewable electricity systems”
By Jacob Østergaard,Tilman Weckesser, Daniel Esteban Morales Bondy, Per Nørgaard
and Pierre Pinson, Department of Electrical Engineering, Technical University of Denmark
Luciano Martini, Ricerca sul Sistema Energetico - RSE SpA
Henrik Madsen, Department of Compute, Technical University of Denmark
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The future grid

→

The smart grids innovation challenge consists in
making the electrical grid ‘intelligent’ through
the expansion and/or refurbishment of regional
transmission and local distribution grids, considering their
contollability and flexibility as the main focus. Indeed, the
envisaged grids must be able to absorb various kinds of
highly fluctuating sources of generation while at the same
time trying to actively influence instantaneous electric power demand so as to match supply and demand. The integration of electrical storage would aid significantly in balancing
the demand and generation. Clearly, the controllability of
smart grids will have to be enabled by modern communication and data management methods. The key words are
controllability, interoperability and flexibility. Bringing all
this together is a major challenge, but it also presents ample
opportunities hopefully leading to novel solutions and applications not envisaged hitherto.

large-scale RES integration, namely the necessity to balance
fluctuations in RES power generation, and long-distance
transmission from remote locations to the load centers. Regional grids can potentially solve both issues, or at least help
to resolve them [2].
Furthermore, studies have shown that developing regional
grids instead of locally reinforcing existing grids is more
cost-effective. On the European level, it has been estimated
that a regional grid could save 6-8 billion EUR in comparison to solutions where the existing AC networks are locally
reinforced [4].

Solar

Hydro

Wind

Biomass

In addition, due to developments in IoT, sensor technologies, and data management capabilities, data from various
parts of the energy system are becoming available on a massive scale. The development of energy technologies, combined with the smart use of data through novel computational and analytical methods, makes possible entirely new
business models and ways of designing and operating the
energy system in the direction of a smarter system based on
decarbonization, digitalization and decentralization.

Geothermal

For convenience of discussion, the concept of ‘smart grids
innovation’ can be subdivided into the following areas of
innovation (the same division is used in the Mission Innovation Challenge #1 Smart Grids):
1. Regional grids (large-scale interconnected high-voltage
grids)
2. Distribution grids (local grids connecting customers)
3. Microgrids (locally optimized grids)
4. Cross-cutting innovations
In the following, some of the major trends in development
within each of these areas are outlined, and the associated
research needs and opportunities are identified.

Regional grid innovation
Large-scale renewable energy resource (RES)
integration

To enable the large-scale integration of RES (see Figure 1),
one of the solutions being considered are long-distance
high-voltage (transnational or interstate) ‘regional’ grids.
Large amounts of RES are located remotely, often offshore,
and thus far away from load centers. Moreover, the power generation of most RES varies and is affected by prediction uncertainties [1]. This gives rise to two major issues for
DTU International Energy Report 2018
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Figure 1: Renewable energy resources in Europe
(inspired by [3])

For Europe to fulfill its commitments under the Paris climate agreement (COP21), according to a study [5] approximately 230 GW of offshore wind-power capacity need to
be developed. Various long-term scenarios estimate that installed offshore wind-power capacity in the North Sea will
reach 70-150 GW by 2040 [6].
To enable such large-scale offshore integration of RES, it has
been suggested that offshore wind-power hubs should be
developed and built on artificial islands (Figure 2) [7]. It is
estimated that one or more wind-power hubs could accommodate up to 70-100 GW of offshore wind power.
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Figure 2. North Sea wind-power hub (left) and possible location in the North Sea (right) (figure adopted from [7])

A multi-terminal high-voltage direct-current (HVDC) offshore grid or multiple point-to-point HVDC offshore connections can be used to connect the Wind Power Hubs to
the mainland of the surrounding countries, as well as form
interconnections between these countries. In such arrangements, the offshore collection grid could be realized by an
HVDC or AC grid. Several options are possible.
Option 1. The wind-power hub is connected through pointto-point HVDC connections to the mainland, while on the
island a collection HVAC grid is used to connect the wind
farms. Due to the lack of any synchronous generators in the
collection grid, the offshore AC system has zero inertia. In
order to realize such a system, new concepts for grid-forming inverters and robust controls for zero-inertia AC systems will have to be developed.

tional generators release some of their kinetic energy and
provide inertia to the system, which limits the rate of change
of frequency, allowing control systems to act. Most RES,
however, are connected through power electronics and thus
do not inherently provide inertia.
The variability of solar radiation and wind will result in
greatly altering generation patterns, with varying shares
of converter-connected RES and conventional generation.
For this reason, system inertia will change in both size and
geographical distribution over time. A study of the Nordic
Transmission system operator estimates that, in the Nordic
synchronous area in 2025, the system kinetic energy could
be as low as 80 GWs in low load conditions and as high as
313 GWs in high load conditions [8].
Need for R&D and innovation

Option 2. Instead of operating the offshore AC grid as a zero-inertia system, dedicated components for the provision
of inertia could be installed on the island. The required inertia level of such an AC system and which components are
most suitable for providing or emulating inertia are issues
that still require investigating.

In order to ensure stable and reliable system operation for
a wide range of system conditions and generation patterns,
new robust approaches to systems control need to be investigated. These will enable RES-based power generation to
provide system services such as synthetic inertia or, quite
simply, fast frequency control [9][10].

Option 3. A multi-terminal HVDC offshore grid can be used
to connect the wind-power hubs to the mainland, as well as
the different countries to each other. In this arrangement,
the offshore collection grid could also be realized by HVDC.
In order to realize a multi-terminal HVDC grid, different
grid layouts (e.g. radial or meshed) and reliable control
strategies will have to be investigated.

HVDC and interconnection

Varying-inertia power systems

Large-scale RES will displace centralized conventional power generation, which provides crucial system services such
as frequency and voltage control.
For example, in response to an emergency resulting in an
excess of power consumption over generation, the conven-

In recent years, a growing number of HVDC transmission
lines have been installed. HVDC connections can play a key
role in the efficient and stable operation of the future system. They offer the unique capability to control active power
flows, and the voltage source converter (VSC) type even allows the independent regulation of active and reactive power. Moreover, due to their ability to transfer power over long
distances and interconnect asynchronously operated power
systems, HVDC links enable the coupling of different electricity markets.
If these opportunities are harnessed efficiently, HVDC links
can provide the necessary additional flexibility to guarantee
the secure and market-efficient operation of future power
DTU International Energy Report 2018
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systems. On the European level, it was estimated that an
overlay HVDC super grid could save 6-8 billion EUR [4].
Need for R&D and innovation

In order to utilize the full potential that HVDC connections
offer, new approaches are needed to integrate the capabilities
of HVDC links fully into the operation of coupled electricity markets. Also, novel methodologies must be developed
for the optimal operation of mixed AC/DC power systems,
which coordinate the operation of multiple HVDC links.

Distribution grid innovation
The distribution grid is being transformed from a quasi-passive element in the power grid into a system that must be
actively operated. This change is a consequence of the installation of fluctuating renewable resources in the distribution
grid, as well as electrification of the heat and transport sectors, that is, so-called distributed energy resources (DERs).
In addition, local resources for demand start to be actively
managed in order to deliver flexibility to the distribution
system. Distribution system operators (DSOs) need new
methods, tools and processes to handle such an active grid,
especially when it comes to voltage profiles and congestion
management. The increased digitalization of the power system provides opportunities for the creation of such methods
and tools.

Demand response through aggregation

Demand response is the control of electric power consumption instantaneously through incentive or control signals.
Given that the problems the DSOs face are of a local nature,
using local demand response to resolve these issues is ideal. The building and management of the information and
communication technology (ICT) infrastructure required
for the control of large quantities of small units lies outside
the area of expertise and role of the DSO. We must therefore
envisage a new role in the power system: the aggregator. It
will be the job of the aggregator to represent all units in its
portfolio as a single market participant, while ensuring that
the needs of the consumers are satisfied [11]. For instance,
methods for aggregators to directly control heat pumps for
congestion management are being developed and tested. An
example of this is the EcoGrid 2.0 project, where two aggregators control a pool of about four hundred houses each,
testing both direct control demand response and consumer
preference with regard to the energy products provided by
the aggregator (e.g. reductions to electricity bills, or prioritizing reductions of customer’s CO2 emissions). An example
of such a test can be seen in Figure 2, where 386 houses with
heat pumps responded to a deactivation signal, thus providing about 300 kW of up-regulation. Interestingly, the recovery of energy after the activation is less than the reduction of
energy consumption during the activation.

Electricity demand for IBM home group
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Figure 3. An example of an aggregator that provides a demand reduction service (up-regulation) of 300 kW between 18:00
and 19:00. The top figure shows the total power consumption of the aggregated demand, including the response of the
activation and its following “kick-back”, as well as the forecasted demand without activation of the demand reduction, the
so-called baseline. The bottom graph shows the flexibility provided, that is, the difference of the observed response
(measurement) and the baseline.
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While demand response aggregation is a topic that academics have worked on extensively in recent years, and several
countries have commercial aggregators trading in the energy and ancillary service markets (see, for example, the UK
aggregator OpenEnergi or the pilot projects by Nuvve), a
standard market framework for aggregators has not yet been
widely implemented.
Enabling trading of flexibility

Ancillary services for the transmission system are traded
in their own markets. If the DSO is to leverage the flexibility provided by demand response, similar markets must be
provided where DSO needs and consumer-flexibility can be
matched. Concepts based on a so-called flexibility clearing
house (a matchmaker between DSO needs and aggregator
flexibility) have been designed and tested [11]. Currently,
this type of concept is being extended, taking location of
flexibility into account and conducting integrated tests with
services being traded and enacted. A graphical representation of this can be seen in Figure 4. As it can be seen, it is important to determine how the aggregator will participate in
both DSO-oriented flexibility markets and ancillary service
markets. Methods of proper coordination with the so-called
balance responsible parties (BRP) must be developed.

Energy
Market

TSO

DSO

Ancillary Service
Market

Flexibility
Market
Trade permission
system

BRP 1

BRP 2

The specific arrangement presented proposes that the internal measurements of the flexible units that provide services should be accepted for service bid and settlement
purposes, thus avoiding the high costs of installing certified
behind-the-meter measurement units. Allowing the lower
quality measurements to be used will strengthen the aggregators’ business case. Behind-the-meter measurements are
needed so that imbalances between forecast consumption
and actual consumption can be attributed to specific market
actors.
Need for R&D and innovation

The future R&D needs include identifying the acceptable
quality of the behind-the-meter measurements in order to
carry out verification and settlement. In general, the question of how to prequalify and verify service delivery from
demand response aggregation has been analyzed in academia, but still needs to be developed into homogenized
procedures across Europe.
TSO-DSO coordination

The solutions adopted must also provide coordination between ancillary services provided to the TSO (system balancing) and the flexibility offered to the DSO.
Situations will arise where a TSO or BRP activates flexibility
at distribution level, thereby causing problems for the DSO.
The project “DSOs Role in the Energy Markets” (DREM),
together with several Danish DSOs, has identified eight
examples of conflict that may occur when DSOs and TSOs
gain access to consumer flexibility. These examples vary
from conflicts due to direct or indirect demand response
acquired by the TSO to those where the DSO actively counteracts ancillary services (contracted by the TSO) in order to
protect its own assets.
These examples of conflict will shape the design of a trade
permission system, allowing for the coordination between
TSO and DSOs (see Figure 4). This system is expected to be
the final outcome of DREM and to be adopted by the Danish
power system.
Similar issues are being tackled in the Horizon 2020 SmartNet project, which studies areas with a large amount of wind
power and large loads. Smart energy controllers have been
installed in around thirty summerhouses with a swimming
pool. Through these controllers, voltage issues are mitigated
and congestion management is provided to the DSO.

Aggregator

Services from demand response
Consumer

Consumer

Consumer

Figure 4. Aggregators will have to be associated to a BRP,
either contracting their own (as shown in the figure), or by
communicating with the existing BRP of the consumer (BRP1
in the figure).

While research and development have taken forward the
concept of demand response through aggregators [11-13],
demand response is still not fully integrated into the electric
power system. In their 2017 report “Explicit Demand Response in Europe”, the Smart Energy Demand Coalition analyzed the barriers that still exist to the adoption of demand
response [14]. The analysis was based on four key metrics:
DTU International Energy Report 2018
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a) access for demand response to markets; b) access to
market by service providers; c) product requirements; and
d) measurement and verification, payments and penalties.
Although the SEDC states that Europe is generally improving its performance in relation to these four key metrics, we
believe there are still several challenges that need to be addressed. DTU is tackling these barriers by, for example, proposing changes to product requirements [15]. Additionally,
DTU is investigating how non-certified behind-the-meter measurements can be used for purposes of verification
and settlement, as well as system state-estimation methods
which will allow for a simpler measurement system.

to include local engagement and local ownership, and new
ways of operating it. The necessary technologies are more or
less available, though not yet mature, but the necessary legal
and market framework has not been developed. Microgrid
solutions should be introduced and demonstrated (e.g. at
community levels) under different conditions.

It is also worth mentioning that the regulatory framework in
the form of market rules etc. must be aligned with the concept
of commercially operating aggregations. Such adjustments of
the rules are currently being adopted in multiple countries,
and standardized frameworks are being developed.

More R&D is needed to evaluate the proper circumstances
for the introduction of valuable microgrids so as to identify
those locations and situations where they really have added
value, rather than just being a fad.

Microgrids can be seen as an extension of community
(near) zero-energy concepts, which focus on balancing the
community’s energy requirements on annual basis, but with
the microgrid focusing on optimising the operation of both
itself and the entire energy system.

Microgrid innovation
In contrast to the centralised power system with large-scale
generation units and large-scale power transmission, micro-grid solutions are designed to impart a high degree of
self-sufficiency to small, well-defined parts of the grid with
weak connections to the rest of the grid, and sometimes
even with dynamic boundaries or in complete isolation.
In principle a microgrid solution has the ability to provide
high power quality and to balance electric power locally by
own local means. This is obtained through the smart mobilisation and activation of all the available local energy flexibilities and local system services from all the components
that are connected to the grid. Microgrid solutions include a
high degree of customer empowerment. All customers must
contribute to the proper operation of the microgrid through
both power balancing and system services like voltage control and short circuit power.
New means are required for the coordinated and optimised
control and operation of microgrids, with new types of actors, markets and business models, including neighbouring
energy-sharing and peer-to-peer energy-trading.
Microgrids may be able to operate in true island mode for
brief periods, but they are normally connected to other
grids, including neighbouring microgrids, exchanging energy and system services whenever appropriate, which produces high value for the microgrid in question, the neighbouring microgrids, and the rest of the grid.
In the ideal situation, the microgrid concept has the potential to become a key building block of the future energy system, providing robust, efficient and reliable energy
systems, and significantly replacing the need for dedicated
energy transmission. However, this requires a new design
of the entire energy system, a new way of organising it so as
DTU International Energy Report 2018

Figure 5. The importance of being able to test microgrid solutions under real or semi-real conditions, as in DTU’s SYSLAB
experimental research facility (illustration: DTU 2018).
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Cross-cutting innovation
Energy storage integration

Energy storage has the potential to provide the necessary
flexibility in the energy system. In the near term, thermal
and electric storage technology is expected to play an important role, while storage of electric energy as hydrogen
can do so towards 2050.
The cost of battery storage has fallen dramatically in recent years which, if continued, will lead to the emergence
of feasible business models for batteries. Batteries can sup-

ply a number of services to the grid, ranging from energy
arbitrage and reserves to deferring grid upgrades and local
customer services behind the meter (see Figure 4). Typically, no single service can provide enough value to provide a
positive business case, but current research in ‘stacked services’ enabling the delivery of multiple services by the same
installation indicates that positive business models can be
provided at current cost levels. Such solutions are currently
being demonstrated in the EnergyLab Nordhavn project in
Copenhagen [16].
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Figure 6. Battery energy storage can provide different services to three stakeholder groups (TSO, DSO and customers) depending on the connection point of the storage unit: in the transmission grid, in the distribution grid, or behind the meter. After [17].

Integrated energy system

Solutions focusing on the individual aspects of the energy
system, such as electric power systems or district heating
systems, may overlook the efficiency as well as the potential
for cost and emission savings with an integrated approach.
The concept of energy systems integration methodologies
brings together the wide range of energy carriers (electricity, thermal systems, gas, fuels) with other infrastructure
such as data networks, water systems and transportation
systems [18]. The approach facilitates flexibility throughout the entire energy system. The complexity of this holistic

framework, consisting of all the energy-related systems we
use today, calls for pioneer research in methods using data
intelligence to harness the latent flexibility of integrated energy systems [19].
Big-data analytics and models will play a pivotal role in
the intelligent and integrated energy system of the future.
Modelling such an integrated energy system is a complicated task, and tailored models are required for operations,
forecasting, planning, simulation and market participation.
This calls for new modelling techniques that bridge the gap
between statistical and physical modelling.
DTU International Energy Report 2018
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Figure 7. A more integrated energy system, in which big-data analytics and models play an essential role, will enable a more
efficient energy system.

Data, analytics and markets

Data, energy analytics and energy markets will be crucial
cross-cutting elements in the development of future smart
grids.
Starting with the data itself, actors in electric power systems
rapidly entered the digitization world when they found
they had to accommodate renewable energy generation,
with capacities being distributed over large areas, variable
in nature and with limited predictability. This forced them
to find ways to monitor renewable energy generating capacities, to obtain additional data (e.g., weather forecasts)
to predict power generation in the coming minutes or days,
and then increasingly to make further use of monitoring
and control capabilities in order to operate power systems
with the ever-greater penetration of renewable energy
sources.
Eventually, market-based considerations should lead to
smart meters being deployed at the residential level, leading
to the collection of significantly larger amounts of data. The
European Union has committed itself to introducing up to
200 million smart meters for electricity by 2020 with a standard temporal resolution of fifteen minutes. Such smart-meter data opens the door to a number of new business models
related to consumer analytics and demand response, though
it also presents a number of challenges related to data management and the analytics used to exploit such data, as well
DTU International Energy Report 2018

as legal and regulatory issues related to privacy and the ownership of information.
Even in terms of organization, it is still unclear whether data should be kept centrally and channeled through
a single platform (as with the DataHub in Denmark), or
whether decentralized structures that keep that data at or
close to their collection point are to be preferred. Similarly,
data can be seen as free and shareable upon agreement, as
is traditional in many areas. However, it would make sense
to monetize data, as in the Copenhagen city data exchange,
although pricing such data in a broader context is an open
challenge.
New data streams and opportunities for sensing and actuating in a smart grid (and more generally smart energy) context does not mean that this newly uncovered flexibility can
be fully harnessed in an economic manner. This requires the
evolution of a market-based coordination framework and a
related regulatory framework.
As an example in Denmark, various proposals have been
made for the market-based coordination of demand response through national and European projects, yielding a
generalized ‘balancing-markets- accommodating’ demand
response [20; 21], as well as a number of approaches to coordination at the transmission and distribution grid levels
[19]. These market-based coordination concepts should
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be similarly employed to coordinate the gas, heating and
electricity systems with price-based and volume-based coordination concepts, both aiming to optimize the flexibility
that these other energy systems bring to the electric power
system [22].
The increasing amount of generation produced by renewable energy sources (RES) with a volatile and partly unpredictable pattern calls for improved and integrated methods
of probabilistic forecasting. The cross-dependencies between, for instance load, wind- and solar-power generation
must be accurately described. Furthermore, forecasts must
be provided in such a form that they can be used directly in
stochastic programming or similar methodologies for decision-making under uncertainty.

Recommendations
A new energy reality is emerging. A number of rapidly developing technologies and major market trends will provoke
a new energy reality and transform the whole energy business. Consumer-centric solutions, digitalization and electrification will establish a new main direction for the system.
The rapid technological developments behind this transformation include low-cost solar PV, wind power and battery
storages, smart building solutions, e-mobility, distributed
intelligence and data processing, novel market designs and
consumer-centric sharing.
An immense innovation potential. The global market potential for new smart grid solutions is immense. When the
share of variable renewables increases, new solutions for
balancing the system and its secure operation will be needed. Equally important, digitalization will enable new business models and provide new opportunities for completely
new actors. Smart grid research and innovation must therefore play a key role in the coming years in developing new
understanding and methods unlocking enormous new business potentials.

Research and innovation priorities. Research should be
strengthened in a number of areas in the coming years:
• Regional grids innovation. Optimization of operation of
regional grids utilizing controllable HVDC connections,
novel grid-stability methods in low-inertia systems and
new solutions for offshore grids.
• Distribution grids innovation. Novel architectures including DSO markets which allow trading of flexibility and
aggregation methods for demand response should be developed and matured.
• Microgrid innovation. Truly consumer-centric solutions,
local optimization, and energy-sharing based on peer-topeer methods in energy communities hold new possibilities for empowering customers.
• Cross-cutting innovation. The focus on holistic integrated
energy system solutions should be increased. In addition,
big data and analytics, distributed intelligence and other
digital solutions contain outstanding new possibilities,
which should be explored and developed.
International collaboration and knowledge sharing. Collaboration is important for the effective development of efficient, robust and widely applicable concepts. The Innovation Challenge Smart Grids is an excellent platform for such
international collaboration; however, mechanisms should
be designed to support international co-creation through
Mission Innovation.

Several of these innovations will require changes in regulation, including market rules, tariff schemes and energy taxes.
The current regulatory framework does not efficiently support the transformation and utilization of the new solutions,
including new business models, the role of aggregators, the
integration of storage or integrated energy systems. Therefore testing and demonstrating new technology solutions
in combination with deviating market rules, tariff schemes
and energy taxes should be allowed, thus accelerating the
development of new business models, novel digital energy
solutions and more integrated smart energy solutions. As
this is difficult or even impossible today, regulatory flexibility should be established to allow for such ‘real-life’ tests in
dedicated areas.
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Chapter 6

Off-grid Access to Electricity
Innovation Challenge
“to develop systems that enable off-grid households and communities
to access affordable and reliable renewable electricity”
By Ivan Nygaard, Ulrich E. Hansen and Thomas Hebo Larsen, UNEP DTU Partnership,
Technical University of Denmark
Debajit Palit, The Energy and Resources Institute, TERI, India
Charles Muchunku, Private Consultant, Kenya
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The challenge of universal access to modern
energy

→

There are currently 1.1 billion people globally living without access to electricity, 80% of whom live
in rural areas, mainly in South Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa [1]. Hence the challenge of bringing stand-alone
off-grid and/or mini-grid solutions to these populations is
of paramount importance in fulfilling the United Nations’
Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) no. 7, that is, to ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern
energy for all by 2030. The challenge is substantial since
current projections indicate that almost 700 million people
would still be without access to electricity in 2030, 90% of
them residing in Sub-Saharan Africa [1]. In developing Asia
and Latin America a nearly full rate of electrification is expected by 2030, with India being a big success story in having provided more than 500 million people with access to
electricity since 2000 [1] its target being to achieve complete
electrification by March 2019.
A major challenge in providing the remaining 1.1 billion
with access to electricity is the fact that the vast majority
lives in rural and remote areas far from the national grid.
Furthermore, inhabitants of these areas often have low and
irregular incomes, meaning that electrical power load densities in these areas are low. As a result, the combination of low
levels of electricity consumption and difficult terrain makes

it costly as well as cumbersome to connect rural populations
to the grid in a sustainable fashion. As a result, policy-makers and electrification strategies often give less emphasis to
rural electrification than to electrifying urban centres and
industrial areas.
Given this situation, the question to be answered is whether it is possible or reasonable to promote clever routes to
the provision of access to these rural populations without
having to rely on “classical” grid expansion. Possible combinations of novel technologies should be considered and be
given an opportunity to prove their worth. It seems that, for
these particular situations and geographical circumstances,
the focus should rather be on solar-based technologies.
Indeed, access to electrical energy is not a binary between
having access to electricity and not having it, as it is the case
for utility-supported grid electricity [2]. With the recent diffusion of so-called ‘pico solar’ products (solar portable lights
and solar lanterns with an effect below 10 Wp), solar home
systems (SHS), and mini-grids to supplement or be used
as alternatives to utility grid electricity, access to electricity
should be measured in a graded fashion, i.e., according to
the level and quality of the service provided. A systematic
way of measuring and verifying access to electricity is provided by the Multi-Tier Framework, which distinguishes
between five levels or tiers of energy access as illustrated in
Table 1 [3].

Table 1. Different levels of electricity access defined by the Multi-Tier Framework [3] (“task lighting” refers to having access to
lighting to be able to perform a limited number of important tasks like reading, cooking, etc.).
TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 3

TIER 4

TIER 5

Tier criteria

TIER 0

Task lighting AND
phone charging

General lighting AND phone
charging AND television
AND fan (if needed)

Tier 2 AND any
medium-power
appliances

Tier 3 AND any
high-power appliances

Tier 2 AND any
very high-power
appliances

Annual consumption levels, in kWhs

≥4.5

≥73

≥365

≥1,250

≥3,000

Daily consumption levels, in Whs

≥12

≥200

≥1,000

≥3,425

≥8,219

While many households experience a considerable improvement in being supplied with electric light and the opportunity to charge their mobile phones (tiers 1 & 2), other households might need electricity to run appliances for
productive use and income-generating purposes (tiers 3 to
5) [4]. It is unlikely that all countries will be able to reach
the highest tiers of access by 2030. Therefore, the Multi-Tier
Framework is useful for countries and development agencies in devising policies according to context and funding
opportunities, as well as to evaluate progress until the highest tier of access is reached.

Technological trends
Fortunately, recent years have witnessed spectacular progress with solar-based off-grid electrification that has enabled
millions of people to be given access to electricity through
either pico solar products, SHS or various types of minigrid, both AC and DC. This development has been aided
by a combination of continuing uncertainty in the price of
conventional energy sources1 and drastically falling solar
module prices. This has been the result of the increased efficiency of modules, cost reductions through economies of

1	The global price of oil has increased steadily from 20-25 USD per barrel in the 1990s, reaching an average level of 100 USD per barrel for the period 20072015, after which the price has dropped again to around 60 USD per barrel https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=34372
DTU International Energy Report 2018
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scale and increased competition, especially from Chinese
manufacturers. Since 2010, average module prices have
fallen by more than 80% and average annual global manufacturing capacity has increased by 30% [5]. Furthermore,
the price of solar PV products has not only benefitted from
the reduced manufacturing costs of panels, it has also been
supported by an overall improvement in the efficiency and
performance of complete systems [6; 7].

Individual systems
Solar technology has reduced costs especially for individual systems, such as solar pico products and SHS, which are
mainly used by residents of dispersed settlements, informal
settlements and low energy density areas. For these systems,
improvements have come from the use of small lithium-ion
batteries, energy-efficient lighting alternatives (particularly
Light Emitting Diodes or LEDs) and balance of system components (BOS), e.g. inverters, charge controllers, cables and
wires. Thus, the price of an SHS offering lamps, a radio and
a television dropped from 991 USD in 2009 to 354 USD in
2014 and is expected to decrease by another 50% by 2020
[7]. Pico solar products, which offer a few lights and allow
households to charge their mobile phones, have likewise experienced significant falls in price. In 2010 a solar lantern
cost around 20 USD, but by 2015 the price had dropped
to a little more than 4 USD. Surveys from Kenya, Uganda
and Tanzania indicate that households typically spend 3673 USD for kerosene for lighting over the two-period that
a solar lantern normally lasts [8]. Hence, significant savings
for households are within reach by switching to solar-powered lighting. As a result, the sales of off-grid solar products
has increased rapidly since 2012, reaching almost 31 million
units sold cumulatively by the first half of 2017 [9]. Using
solar PV-based technology to reach Tiers 1 and 2, which
both offer electric light and phone charging, with the addition of a television or a fan respectively, has thus become
considerably less costly over the past decade.

Mini-grids
A mini-grid is a small electricity grid that connects villagers to an electricity-producing unit. It is a major building
block in bringing electricity supplies to remote communities,2 being a least-cost option for the provision of electricity to small towns and villages with adequate load densities
wherever local resources make this possible. Mini-grids are
reaching higher tiers of energy access that involve the use of
medium- and high-power appliances such as refrigerators,
water pumps and hair-dryers. Thus, mini-grids can supply
sufficient electricity for productive purposes and can sustain
income-generating activities in a way that pico solar and

2

SHSs cannot [11]. Mini-grids are in most cases intended
to be connected to the main grid when consumption in the
mini-grid reaches a level that makes it economically feasible
to link a transmission line to the main grid. To ease future
integration with the main grid, it is important for minigrids to be constructed according to normal grid standards,
though this may slightly increase the installation costs.
Electricity generation for mini-grids can come from diesel
engines or renewable sources, possibly supplemented by
electrical storage. Which technology is the least-cost option
depends on the intensity and availability of renewable resources, as well as on the capacity of the mini-grid. As a rule
of thumb, hydropower and wind are best suited for larger installations, biogas and thermal gasification for medium-size
installations, while biofuels and solar PV are modular,
making them feasible for the whole range of installations
from small to large [12]. In general, small-scale hydro is a
well-proven technology and the least-cost option [13]. In areas with constant and good wind conditions, wind turbines
have proved to be a feasible option for larger installations
in combination with diesel engines > 50 kW [14]. Small
wind power in the size of 2-10 kW has been tested in many
countries, but in only a few cases have they proved to be economically feasible compared to diesel-based solutions [15].
Biogas from animal manure and gas from biomass gasification have been tested in many countries. India has hosted a
number of programmes for small-scale thermal gasification
of biomass to supply mini-grids, but in spite of some isolated success stories, gasification of biomass for mini-grids has
proved difficult [16]. Biogas programmes for rural electrification have been implemented in India and recently in a
number of countries in Africa (Kenya, Ethiopia, Tanzania,
Uganda and Burkina Faso) through a Dutch development
programme. While use of gas for cooking has been a success, there are few reports regarding mini-grids supplied by
electricity produced from biogas [17]. Mini-grids supplied
by electricity from locally produced biofuel from Jatropha
was tried out in many countries in 2006-2012, but currently
very few of these installations are in operation due to the
unexpectedly high production costs of Jatropha oil [18; 19;
20]. Solar PV has until recently produced electricity at a
higher cost than diesel alternatives, but the solar technology is reliable, and in the Indian state of Chhattisgarh, 1,200
solar mini-grids (1-10 kW) have successfully been running
for up to fifteen years [21]. Given the fallings cost of solar
PV in the last few years, described above, this technology,
combined with batteries, is likely to become the least-cost
and preferred technology for mini-grids.
A recent major technological advance in the area of minigrids is the ability to integrate renewable and non-renewable
energy technologies with batteries – so-called hybrid minigrids. This minimizes operating costs, even though invest-

For a typography of mini-grids, see [10]
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ment costs increase. The development and diffusion of hybrid mini-grids has to a large extent been driven by the low
cost of solar PV, but also combinations of renewable technologies with different generation profiles throughout the
day can be used to adapt production profile to load profile
and thus reduce battery size. In this regard, successful experiments with solar, wind and gasifier hybrids were conducted
in India in mid-2000, and integration of wind and reduction
in battery size in PV systems are about to be demonstrated
in a project being carried out in Kenya by DTU and a large
Danish wind-turbine manufacturer.
To reduce costs and increase reliability, modern hybrid
mini-grids have started to use smart grid features (see
Chapter 5) to control intermittent production and load,
internet-based systems for distant operation and control,
and smart metering and mobile-based payment systems for
financial management [22]. Experiences from mini-grids
can therefore be used as the first steps in introducing smart
grid features in existing grids, and in countries with a large
number of mini-grids, this can be a test-field for modular
networks [23].

While most mini-grids are 240 volt AC grids and therefore
in most cases compatible with normal utility networks, a
number of DC-based mini-grids still exist at 24 and 48 volts.
The advantage of DC mini-grids is that capital expenditure
to provide the same level of energy service can be reduced
markedly. This makes DC-based micro-grids particularly
relevant for low-income households since the connection
fee is modest, resulting in a similarly low tariff [24]. In India
and Pakistan, DC-based micro-grids are receiving a lot of
attention, and very recently the Bureau of Indian Standards
has published 48 volt DC standards for micro-grids. The
same standards are now being discussed in the International
Electrotechnical Commission for adoption as international
standards.
Overall, the attractiveness of renewables, in particular solar,
as an alternative to the provision of electricity from conventional energy sources has improved drastically over the past
decade. Table 2 shows the distribution of solar PV installations across the different market segments from July 2015
to July 2016.

TABLE 2. The product-based market segmentation methodology applied in this article (for reference, the corresponding MTF
energy access tier is indicated for each segment, as well as sales volumes per segment for July 2015–June 2016 [25]).
Market segment
(solar PV capacity)

Service provided

Corresponding Mtf energy access tier

Volume of products sold in subSaharan Africa (July 2015–June 2016)

0–1.5 Wp

Single light only

Tier 0

2,178,836 (53%)

1.5–3 Wp

Single light + phone charging

Tier 1—Task lighting AND phone charging

1,161,280 (28%)

3–10 Wp

Multiple lights + phone charging

513,435 (12%)

11–20 Wp

Entry-level stand-alone solar system
(3–4 lights, phone charging and low power
appliances (e.g., radio, fan))

100,463 (2%)

21–49 Wp

Basic capacity stand-alone solar system
(above plus power for TV & extended capacity)

50–100 Wp

Medium capacity stand-alone solar system
(above but with extended capacity)

100 Wp+

Higher capacity stand-alone solar system
(above but with extended capacity)

Tier 2—General lighting AND phone charging
AND television AND fan (if needed)

64,328 (2%)
Tier 2 (Large systems could qualify for Tier 3)

New business models
While the significant decrease in the price of solar PV technology has been a major driver for the spread of solar products for rural electrification, the process is further supported
by the emergence of new and innovative business models
by private-sector actors taking advantage of the digital revolution.
In general, four delivery models can be distinguished for
individual households: retail, pay-as-you-go (PAYG, to be
elaborated below), consumer financing and fee-for-service
[25]. The retail model is the conventional approach, whereDTU International Energy Report 2018

64,296 (2%)

44,163 (1%)

by customers simply buy the products off the shelf through
existing networks of distributors and retailers. The PAYG
approach is a new and innovative model that takes advantage of the widespread use of mobile telephony and the
breakthrough of smart metering. The consumer financing
model is based on a partnership between a solar PV supplier
and a financial institution (e.g. commercial bank, microfinance institution etc.). The financial institution takes the
responsibility for providing consumer finance and collecting repayments, while the supplier is relieved of the cashflow burden. The fee-for-service model does not transfer
ownership of systems to customers; rather, customers pay
a fee for usage or recharging products. In general, the retail
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and PAYG delivery models have proved efficient in reaching scale in mature markets, whereas the fee-for-service
delivery model was mainly used at a time when PV solutions were still very costly, especially in countries such as
Morocco and South Africa, where the utilities retained their
monopolies [2; 4; 25].
While the vast majority of solar PV products are sold
through the retail model, the PAYG model merits further
elaboration since its innovate new approach allows suppliers
to overcome some of the major challenges associated with
bringing electrification to remote and low-income families
in developing countries [26]. The PAYG approach avoids the
high upfront costs of installing a whole system, as it allows
consumers to pay it off gradually via their mobile phones,
while smart metering enables suppliers to control the consumption of electricity remotely in cases where a consumer
fails to pay. Combined, these innovations overcome the geographical barriers to having to collect payments. The flexibility to pay small amounts is particularly important, as it
makes solar products a viable alternative to buying smaller
amounts of kerosene or diesel oil for lighting.
Furthermore, after full repayment in 12 to 36 months,
households will potentially be able to enjoy free electricity
for the remaining lifetime of the system. Having installed
pico solar or SHSs allows households to reduce the costs of
access to electricity and charging their phones. Moreover,
the fact that this solution provides lighting to consumers
in the evening when they need it most is another valuable
advantage, since rural consumers have been shown to have
a high willingness to pay for basic lighting services [27].
However, one shortcoming of the PAYG approach seems to
be that it mainly targets households in the 6-40 USD/day
income range but does not reach households and consumers
at the very bottom of the pyramid, who spend a large part of
their income on lighting services [28].
One of the pioneers of the PAYG approach is the Kenyan
company M-KOPA, which was founded in 2011 to take
advantage of the mobile payment schemes that emerged in
Kenya in 2007. M-KOPA sells SHSs to customers by charging
a small deposit of roughly 30 USD and subsequently letting
customers pay the equivalent of 0.5 USD per day over a period of twelve months to pay off and finally own the system.
By 2017, the company had connected more than 500,000
households across Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda to affordable solar power. Several other companies applying more or
the less same business model have now entered the market,
including Mobisol, Azuri Technologies, Off-Grid Electric,
Bboxx, Solar-Now and Simpa [6; 26].
Larger mini-grids for towns situated far from the grid are
generally owned and operated by national utilities and dis-

3

tribution companies. However, since the deregulation of the
electricity sector, a variety of publicly supported business
models have been experimented with. In Sub-Saharan Africa, since the turn of the century electrification agencies have
supported mini-grids under different business models. In
Burkina Faso, about 180 mini-grids are owned and operated
by village cooperatives, while another fifty are owned and
operated by private companies in Mali. In both countries,
mini-grids are subsidized, and tariffs are subject to approval
by the regulatory authorities.3
In India, government agencies run around 2500 mini-grids,
and in the last ten years more than 200 have been established
by private operators [21]. Recently, also in SSA, new private
business models for mini-grids are emerging in competition
with the existing organisational arrangements run by the
utilities. In Kenya, twenty mini-grids fully financed, owned
and operated by private companies have been installed
since 2012. By using smart metering and PAYG systems,
they have been able to charge cost-reflective tariffs, which
are five to ten times higher than regulated tariffs charged by
utility grids. This has been possible because consumers find
it cheaper than the alternatives, but as with the SHS, there
are the same challenges of reaching the poorer segments of
the population. Four companies in Kenya are currently following this approach and trying to negotiate access to the
same amount of subsidies and cross-subsidies as mini-grids
established by the rural electrification authority and the distribution company. One of the Kenyan companies has so far
established ten mini-grids. It has up to a hundred systems in
the pipeline, and is currently spreading its business to other
SSA countries [22; 29].

Public support
The improved cost competitiveness of solar PV and the
emergence of new and innovative business models have
been major drivers of the expansion of off-grid solar products and of small private PV-based mini-grids for rural electrification, but this progress would not have been achieved
on the current scale without supportive public initiatives
and programmes [4; 30].
For off-grid products, public support has been vital in the
attempt to counter the large inflow of low-quality counterfeit solar products that are damaging the image of the industry as a whole. One particular initiative established by the
World Bank’s International Finance Corporation in 2010
under the name of ‘Lighting Africa’ has been very successful and is currently operating in eleven African countries.
The initiative has been scaled up, now being called ‘Lighting Global’, and new programs have been launched in India, Bangladesh and other Asian countries. The initiative is

For further details, see e.g. [4]
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a global certification scheme for pico-scale solar products
that aims to increase consumer confidence by ensuring a
minimum level of product quality as well as transparent advertising. Furthermore, the initiative collects data that serve
as valuable statistical information on the sales of certified
products in Africa.

often funded by international donors and carried out by
researchers and international consultants: see e.g. [32;
33]. Among the challenges in this regard are that plans
may overlap with one another, they may be funded by different donors with different perspectives, and the continued planning process may sow confusion over the status
and legitimacy of existing and future plans. It is therefore
important for governments to take the lead in the planning process and ensure the plans are followed up.

An example of a very successful public programme to support the uptake of solar PV products is the IDCOL Solar
Home System Program that has been implemented in Bangladesh since 2003. IDCOL, the state-owned financial institution, implemented the program in collaboration with
thirty partner organisations, whose main responsibility was
to be locally present to promote and service the SHSs [21].
By May 2017, 4.1 million SHSs had been supplied to rural
areas of Bangladesh through a consumer finance model in
which the purchase of an SHS is financed by a repayment
scheme consisting of 36 equal instalments.

• to establish a forward-looking, consistent and stable policy and regulatory frameworks that define clear roles for
private and institutional actors to become involved in rural electrification. This includes the existence of a strong
and independent regulatory authority and a level playing
field for public and private actors in terms of having access to subsidies and cross-subsidies, which are necessary
to reduce tariffs for mini-grids to an affordable level.

In some countries such as Rwanda, Kenya, Nepal and Myanmar, the use of solar lanterns and SHSs is being incorporated
explicitly into national rural electrification strategies. In particular, Kenya’s Off-grid Solar Access Program is an example
of an innovative public program offering financial incentives
in the form of results-based finance and a debt facility for
solar off-grid companies currently operating in more densely
populated areas to expand operations to off-grid households
in underserved counties [31].

• to ensure sufficient financing flows to mini-grid systems.
The investment needed for mini-grids can to some extent
be sourced through donor funding in the form of grants
and loans or through cross-subsidies from high-consumption consumers in electrified areas. But to fill the investment gap, the big challenge is to attract large amounts
of private capital, and especially to establish public–private partnerships to build mini-grids, while still ensuring
affordable tariffs for the rural poor.

Also, mini-grids need considerable amounts of donor finance or cross-subsidies from urban electricity consumers
to meet the same tariff level as grid-connected electricity. In
a number of countries rural electrification funds are being
set up to provide subsidies to reduce the tariffs of private
mini-grids and in mini-grids owned and operated by cooperatives. These funds are replenished by funding from international donors and from levies on electricity sold to urban
consumers. In some countries, such as Kenya, similar legal
frameworks are being introduced, but private companies are
still not being given the same amount of subsidies as public
entities [32].

• to provide cheaper and higher tiers of energy access to
rural households in dispersed settlements. Up to now
the private sector has mostly been able to reach the lower tiers of energy access for the relatively wealthier part
of the bottom of the pyramid. There is therefore still a
challenge to achieve higher tiers of energy access for all
income brackets, and to see how government and donor
support can be integrated into these approaches to reduce costs for the lower income brackets.

Remaining challenges
Among researchers and practitioners, there is a consensus
that the least-cost option for achieving universal access is to
be found in a combination of grid extension, mini-grids and
off-grid solutions, and that challenges remain for all three
approaches. Based on the literature [4; 21] and the authors’
own experiences as researchers and consultants, we will
conclude this chapter by highlighting the key challenges.
These are:
• to ensure proper planning that delimits the geographical
areas for grid-extension, mini-grids and off-grid solutions. Such plans have been elaborated in most countries,
DTU International Energy Report 2018

• to build sufficient technical and organisational capacity
to service target areas. Despite the technological breakthroughs described earlier, the remoteness and distributed nature of consumers living in rural areas require that
technical and organisational capacity is available locally
to reduce operational and maintenance costs.
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Introduction

→

At least a third of global CO2 emissions can be
attributed to point sources with emissions larger
than 0.1 Mt CO2/yr. These sources include power
plants burning various fuel types and carbon-intensive industries (cement production, refineries, iron and steel, and
production of petrochemicals like ethylene and ammonia).
The one thousand largest power plants are responsible for
22% of total global CO2 emissions from fossil fuels [1], while
cement production contributes around 5% of global CO2
emissions. Fossil fuels dominate the energy supply today,
and even with a significant growth in renewable energy over
the coming period, they will remain a significant part of the
energy mix in twenty to thirty years’ time. Even though a lot
of electrical energy will be produced from renewable sources in the future, heavy industries such as steel, ammonia,
and cement production will remain large-scale CO2 emitters. For these reasons, CO2 capture, utilization and storage
are indispensable elements in the transition towards the
global climate reaching a sustainable state.
In the IEA analysis of the reference 2oC global warming
scenario, CO2 emissions must be reduced drastically over a
few decades. In order to achieve this, three main areas must
make contributions of approximately equal weight: 1) transitions to renewable energy, 2) increased energy efficiency,
and 3) optimization of the current energy mix (e.g. CCUS,
replacing coal by natural gas, and nuclear energy). In this
scenario the estimated CCUS contribution by 2050 will
be ~3.5 Gt/yr, or nearly a hundred times the current CO2
capture capacity. The challenge is enormous in scale and urgency. CO2 from these point sources usually has low partial
pressures, favoring an efficient and low-cost capture process.
Also, the captured CO2 needs to be disposed of safely and, if
possible, utilized to create additional value for the economic
viability of the whole CCUS chain.

Post-combustion CO2 capture and capture from
industry
In order to avoid CO2 emissions going into the atmosphere,
there exists a simple engineering trick that can be applied
in the power and industrial sector: emissions from industry
go through a stack and end up in the atmosphere. By constructing a large filter before the stack, CO2 emissions can be
reduced by almost 100%. This filter is called a CO2 capture
plant. When the CO2 is removed from the exhaust gases, it
needs to be put somewhere. Currently it is transported in
pipelines or by ship before being disposed of (often also referred to as “stored” or “sequestered”) underground.
In principle, therefore, removing CO2 from the exhaust gases
sounds simple. The CO2 capture plant contains two significant units. First, there is an absorption column which cleans
out the CO2 using a liquid solvent. The capture plant also
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contains a regeneration unit, a desorber, to take the CO2 out
of the solvent for transport and storage. The solvent itself is
then reused in the absorber. However, this rather primitive
method is characterized by high energy consumption, resulting in a serious loss of efficiency and hence being costly.
The challenges are to make the CCS process more efficient
and thus more attractive.
The sections below describe some of the approaches to CO2
capture that have been studied in detail at DTU. New materials such as Metal Organic Frameworks (MOFs) are currently being looked at in several places, but they have still
not been developed to a level of maturity where large-scale
pilot testing has taken place.
CO2 capture from plants usually takes three forms: post-combustion, pre-combustion and oxy-combustion. There
are four major separation technologies for CO2 capture:
adsorption, absorption, cryogenic distillation and membrane technology. Our discussion here is limited to absorption in post-combustion CO2 capture.

Amines
Amine scrubbing is a well-known technology for gas cleaning that dates back to a patent of 1930 taken out by Bottoms.
The first commercial plant was constructed in early 1980.
There are many types of amine. One, called mono ethanol
amine (MEA), has become industry standard due to its
widely successful application over many decades. Today it
is often used as a basis for comparison whenever new solvents are benchmarked. There is a good reason for developing new solvents. First of all, the CO2 capture plant uses
energy. Applying a different solvent can significantly lower
the energy consumption needed to regenerate the solvent in
the reboiler.
Secondly, many companies are often interested in developing their own solvents for the purposes of creating a future
business case on its basis. There are basically two types of
amines: carbamate (an organic compound derived from
carbamic acid or NH2COOH), and non-carbamate forming
types. Tertiary or sterically hindered amines cannot form
carbamate because the CO2 bond to the nitrogen group in
the amine molecule is weak.
MEA is a primary amine: it contains only one side group
and forms carbamate. The drawback is a very strong bond in
the carbamate molecule which makes it very difficult to get
the CO2 off. Therefore 4 GJ/ton CO2 are required to regenerate the solvent. The obvious answer is to use only non-carbamate-forming molecules. These require much less energy
to regenerate, but there is a noticeable disadvantage: they react very slowly with CO2. The consequence is the need for a
long contact time between the solvent and CO2. The process
plant must become unfeasibly big and expensive in order to
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accommodate the residence time for these solvents.
MEA is a relatively fast-reacting molecule, but new amine
solvents have emerged which react even faster and required
less energy. Some of these amines, like piperazine, are often
used in combination with non-carbamate solvents in order
to have the best of two worlds: fast reaction times and low
energy consumption. The most recent development has
been to use only piperazine as capture solvents. Energy consumption can be very low, in the order of 2.5 GJ/ton CO2,
much less than MEA.

Amino acids
Nonetheless there has been a move away from amine solvents because of the long-term process challenges. The
amines tend to decompose during the regeneration process,
the degradation products, called nitrosamines, are not particularly healthy to humans, and the solvents tend to corrode
the processing equipment, adding cost to the maintenance
and operation of the capture plant. For the same reason, in
the last decade many new solvents have appeared.
Amino acids possess the positive characteristic of being edible and even healthy. At the same time they are also able to
act as CO2 capture solvents. Taurine has shown itself to be a
very promising solvent for CO2 capture, also being known as
an additive in many soda drinks.
Amino acids have a nice story to tell, but the fact is that
these solvents also degrade to nitrosamines, and some, like
sarcosine, are even more corrosive than MEA. It is therefore
quite important to do a significant solvent development and
characterization test in order to ensure safe operation.

Chilled ammonia
Aqueous ammonia solutions were suggested for use as solvents in post-combustion CO2 capture plants by Gal in 2006.
[2] The suggested process was called the chilled ammonia
process and included the chilling of solvent and flue gas so
that the CO2 absorption could be performed in the 0–20 °C
range, that is, at a sufficiently low temperature to prevent
the ammonia from evaporating. Ammonia solutions with
up to 28 mass % ammonia were used as solvent. By absorbing CO2 in this solution, a slurry of ammonium bicarbonate
was formed, by heating which CO2 could be released in pure
form. The advantage of using ammonia as a solvent is its

great solubility in water, giving it a very high capacity for
CO2 capture. Another advantage is that ammonia does not
undergo thermal or oxidative degradation in the conditions
relevant for CO2 capture.
Difficulties in handling the slurry and the ammonia slip
have led to the development of variations of this process
that use more dilute solutions of ammonia and do not require so much chilling. Such processes have been shown to
be competitive in relation to processes using amine solvents
[3]. Recent variations of the ammonia-based post-combustion process include the mixed-salt technology, which uses
a solvent consisting of water, ammonia and potassium carbonate [4].

Enzymes in CO2 capture
A relatively new technology in the field of carbon capture is
the use of enzymes as absorption accelerators [5,6]. The enzyme carbonic anhydrase can be found in almost all living
organisms, where it catalyzes CO2 transport and respiration.
In carbon capture technology this enzyme has attracted attention because it has been shown to increase the absorption of solvents that are known to be slow to absorb carbon
dioxide, while having a potentially high capacity to do so.
Two solvents which have particular promise are N-methyldiethanolamine (MDEA) and potassium carbonate solution, where the addition of 1-2 g/l enzyme was sufficient to
increase the uptake of CO2 by a factor of ten. Working with
enzymes in a technical process can therefore provide significant benefits, but it also entails restrictions due to the temperature sensitivity of the enzymes, which start to lose their
activity at higher processing temperatures. Solvent regeneration in the desorber is typically carried out at temperatures
above 100 °C, which is not suitable for the enzyme. Possible
processing solutions to this challenge are the development
of more heat-tolerant enzymes, filtration of the enzyme between the absorber and desorber stages, and immobilization
of the enzyme in the absorber. All these processing options
are areas of active current research.
The DTU absorption column has a packed height of up to
10 m and an internal diameter of 10 cm, with a maximum
liquid flow of 10 liter/mi. The column is shown in the photograph below (Figure 1).
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Ionic liquid CO2 absorbers
Ionic liquids (Figure 2) are low melting salts (below 100oC
or much lower) consisting typically of a rather large organic
cation and an inorganic or organic anion being stable with
non-measurable low vapor pressure in an often large temperature range.
Rapidly increasing research and development towards expanding the available number and types of different ILs
started around year 2000, since when numerous applications for these new solvents have been proposed. Among
these applications, utilizations for CO2 sequestration have
been investigated in the last decade. Also at DTU Chemistry, IL research has taken place since 2000 pioneering
their use as solvents for catalysts, biomass conversion and
gas separation, including CO2 capture. Much international
research has so far focused on fluorinated IL’s, which are attractive for gas scrubbing due to their high thermal stability
and low viscosity, though they only exhibit high CO2 capture capacity at very elevated CO2 partial pressures.
Furthermore, fluorinated compounds are not attractive for
use at large industrial scales, so at DTU we have looked for
biologically friendly alternatives and currently have a special focus on amino acid (AA)-derived ionic liquids. Thus,
Figure 1. A view of the DTU absorption column
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Figure 2. Ionic liquids ion pairs and tunable properties
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we have succeeded in synthesizing AA IL’s with a high CO2
binding capacity as cyclic carbamates in a 1:1 reaction stoichiometry to the IL instead of the less attractive 1:2 stoichiometry usually found for ionic liquid amines and the
amines mentioned above in aqueous solutions. Furthermore the energy penalty of regenerating AA IL is 50% or less
compared to the state-of-the-art amine-based absorbers. In
addition, it has been discovered that by impregnating the
AA ILs in inert porous supports, the high-mass transport
resistance of the viscous AA ILs can be overcome, and apparently solid filters (SILP) with desired gas channel sizes
can be extruded in any wanted dimensions. The efficient
absorption–desorption temperature range is typically the
attractive room temperature 100oC, and since the vapor
pressure is not a practical issue a continuous flow operation
of the filter is possible. A two-tower arrangement or a rotating filter design are suggested, successful use of the concept
for upgrading biogas being achieved in a collaboration with
a large Finnish-Swedish company operating in the market.
Two patents and several publications document the efforts
so far in this direction [7-9].

CO2 storage and EOR
Safe sequestration of captured CO2 is an integral part of
CCUS. For large amounts of CO2 disposal, the most realistic
storage places are underground geological structures such as
saline aquifers and petroleum reservoirs. While saline aquifers can only be used for storage purposes, injection of CO2
into petroleum reservoirs can enhance oil and gas production, in addition to sequestering CO2. Since Enhanced Oil
Recovery (EOR) through CO2 utilization can generate profits
to offset the costs involved in the capture step, this is often
considered to be the enabler of large-scale CO2 sequestration. An additional factor favoring CO2 storage in petroleum
reservoirs is that the geological structures of these reservoirs
have usually been better studied than those of unchartered
aquifers. This helps control the risk of CO2 leakage, which is
a major concern with underground CO2 storage.
Although CO2 EOR is widely used onshore, with many successful examples – e.g. the Weyburn CO2 EOR/sequestration project – its application in offshore environments is rare
due to the high costs of offshore operations. Offshore CO2
EOR is especially relevant for Europe, most of whose oil
production comes from the North Sea. In the Danish sector
of the North Sea, the estimated ultimate recovery is <30%,
there being great potential for CO2 EOR as a more economical way of sequestering CO2.

DTU has been involved in several CO2 EOR projects where
the focus is to quantify the technical feasibility of offshore
CO2 EOR. These studies show that CO2 can recover most of
the residual oil after flooding by water in laboratory flooding
tests [10]. There is no significant weakening of the reservoir
rock (chalk) after CO2 injection [11], and direct diffusion
through cap rock specimens seems to be limited [12]. The results support CO2 EOR, but implementation is still not economically viable due to the lack of affordable captured CO2.
The research challenges in offshore CO2 storage through
EOR are diverse. It generally requires a more thorough understanding of the underlying mechanisms to reduce the
technical risks and increase the economic viability. Fluid
phase behavior at high pressure is essential to both CO2
EOR and plain CO2 sequestration. Injected CO2 can interact
with oil and brine and form complex multiple phases, and
sometimes even organic deposits. The challenge is the lack
of sufficient high pressure data and the accurate modeling
of complex multiphase equilibria. To address the challenge,
both critical experimental measurements (Figure 3) and
theoretical modeling using new advanced thermodynamic
models are needed. Fluid-rock interaction is another aspect
that is crucial to CO2 storage, since the injected CO2 can react with the rock in the presence of water. The interaction
can be studied in the laboratory using representative rock
samples, but it is challenging to interpret the results for the
whole reservoir and estimate the CO2 effects on rock within
the time scale of sequestration. Finally, long-term forecasting of CO2 EOR and storage relies on simulation. Historically, the reservoir simulation software and the geological
sequestration software were developed separately. The sequestration software cannot handle the complex phase equilibrium in CO2 EOR, while reservoir simulation software
usually lacks the reactions between CO2 containing brine
and CO2 containing minerals. Integration of their capabilities is needed to simulate CO2 storage through EOR. New
algorithms [13] that can handle chemical and phase equilibrium simultaneously can potentially be used to improve the
efficiency of the current sequestration simulators.
CO2 storage through EOR provides a pragmatic route towards large-scale implementation of CO2 storage. Currently,
CO2 EOR is driven more by its economic benefits and CO2
storage by environmental concerns. Better integration between the two is expected in both research and implementation.
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then be used for the production of value-added products
such as polyethylene or polypropylene. Although these processes are promising CCUS strategies that could help limit
CO2 emissions, they are still not used on an industrial scale
due to the relatively high price of energy compared to the
relatively low price of fossil feedstocks. Since CO2 has high
thermodynamic stability, CO2 conversion into valuable fuels
or chemicals requires considerable energy. While hydrogenation makes CO2 practically significant, the activation energy barriers are still very high. The development of efficient
CCUS processes therefore rely on the development of more
efficient heterogeneous catalysts.

Conclusions and global perspectives

Figure 3. High pressure unit for fluid phase behavior study
at DTU

CO2 utilized as chemical raw material
The conversion of renewable energy and biomass into gaseous or liquid hydrocarbon fuels is a promising strategy for
using renewable energy and creating renewable transportation fuels. Renewable liquid hydrocarbon fuels are especially useful for shipping, aviation and other heavy transportation, where other known technologies are limited due to
their lower energy densities [14]. In principle, such liquid
hydrocarbon fuels can be produced from biomass in three
steps. In the first step, microorganisms can convert the biomass into biogas (CO2 and CH4) via anaerobic digestion. In
the second and third steps, the biogas is converted into syngas (CO and H2) through dry reforming and then into liquid
fuels through Fischer-Tropsh synthesis. These last two steps
are challenging catalytic processes that rely on the development of highly efficient and durable heterogeneous catalysts.
Alternatively, renewable H2 may also be used to convert the
CO2 into CH4. This process is called methanation and has
recently attracted much interest because the refined bio- or
substitute natural gas (bio-SNG) can easily be stored and redistributed via the existing natural gas grid. The production
of SNG is a highly exothermic process, which means that the
reaction temperature increases drastically when the syngas
passes through the catalytic reactor [15]. The main challenge is therefore to manage the heat of the reaction and to
develop more active and stable heterogeneous catalysts for
the process [16]. Another promising approach in CO2 utalization is the production of lower olefins such as ethylene
or propylene [17]. Today light olefins are mainly produced
by cracking fossil derived feedstocks such as naphtha or dehydrogenation of light alkanes from shale gas. In principle
light olefins can also be produced from CO2 through hydrogenation into methanol followed by the so called methanol-to-olefin (MTO) process. The CO2 derived olefins could
DTU International Energy Report 2018

CCUS is still a possible method to reduce CO2 emissions
on a significant scale relatively quickly. Converting CO2 into
value-added products not only mitigates CO2 emissions, it
also produces chemicals and fuels that may enhance security of supply, given the strong fluctuation of oil prices. CO2
conversion of CO2 is a challenging task because CO2 is a fully oxidized, thermodynamically stable and inert molecule.
A wide range of post-combustion CO2 capture methods
have been developed through research over several decades.
A number of technologies have been matured to the level of
pilot scale testing, and a few have been tested in full-scale
capture at large point sources such as coal- or gas-fired
power plants. Through detailed modelling of the capture
processes, process simulation and optimization have been
possible, leading to efficient energy integration and reduction in the overall energy penalty for the capture and compression processes. Still, the best processes require close to
10% points of the overall power and heat efficiency, and
further research and development are therefore necessary if
large-scale implementation of CO2 capture, utilization and/
or storage is to take place. The potential for utilization is
greatest within EOR or the conversion of CO2 to chemicals
or hydrocarbon fuel.
The different capture technologies have different advantages
and disadvantages, and their applicability depends on the
location of the point source. Some new methods, such as
metal organic framework absorbents, seem to have a large
potential for lower energy costs, but they still need to be developed further.
In order for CCUS to be implemented successfully, the
whole value chain has to be covered, i.e. from capture
through transport to disposal or utilization. A sustainable
CCUS value chain requires technological development, as
well as the management of environmental performance, risk
and economics. In general, the maturation and deployment
of CCUS is limited by the lack of proper regulations and unsatisfactory pricing of CO2 emissions.
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Chapter 8

Sustainable Bioenergy and
Biofuels Innovation
Challenge
“to develop ways to produce, at scale, widely affordable, advanced
biofuels for transportation and industrial applications”
By Lene Lange, Ioannis Skiadas, Hariklia Gavala, Anker Jensen, Zsuzsa Sárossy, Tobias Pape
Thomsen, Kim Dam-Johansen and Anne S. Meyer, Department of Chemical and Biochemical Engineering, Technical University of Denmark
Irini Angelidaki, Department of Environmental Engineering, Technical University of Denmark
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Biomass to bioenergy technologies

→

New and improved technologies are needed in order to meet the objective of the Mission Innovation
on biofuels. In this chapter we provide a catalogue
of a selection of the most important biomass and bio-waste
conversion technologies targeted at improved, scalable and
cost-effective production of biofuels. The technologies span
over chemical, physical, and biochemical approaches, and
include hydrothermal treatments, pyrolysis, chemical catalysis, gasification, combustion, and bio-processing (enzyme
catalysis and microbial conversion). The catalogue includes
recent results obtained from DTU research, as well as highlights from global, academic and industrial research. The
concept of value-cascading from a biorefinery perspective
is considered, and biorefinery technologies and feedstock
sources are evaluated.

Physico-chemical processing of biomass
Physico-chemical pretreatment of plant biomass
prior to bioprocessing

Cellulose-based production of ethanol, also known as cellulosic bioethanol, has received significant attention as a
renewable alternative to fossil fuels. The conversion of cellulosic biomass to ethanol involves three main steps: 1) physico-chemical pretreatment; 2) enzymatic conversion of cellulose (and xylan) to fermentable sugars; and 3) fermentation
of glucose (C6) and xylose (C5) to ethanol.
The feedstocks for cellulosic ethanol are generally recalcitrant lignocellulosic biomass, such as straw, various types of
stalks (e.g. corn stover), and various types of wood. The nature and composition of the feedstocks obviously dictate the
specific treatment details, including the choice of enzymes,
but in all cases a physico-chemical (hydrothermal or thermochemical) pretreatment is needed prior to the ensuing
bio-processing. The purpose of the pretreatment is to make
the cellulose amenable to enzymatic attack and in general
to enhance the susceptibility of the biomass to enzymatic
deconstruction. In the first wave in the development of cellulosic ethanol processes, the focus was on cellulose conversion only. However, now that xylose fermenting yeast has
been developed, the pre-treatment also needs to prepare for
optimal utilization of the hemicellulose present in the feedstock to maximize the ethanol yields.
The most frequently studied types of pretreatment include
hydrothermal pretreatment, with or without the addition of
acid. The pretreatment technology may involve direct steam
or hot-water treatments in various forms (soaking, spraying),
steam explosion, ammonia fiber expansion, or alkaline wet
oxidation treatments. Other pretreatment methods such as
lime (calcium hydroxide) and organic solvent (“organosolv”)
treatments have also been developed and are used widely,
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but hydrothermal pretreatment is currently considered the
dominant pretreatment technology for industrial cellulosic
ethanol production. Hydrothermal pretreatment was also
used in, for example, the Inbicon demonstration plant in
Denmark and the full-scale Beta Renewables ethanol plant
in Italy. Hydrothermal pretreatment is usually carried out by
treating the biomass at 180–200°C for 10–20 minutes. The
severity of the treatment is a compromise between preparing
the cellulose for enzymatic attack and the undesirable production and release of cellulase inhibitors which may retard
the enzymatic efficacy. Indeed, it has long been known that
the high-temperature treatment generates various furans, as
glucose can be converted into 5-(hydroxymethyl)-2-furaldehyde (HMF) and xylose to furan-2-carbaldehyde (furfural)
and other compounds. But also phenolics and organic acids,
a range of pentose-oligomers (xylo-oligosaccharides), and
some short hexose-oligomers may be released due to the
hydrothermal treatment [1]. Moreover, research carried out
at Ørsted in collaboration with DTU Chemical Engineering
has recently established that a vast number of highly potent
oligophenolic cellulase inhibitors are generated during hydrothermal pretreatment of wheat straw [2].
It is obviously important to understand the reaction mechanisms and compounds that are formed in order to find ways
to prevent their formation or selectively remove them, but
the reaction products are also of interest because they may
turn out to be useful, valuable biobased chemicals. Hence,
the very same compounds that are possible inhibitors of
biomass-processing enzymes and microorganisms may also
be valuable biobased chemicals. Large-scale lignocellulosic
processing therefore also provides a new potential for the
industrial-scale synthesis of chemicals. An understanding
of the reaction mechanisms and the impact of the reaction
conditions during biomass pretreatment on product formation is a prerequisite for designing better biomass-processing strategies. Such knowledge also forms a basis for the development of new biorefinery products from lignocellulosic
biomass.
The changes in the biomass materials that take place during
processing is also important in relation to optimizing the
enzymatic biomass conversion. The physico-chemical pretreatment may, for example, also cause dislocation of components, notably lignin. The influence of the presence of
lignin on the enzymatic cellulose conversion is a research
subject in its own right [3]. Recently, lignin has moreover
received particular attention in relation to valorization, that
is, its use in biocomposite materials and binders, and as a
starting material for the production of platform chemicals
in biorefinery concept processes. Hence, a range of recent
research studies have aimed at understanding biomass pretreatment and lignin chemistry in the light of lignin utilization for value-added applications.
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The most recent research results obtained at DTU in this
area, mostly in research projects conducted in collaboration
with industrial companies, include i) new findings unraveling the significance of the physico-chemical surface properties of pretreated biomass for efficient enzymatic processing
[3]; ii) use of Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy for fast lignin characterization as a prerequisite for
rational lignin valorization [4]; iii) definition of a chemical
formula for lignocellulosic biomass (C6H8.4O3.5) [4]; and iv)
validation of a new pretreatment severity equation and insight into the fate of mineral elements during the biorefining
of lignocellulosic biomass in relation to biomass processing
and biorefinery technologies [5].
Conversion of biomass by pyrolysis and catalytic
hydropyrolysis

It is in principle possible to convert any lignocellulosic biomass into a liquid bio-oil with a high yield by fast pyrolysis,
where the biomass is rapidly heated to 450-550°C in an inert atmosphere [6; 7]. The process provides significant (6-8
times) densification of the energy content, allowing easy
transportation. However, as bio-oil has a high oxygen and
water content, its heating value is less than half the heating value of petroleum derivatives such as gasoline/petrol
or diesel. Furthermore, due to its high oxygen content, biooil is immiscible with fossil oil, being acidic and having a
tendency to polymerize during storage. Its use is therefore
mainly as a liquid fuel for boilers. The properties of the
bio-oil can be significantly improved by removing oxygen
through hydrogenation (hydro-deoxygenation (HDO)), after which the resulting product can replace conventional liquid fuels in the transportation sector [8]. Recent research by
others and at DTU have shown that the HDO step is most
conveniently carried out simultaneously with the biomass
pyrolysis [9]. This combined “hydrogen-assisted catalytic
biomass pyrolysis” process is called catalytic hydropyrolysis.
In hydropyrolysis the energy yield in the liquid product is
up to 60 % higher than, for example, the energy yield in ethanol from second-generation bio-ethanol processes. These
thermochemical processes may be integrated into an energy
system, e.g. on driven by wind capacities, which might provide the required hydrogen through electrolysis (Figure 1).
Furthermore, in pilot scale experiments (including at both
Aarhus and Aalborg universities), bio-oil produced by hydrothermal liquefaction (HTL) of lignin has been shown to
have interesting potential for various end-uses.

Figure 1. Schematic overview of a process for the catalytic
hydropyrolysis of biomass to liquid fuel with downstream
deep hydrodeoxygenation (HDO). Hydrogen may be derived
from water electrolysis using surplus wind (or solar power, or
by steam reforming of light pyrolysis gases). When hydrogen
comes from wind or solar power, significant co-production of
substitute natural gas (SNG) is possible.
Gasification of biomass followed by synthesis of
biofuel

Thermal gasification processes can play an important role in
the future energy system because it offers a flexible and efficient platform that can meet a variety of needs. The platform
offers options for converting many different types of organic
biomass and waste feedstocks into a wide variety of products such as heat, electricity, chemicals, transport fuels and
high-value ash and char products. Gasification differs from
pyrolysis in having an additional char conversion process in
which recalcitrant carbon in the char reacts with a combination of different gasification agents, usually including oxygen, steam and carbon dioxide at elevated temperatures. In
this process, the char is converted into a very hot gas consisting predominately of CO2, CO and H2. The gasification
step improves the total energy potential in the gas product
because the gasification may supply heat for a pyrolysis process in systems that are appropriately integrated.
The main product from the gasification process is a non-condensable gas product which, in addition to CO2, CO, H2
and H2O, also may contain a large number of other gaseous
hydrocarbons. By-products include smaller quantities of
char, ash and condensable compounds (water, tars and oils).
The gas product may cover a wide range of calorific values,
from 4-7 MJ/m3 in air-blown gasification to 12-28 MJ/m3
in oxygen-blown processes. The composition of the gas will
vary with the feedstock and design of the gasification process. Gas with a high content of CO and H2 and a low tar
content—e.g. gas produced from the Two Stage downdraft
gasification of wood or sewage sludge––is suitable for many
different applications, such as synthesis into green methane,
methanol or DME, or conversion in a gas engine or fuel cell
[10]. Tar-rich product gas from low-temperature processes
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may be suitable for generating bio-oil, and the remaining
incondensable gases may be used for the synthesis of fuels or
chemicals or heat and power production depending on their
composition and calorific value [11].
The residual chars and ashes from gasification still contain
carbon. Depending on the feedstock and process design,
they may be used as a renewable substitute for industrial
products such as fertilizers for agriculture or active carbon
for industry and remediation [e.g. 12 and 13].
Gasification and pyrolysis of biomass can be integrated with a
number of processes in larger systems or biorefineries to improve overall system performance related to energy efficiency and carbon efficiency, as well as system flexibility in terms
of, for example, feedstock or product flexibility (polygeneration). The integration of pyrolysis and/or gasification with

Biomass

By combining high-temperature electrolysis and thermal
gasification with a catalytic converter, it becomes possible
to synthesize methane or liquid fuels, such as methanol. Using the oxygen produced by electrolysis in an oxygen-blown
gasification process is highly advantageous, as one avoids
diluting the feedstock with nitrogen. The process is depicted
in Figure 2.

District heating
to grid infrastructure

Gas

Gasifier

Heat + fuels

Hydrogen
Oxygen
Gasifier
Gasifier

Wind power

water/steam electrolysis enables the conversion of electricity
from renewables to chemical energy bound in the produced
fuel, feed or chemical, which is then often referred to as ‘storage’. Furthermore, the integration typically enables a doubling of the product output per biomass input because usually a hydrogen deficit limits production, though the hydrogen
required can be provided from the electrolysis cells [14].

Fuel synthesis

Liquid or gaseous
Fuels

Electrolysis

Figure 2. Integration of electrolysis and biomass gasification to produce heat and liquid fuels.

Bioprocessing technologies for biomass
The enzymatic conversion step

In the processing of cellulosic biomass into fuels (and other
products), the enzymatic conversion step is of crucial significance and has received considerable research attention.
Danish industries have a globally leading position in the
area of industrial, microbially produced enzymes: Novozymes (https://www.novozymes.com/en) and Danisco (now
Dupont; http://www.dupont.com/). This position implicitly gave Danish public and industrial R&D a head start in
developing the core technologies for cellulosic ethanol and
biomass conversion, as well as the upcoming bioeconomy.
The technologies involve microbial production (by fungi
and bacteria, producing enzymes and biorefinery products),
biomass conversion (or degradation) and biorefinery technologies involving new steps for the production of various
high-value products from side-streams or residues [15].
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Given the recently reduced focus on cellulosic ethanol, the
conversion of biomass components in order to produce value-added compounds, platform chemicals and “building
blocks” or substances for food or feed have received significant attention. Here, enzyme technology and cell factories
are particularly suitable due to their reaction selectivity, and
development of new products based on designed enzymatic
conversions is an important research field of academic and
commercial significance. The discovery of new enzymes has
recently improved by the availability of sequence databases
with sequences of genomes and entire habitats relevant for
biomass conversion, and new tools for predicting function
of a given protein directly from its gene sequence [15; 16].
Likewise, fast characterization and rational engineering of
enzymes have recently advanced due to the availability of
novel analytical and molecular biology tools providing new
options for development of superior biocatalysts [15].
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Microbial bioconversion processes

By using microbes as catalysts, different types of bioenergy
and fuels, as well as several other products, can be produced.
A new trend is to utilize waste, including household waste,
as raw materials for biogas production, which at the same
time reduces the load of the wastes on the environment. The
main types of energy carriers produced through the microbial conversion of waste or low-value agroindustrial materials include:
•

Biomethane. This is “upgraded biogas” from which the
CO2 is removed to increase its calorific value. This upgrading process can be performed microbiologically by
the hydrogenotrophic methanogens that bind the CO2
with hydrogen to produce methane. In that way CO2 is
removed from the biogas, and more CH4 is produced.

•

Bio-energy (heat, electricity). Electricity can be produced by combusting biogas in a gas engine. However, electricity could also be produced in microbial fuel
cells.

•

Biofuels (ethanol, biobutanol, biohexanol etc.). Sugars
can be converted into biofuels by fermentation using
either yeast or bacteria. Newer processes combine fermentation with electrochemistry to covert CO2 into
biofuels and biochemicals.

Bioenergy from anaerobic bio-processing

The potential for the production of biogas in Denmark is
very high – at least ten times higher than what is produced
today. Current biogas production in Denmark is based on
mixing manure with other (additional), biomass, preferably
easily degradable and thus characterized by high methane
potential. However, due to the increased demand for biomass feedstock in the bioenergy sector, the availability of
these additional biomasses has declined significantly, thus
negatively affecting the overall economics of biogas plants.
The alternative option is to use lignocellulosic forms of biomass such as manure fibres and agricultural and forest residues, which, however, need to be pretreated in order to be
efficiently converted into methane in biogas plants. Existing pretreatment methods are based on high temperatures
and pressures and/or the use of harsh chemicals and thus
significantly increase the cost of biogas/electricity production. Innovative and low-cost methods for efficient biomass
pretreatment for methane production are currently under
development [17–20].

conversion of recalcitrant biomasses that are generally not
fully exploitable by anaerobic digestion systems. However,
there are still several challenges to be addressed in order for
this technology (fermentation of syngas) to out-compete
first-generation biofuels, but different methodologies are
being developed in order to face these important challenges.
Production of methanol or protein from biogas

The bacterium Methanococcus capsulatus can live on methane with ammonia as nitrogen source. The bacteria, oxidize
methane to methanol, which then is converted into formaldehyde. Formaldehyde can then be further oxidized to formate and carbon dioxide for energy production or assimilated into new biomass. Based on this idea, the company
UniBio produces single-cell bacterial protein-rich animal
feed UniProtein® containing 72.9% protein. The methanotrophic bacterium is grown using the patented U-loop
technology, adapted to utilizing either natural gas or biogas.
Regulatory approval has been achieved for feed for all types
of fish and animals [21].

Integrated biorefineries: the value -cascading
principle of biomass conversion
Beyond energy production, the trend is to examine the production of various higher value products to achieve more
economically competitive Bioenergy processes based on
biomass or waste conversion.
Unlocking the full potential of the biomass (Figure 3) can
be achieved by applying the value-cascading approach to
biomass conversion: recover the higher value products first
(e.g. proteins, human, animal and plant health-relevant
smaller molecules, sugar oligoes with prebiotics, gut health,
effect); and making energy (as well as building blocks for
new biobased materials and chemicals) from the remaining
fraction of fiber.
The value-cascading biorefinery can pave the way to lowering the price of the biofuel produced, thereby contributing
significantly to making biofuel commercially viable, including now, when oil prices are low.

In addition to anaerobic digestion, significant research efforts are currently being directed worldwide to developing
more efficient biofuel production processes from a variety of
waste streams. The fermentation of biomass-derived syngas
can contribute to increasing the potential of biofuels (methane and/or alcohols) production as it paves the way for the
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•

The Yellow Biorefinery (straw, corn stover, wood)

•

The Green Biorefinery (fresh green biomass)

•

The Blue Biorefinery (fish by-catch & cut offs; sea
weeds)

•

The Red biorefinery (slaughterhouse waste)

•

The Grey Biorefinery (agroindustry side streams)

•

The Brown Biorefinery (sludge & household waste)

•

 e Purple Biorefinerey (CO2 and Methane used as
Th
substrates)

Figure 3. Value-cascading pyramid: Highest value on top,
lowest value at the bottom of the pyramid.

Figure 4. Overview of the many different types of biorefineries, utilizing a broad spectrum of bioresources all with un- or
underexploited resources.

Several agro-industrial side streams and crop residues are
underutilized today. There is also a need to develop optimized integrated technologies for the valorization of C, N
and P from residual solids. Research from DTU describing
new value-added processes and simultaneous upgrading
options in the area of value-cascading technologies (via biomass and biogas conversion) are listed under (22–32).

In parallel with biomass conversion, technologies are being
developed based on the study of nature´s own biomass conversion systems. In particular, gut channels are being studied
in detail. The conceptual bridge between designing biorefinery technologies and understanding the metabolism of gut
microbiota is formed by currently advanced studies of anaerobic digestion (applied in wastewater treatment and in the
production of biogas). The surprisingly convergent enrichment of the microbiota in anaerobic digesters, meaning that
most anaerobic digestion plants end up having a highly similar composition of microbes, is now recognized all over the
world [33]. These digesters may be considered pools for the
discovery of new biomass-converting microbes and enzymes
for bioenergy production. Wilkens and co-workers brought
the understanding of anaerobic digestion one step further by
ranking the types of organisms present in relation to the different types of biomass-converting groups of enzymes (cellulolytic, xylanolytic and amylolytic [34]; see Figure 5).

Biofuels and biorefineries on many types of biomass:
beyond wheat straw and cornstover

One of the major global trends in biomass conversion is
that biorefinery technologies are extended to be able to
convert many new types of biomass. Biorefinery valorization is aimed at unlocking the full potential of the biomass,
not only making use of the energy content, but also creating
value from the complexity of the biomass. An overview of
the many types of biomass used as a basis for bioenergy and
other value-added products is given in Figure 4 (terrestrial
and aquatic biomass; organic industrial side-streams, wastes
and sludge). It can be shown that biomass conversion has
developed significantly beyond its initial steps, which focused specifically on making biofuel from straw and stover.
The second major global trend is to aim at many different
levels in scaling a biorefinery. Biorefineries making only bioenergy are still very big facilities, as economies have to be
reached by scale, the bio-energy profit margin being very
low. However, smaller scale biorefineries, with e.g. “end of
the pipe” construction, valorizing e.g. protein-rich biomass
or the coastal blue biomass biorefinery, can be smaller in
size,still be commercially viable and excel in improving resource efficiency. Basically all sizes of biorefineries can also
valorize the final residual fractions by making biobased energy.
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Advanced biofuels, integrated biorefineries,
on-site production of enzymes
The terminology used in relation to different types of biofuels is confusing. Currently, there are not only first- and
second-generation biofuels, but also third- and fourth-generation biofuels. The European Biofuel Technology Platform
has proposed “advanced biofuels” as the term of choice and
defined it as: 1) being produced from lignocellulosic feed
stock (not from starch, lipid or sugar directly); 2) having low
CO2 emissions or high greenhouse gas reductions; and 3)
achieving zero or low indirect impacts on land-use change
[35].
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Figure 5. The waste-water sludge was recently shown to be a very rich pool of novel enzymes of potential relevance for future improved biomass conversion for bio-based products. The figure shows that the different biomass-converting enzymes (to
the left of the circle) produced by the microbiota of the anaerobic waste-water sludge can be connected to the different type
of bacteria found in the sludge (to the right). As a result, insight into the role of the different types of microbes in the sludge
has been increased.

Most advanced biofuels involve the fungal enzymatic breakdown of biomass and are generated through fungal production. However, alternative systems which do not involve
fungi or fungal enzymes are also being developed, including advanced biofuels from algae or the use of physical and
chemical processes, e.g. bio-dimethyl ether, bio-synthetic
natural gas and bio-oil [36]. Integrated biorefineries [37]
are not yet sufficiently cost-effective to be commercially viable. However, improved consolidated efficiencies may be
achieved by developing fungal strains that can produce the
enzymes needed for biomass conversion and also produce
the ethanol.
Alternatively, enzymes may be produced on-site [38] at the
site of the biofuel or biorefinery production plant. The required enzymes are, for example, produced on a side stream

of the feed stock, and the entire content of the enzyme-producing seed tank is then added to the main tank to start the
enzymatic biomass hydrolysis. However, a number of obstacles, such as intellectual property and technology protection
issues, restrictions on use of GMO strains in industrial scale
biorefineries and the suboptimized quality of on-site enzyme blends, have so far blocked most such development.
Nevertheless, on-site solutions can be used when biorefineries are developed in which several higher value products
are produced from the feed stock. Another type of technology involves enabling two types of fungi to work in parallel
under conditions controlled by changes in pH or another
flexible parameter.
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Carbon capture and use of greenhouse gases
as substrates

Biofeul seen from the perspective of climate
change mitigation and UN development goals

Methane and CO2 are the major greenhouse gases involved
in climate change. An absolutely pivotal development in industry and research, the focus is increasingly on C1 greenhouse gasses as the key carbon source to relieve demand
for fossil carbon sources [39; 40]. At DTU, several ongoing
projects are focusing on the enzymatic reduction of CO2
to high-in-demand chemicals and fuel compounds such
as formate, methanol and formaldehyde. This research has
focused and will focus on the discovery and application of
key CO2 converting enzymes, enzyme immobilization technologies, technologies for electron supply and regeneration
of reducing equivalents, as well as calculation and optimization of efficiency parameters. Additionally, simultaneous
upgrading/value-addition of monomeric sugars (glucose
and xylose) during enzymatic CO2 conversion can be included [41; 42]. The need to convert CO2 efficiently into
industrially relevant compounds is greater than ever. Based
on a young but rapidly growing knowledge foundation [43;
44], we believe that enzymatic biocatalysts hold the key to
unleashing the potential of the most abundant greenhouse
gasses.

This Innovation Challenge is striving to develop ways to
produce, at scale, widely affordable, advanced biofuels for
transportation and industrial applications. In recent years,
we have become more aware of the need to optimize the way
we are using global bio-resources. First, we need to replace
not only fossil fuel-based energy with biofuel – in parallel,
we must also develop methods for replacing fossil fuel-based
chemical building blocks and materials. Furthermore, the
observed effects of climate change are challenging food production in many areas of the world. This, together, with a rapidly growing population, makes it of the utmost importance
to ensure that global bio-resources are being used much
more efficiently than we use them now, when we are throwing away approximately 35% of them. We conclude here
that the introduction of bioeconomy-related technologies,
upgrading residues, side-streams and wastes can feed many
more people and at the same time contribute significantly
to the production of biobased fuel, materials and chemicals
at commercially viable prices. In this way, technologies can
contribute to meeting the UN SDGs (Figure 6) while at the
same time contributing to climate change mitigation and to
improved resource efficiency overall, as well as, eventually, to
more responsible habits of consumption.

Figure 6. The UN sustainable development goals; biofuel is of particular importance for SDG 7, 8, 9, 11, 12 and 13.
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Background

→

The key to a sustainable future lies in harvesting
energy from the sun. The sun supplies enormous
amounts of energy to the earth: the energy from
just one hour of solar influx to the earth corresponds to one
year of human energy consumption. Nature has developed a
method for harvesting solar energy by photosynthesis, providing energy and chemical synthesis routes for plants (and,
indirectly, animals). Biomass utilization thus provides one
approach to sustainable production, but it cannot cover all
our energy consumption needs. In the most optimal places
on earth, plants may harvest little more than 1% of the incoming energy, but a more realistic figure would be 0.5%
averaged over a year [1]. This is sufficiently efficient to make
food for our basic metabolism, but cannot cover our current
or projected energy consumption. Biomass has been and
will provide an important share of global energy consumption, but it cannot replace the fossil energy resources we are
currently using due to competition with food production
and the impact on water resources. We must therefore look
for much more efficient sources, and here the direct harvesting of solar energy by converting photons into electricity directly (photovoltaic) must be the primary source. Indirectly
we can also harvest this energy in the form of wind energy
and hydropower.
Thus, when we have made the transformation to relying
solely on sustainable energy, it will come in the form of electricity, an excellent form of energy, except it must be used
immediately and comes intermittently, whereas we need
something that is 100% secure. Although many energy-demanding devices can be electrified and substantial savings
can be achieved by doing so, there are areas where this will
not be possible. We will still need fuel for long-distance
transport, i.e. for aviation, which currently constitutes some
3% of the energy consumption in Europe. Similarly, the fossil resources used in the chemical industry, which account
for some 10% of the total energy consumption in Europe,
must also be replaced. On top of this seasonal averaging will
also be needed through, for example, storage and transport
of fuels over long distances in circumstances where power
lines may not be the solution. The bottom line is that we
need both fuels and chemicals in the future, and it will be essential to develop technology that makes it more efficient to
transform electrical energy into chemical energy and back
again.

Opportunities
The most cost-effective way of storing massive amounts of
electrical energy today is to use hydropower where water is
pumped up in reservoirs. However, as this will not be a generally applicable method for storing energy, other methods
will be needed.
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Being able to store electrical energy as chemical energy would be a most interesting asset in the future energy
portfolio, in which conversion back into electricity might
be needed, so that it then also becomes ‘dedicated’ storage:
electricity – fuel – electricity (or power – fuel – power).
One could argue that this is what has really happened to our
fossil-fuel resources, which have been storing sunlight energy for millions of years. We need to replace the photosynthesis that took place over millions of years with a more efficient technology of “artificial photosynthesis”. The first step
in storing electricity as chemical energy could be to split water by electrolysis to produce hydrogen. This is a central part
of the overall scheme, as illustrated in Figure 1, taken from
one of our recent publications on this subject [2]. Hydrogen
could then be burned just as we burn natural gas today or
be used in the transport sector in fuel cells, which converts
the chemical energy back into electricity with an overall efficiency of roughly 40-60%. – This is significantly lower than
batteries, which only have round-trip losses of some 5-15%.
This shows why it is so important to increase the efficiency
of energy conversion. Taking current technology as a rule of
thumb, each conversion step costs roughly 30%, although
there are large variations. The hydrogen can also be used, for
instance, in steel production, thus replacing the coal used
today, which accounts for a substantial part of our industrial
CO2 emissions and ~5% of our global energy consumption
[3]. For many purposes, hydrogen would also be an excellent storage medium, especially if it is not intended for use
in certain transport sectors or for the transmission of energy
between regions.

Figure 1. Energy flow chart for a sustainable energy system.
Reproduced from [2]

One issue with hydrogen as a fuel is that the combustion
energy density per volume is rather low – 2.6 times lower
than for methane. Today fuel cell-driven cars use tanks containing 700 bar of hydrogen. These have the advantage that
they can be charged within minutes, giving them an advan-
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tage over battery-powered cars, but this does not seem to
be a solution for aviation, although it has been considered.
Thus, here is a need for high-density fuels as we know them
today, for which we also have an infrastructure. Figure 2,
shows chemical energy density per volume and weight of
various fuels. In particular, the energy densities of batteries
are actually very low.
Nearly all the high-energy density fuels are carbon-based.
As sustainable carbon-based fuels must originate from CO2,
we must be able to capture and hydrogenate it. Capturing
CO2 from the atmosphere is an issue since the concentration is only 400 ppm. However, nature does this excellently
while producing food or, more generally, biomass. By taking
the non-food biomass and burning it in power plants using
high-purity oxygen generated by electrolysis, high concentrations of CO2 can be produced, making separation more
feasible. Concrete production would also be an excellent
point source of CO2 (it constitutes up to 5% of global CO2
emissions, [4] of which roughly half comes from the calcination of limestone). It is predicted that these sources, biomass
and point sources, will be able to cover our carbon needs
for quite some time. Eventually we may have to extract the
CO2 from the atmosphere, which will involve substantial additional costs. Having hydrogen and CO2 makes it possible
to synthesize most of the chemicals we use today, including
fuels. Methanol, for instance, is an excellent precursor for
making gasoline, polymers and solvents.
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Figure 2. Energy density for a number of important fuels

Making synthetic fuels and chemicals based on energy input
from the sun makes more decentralized production possible
due to the fact that sustainable energy is decentralized and
should be used as such. This is in contrast to the fossil fuel
resources, which are more centralized.
If we can produce hydrogen sustainably, we can also make
ammonia, since there is plenty of nitrogen in the atmosphere. Today, the process of making ammonia alone con-

sumes 1% of our total energy and is essential since ammonia is not only used as an essential chemical in industry but
is also used as fertilizer. It would be impossible to feed the
world’s population without this essential source of nitrogen.
Ammonia today is produced in huge plants at locations
where cheap natural gas is available, though with knock-on
effects on transport and distribution. Thus it would be of
great benefit to produce it close to end use and only when
needed, allowing for a more timely dosing in order to avoid
subsequent pollution of the environment. Arable land needs
~100 kg/Ha ammonia – with substantial variations depending on soil, plants and location [5] – but assuming we can
harvest just 10% of the incoming solar energy and arrive at
realistic figures for ammonia production (delocalized production has not been realized as yet), then less than 0.5 % of
the area would have to be reserved for this important process – an interesting challenge.

The Challenge
The demand for more decentralized production matching
the incoming energy opens up an interesting new opportunity that to date has remained relatively unexplored: electrochemical production of fuels and chemicals. It is relatively
easy to split water to make oxygen and hydrogen, and it can
be done in a scalable manner, i.e. it does not need a huge
facility like an ammonia plant in order to be economically
viable. Hydrogen in smaller amounts is already being produced in this fashion: in acidic electrolysis, water is split on
the anode, producing molecular oxygen, while the protons
migrate through the electrolyte to the cathode, where they
combine to form molecular hydrogen (alkaline electrolysis
gives the same result, but is slightly different). However, instead of reducing the protons to molecular hydrogen, these
protons can be used to reduce CO2 or N2 into fuels or chemicals directly on the electrocatalyst. This indicated on the left
of Figure 1 along with the thermal catalysis described above.
This is an entire new field of research where the possibilities
have only just begun to appear. The approach is somewhat
different from the conventional catalysis used in the chemical industry today [6]. In thermal catalysis, the conditions
to make a reaction exergonic are created by manipulating
the temperature and pressure so that the desired products
are produced. In electrochemistry, we have another opportunity, as we can create the desired Gibbs free energy for
the products by manipulating the energy of the electrons using the electrical potential. Today hydrogen is mainly made
from methane through large-scale production at 30-40 bars
and 900-1000 oC. The high temperature is necessary since
the reaction CH4+2H2O→CO2+4H2 is strongly endothermic. Similarly, if one were to split water by thermal catalysis 2H2→O2+2H2 it would require temperatures that are not
compatible with most known materials. Yet, taking a 1.5 V
battery you can go home and do this on your kitchen table at
room temperature if you are using the right electrocatalysts
like platinum for the cathode and iridium oxide for the anDTU International Energy Report 2018
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ode. In principle, it only requires 1.23 V applied to four electrons to split water. However, nothing happens if you only
apply 1.23 V because, even with the best catalysts known
today, there are considerable barriers for the reaction, so it
cannot run reversibly. This is why we need better catalysts.
In what follows, we shall try to explain how and why this
works and what the limitations are.
Ideal reaction
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Figure 3. Schematic free energy diagram for water splitting.
a) displays the ideal case where all intermediates are bond
equally strong, while b) shows a more realistic case where an
overpotential of 0.6 V occurs due to a too strong bonding of
atomic oxygen. Reproduced from ref [6]).

The water-splitting reaction can be divided into an anode
(oxidation) and a cathode (reduction) reaction according to
the two half-reactions (acidic condition): 2H2O←→4H++4e+O2 and 4H++4e-←→2H2. The largest bottleneck in splitting
water is not the evolution of hydrogen at the cathode, but
rather the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) at the anode. In
reality, the latter consists of four elementary steps in a catalytic cycle, each involving an electron-proton transfer [7].
This is illustrated in Figure 3a for an ideal catalyst, where
the four steps are evenly spaced in energy. The green lines
show the case with no applied potential, U=0 V, where it is
an uphill reaction. By supplying a voltage of 1.2 V for each
electron transfer, we obtain the reversible situation (red
line), i.e. ΔG=0, for all steps, and the process will run spontaneously downhill in free energy at a slightly higher potential U > 1.23 V. Unfortunately, it is very challenging to find
an electrocatalyst where all the steps are of the same size, as
the binding energy of the different intermediates tend to be
linearly correlated via the so-called scaling relations [8]. A
more realistic case (a non-ideal catalyst) is shown in Figure
3b (green line), where the formation of HOO (or O and OH)
is associated with a larger energy step than the rest. It is now
clearly seen that ΔG is not smaller than zero for all steps at
the reversible potential of U > 1.23 V (red curve); barriers
are still present. The process only runs spontaneously when
the potential is increased to 1.8 V (blue curve), meaning that
0.6 V per electron or 33% of the energy is wasted as heat in
DTU International Energy Report 2018

the process of making oxygen. This defines the challenge of
doing electrocatalysis – finding the optimal catalyst where
the steps are equidistant and where there are no other large
barriers on top of the potential landscape.
Thus the greater the number of intermediates, the bigger the
challenge. This insight has been generated by performing
Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations. Here the potential energy landscape is determined by quantum mechanically calculating the molecule/intermediate interaction with
the catalyst. The problem cannot be solved exactly, but approximations are now becoming so good that realistic problems may be solved with reasonable accuracy, at least to the
extent that it is possible to compare materials relative to each
other. Such investigations reveal that it is very difficult to
find a material where the four steps are equidistant, since, as
already noted, their reaction energies are strongly correlated
through the scaling relations. The oxygen (or OH) bonding
energy (the reactivity of the actual catalysts towards oxygen)
is called a descriptor, and it is possible to map out the activity
for the OER as a function of such descriptors. This is shown
in Figure 4, where the OER activity, or rather the overpotential, is shown for different materials. The theoretical overpotential is shown as a function of two descriptors, the free
energy of the intermediates OOH and OH, parameters that
have been identified as essential in describing the activity, as
shown in Figure 4a. Calculated values of these parameters
for a number of possible catalysts are included in the plot;
all the known data are linearly correlated, and the best are
0.3-0.4 V off the optimum. This provides a likely explanation
for the experimental observation that it has been impossible,
so far, to find catalysts with overpotentials less than ~0.3 V
(see the benchmarking data in Figure 4b). It seems that we
have primarily been optimizing catalysts belonging to a family of materials that follow a scaling relation between the two
descriptors. This insight defines future research in this area.
We need to be looking for new materials that are capable of
breaking the scaling relation (or rather combining different
scaling relations) by introducing new sites that can be optimized independently.
If water electrolysis is a challenge, then CO2 hydrogenation
is even worse, since in this case there are even more steps,
each of which has to be optimal in order to produce valuable
products at a low energy cost. That is not the only challenge; catalysts that are highly selective must also be chosen,
meaning that preferentially only one product is produced,
since otherwise substantial energy would be used for subsequent separation. Hori made a substantial contribution to
this field in the 1980s by showing that only one metal, namely copper, works optimally in making hydrocarbons and
alcohols [9]. It is, however, not particularly useful, since it
makes a large range of products with relatively poor selectivity, and basically it only works well for overpotentials above
one volt. The difficulties involved are not surprising because
making ethanol, for instance, requires eight electrons and
thus involves eight different intermediates, which must be
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optimized. Silver and gold are very good for converting CO2
into CO (this also only requires two electrons), and copper
has been able to convert CO into ethanol at much lower
overpotentials under alkaline conditions. We have recently
found that polycrystalline copper is capable of doing this at
a relatively low overpotential < 0.4 V and that it is probably
single atomic steps on the surface that are responsible for
this (10). Acetaldehyde has been shown to be an important
intermediate, and DFT calculations have confirmed these
observations. However, acetate and other intermediates are
also formed, thus degrading the selectivity.

Figure 5 displays the amount of ethanol and acetaldehyde
produced over an oxygen-derived copper surface as a function of charge passed at -0.33 V. Notice how acetaldehyde
builds up before ethanol is formed, suggesting that it is an
intermediate. It would go beyond the scope to describe all
the processes we are currently investigating, but it should be
noted that similar issues are also encountered when trying
to optimize, for example, fuel-cell catalysts or catalysts for
making ammonia electrochemically, the latter being a process where hardly anything is working presently. How are we
improving on this situation?
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Figure 5 displays the amount of ethanol and acetaldehyde
produced over oxygen-derived copper in a 0.1M KOH at -0.33
V. Oxygen-derived copper is a copper surface which was first
oxidized and then reduced leading to an increased surface
area of roughly a factor fifty. Reproduced from [10].The
compound CH3CHO is acetaldehyde.
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Figure 4. a) Contour map of the theoretical overpotential for
the oxygen evolution reaction as a function of two descriptors of catalytic activity, the adsorption energies of OH and
OOH intermediates. Data for a number of oxide surfaces are
included – all follow a scaling relation well off the optimum
in activity. b) Chronological trend in overpotential of various
OER catalysts in acid and alkali. Data points marked with
asterisks are normalized to oxide surface area. Reproduced
with permission from [2]

As mentioned above, identifying the problem defines the future approach. The challenge is to find new catalyst materials
that can break the scaling relation and allow us to reduce the
overpotential, while at the same time defining reaction pathways that lead to high selectivity. In the Villum Center for
the Science of Sustainable Fuels and Chemicals (a collaborative effort between the Technical University of Denmark, the
University of Southern Denmark, Copenhagen University
and Stanford University, USA) we utilize a close interaction
between experiment and theory in a machinery illustrated in
Figure 6. We use an interactive loop process to uncover new
catalysts. Compared with experimental screening, it is much
quicker to do DFT calculations to narrow down the range
of materials of potential interest that are highly active, are
selective for the desired product, resistant to corrosion and
based on elements that are non-poisonous and abundant.
This allows the experiments to focus on fewer potentially
DTU International Energy Report 2018
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interesting compounds, thus reducing the phase space tremendously. However, when starting to build model systems,
it is often realized that more details must be included in the
theoretical screening. Examples include new intermediates
that could block the surface or a new structure developing on
the atomic level that was not taken into account to start with.

Thus, after characterization and testing, this information is
fed back to the screening input, and a new turn in the cycle
is made, hopefully leading to a new and even better catalyst.
All this information is also stored in databases so that the
calculations and experiments do not have to be made over
and over again.

Sustainable Resources
Energy

CO2

Molecules

Screening

Theory

Model Systems
The
Machinery

Products
Characterization

Synthesis

Solar Fuels
Storage

Test

The 7 Chemical
Building Blocks

Figure 6 shows the fundamental idea of the Villum Center for the science of sustainable fuels and chemicals where the machinery is the source of the catalyst discovery, which efficiently shall convert electric energy into chemical energy.

Does this scheme work? To answer this question, we can
look back and say “yes”, we have done it before on simpler
systems than those described above. Take, for instance, the
hydrogen production mentioned above. Here the archetypical electrode for the Hydrogen Evolution Reaction (HER)
is platinum, an excellent catalyst for hydrogen production,
though its annual production is limited to ~200 ton/year.
Pt is very scarce, only being mined in three places on earth,
making it as expensive as gold [11]. It is therefore a critical material, and it would be desirable to find a less expensive but also more abundant material [12]. In 2004-5
we screened for such materials and found that MoS2 had
DTU International Energy Report 2018

potential, subsequent experimental testing showed that it
worked reasonably well. It was predicted that only the edge
of the two-dimensional MoS2 was the active site [13], and
after proving this experimentally [14] the foundation was
laid for optimization of this system making as many edge
sites as possible. This could be done using the tools of the
emerging nano-technology. Later, phosphides, using the
same principles, were also shown to be good HER catalysts,
and today there are many catalysts with overpotentials of
less than 0.1 V, as shown [2] in Figure 7. It can clearly be seen
here that substantial progress in lowering the overpotential
has been made over the past decade (see Figure 7c). This is
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in sharp contrast to the development of the OER catalysts, as
shown [2] in Figure 4b.
The HER is a much simpler reaction than the OER or CO2
reduction discussed above. Nevertheless, this type of work
has already been extended into making a number of new
catalysts. One example was the discovery of new catalysts
for fuel cells, where the Oxygen Reduction Reaction (ORR)
causes a rather large overpotential [15; 16]. A patent family was established that has been developed further in collaboration with the Danish Technology Institute, which is
trying to commercialize these catalysts [17]. Theory and
experiment also predicted a new class of oxygen reduction
catalysts, which, instead of making water, would make hydrogen peroxide [18]. This is a highly undesirable product
in a fuel cell, but if one could make appreciable amounts
and do it with high selectivity, it could be a most valuable
product, especially if it can be produced when needed. This
was also patented and today forms the basis for the spin-off

company HPNOW APS, which makes hydrogen peroxide
on demand using only electricity and water. This is very useful for replacing the off-site-produced hydrogen peroxide
used in irrigation systems and for disinfection purposes. The
approach has also been applied to the process of using ammonia as an energy vector by decomposing it into nitrogen
and hydrogen, the second of which can then be fed into a
fuel cell. This requires extremely clean hydrogen, which has
been made possible, leading to the setting up of the spin-off
company RenCat APS. We also have enjoyed close collaboration with the leading catalysts company in Denmark, Haldor Topsøe A/S, in investigating the thermal conversion of
CO2 into methanol, an interesting precursor for both chemicals, but certainly also a potential fuel. Here we have laid the
foundations for a basic understanding of the process at the
atomic level [19; 20]) leading to predictive power for designing better catalysts [21], while at the same time also enabling
the discovery of entirely new types of catalysts that potentially could be used in small decentralized systems [22].

Figure 7 displays (A) HER volcano plot for metals and MoS2 (B) TOF avg plots with linear sweep voltammograms of various HER
catalysts. State-of-the-art Ni-based homogeneous catalysts are also included for comparison. (C) Chronological trend in overpotential of MoS2-based and phosphide HER catalysts. (D) Representative microscopy images of HER catalysts. Reproduced from [2]

The examples above show that, although working at a very
fundamental level, new insights can be gained that can eventually lead to entirely new processes and products. This is
what innovation is all about and is very much in the spirit of
the founder of the Technical University of Denmark, H.-C.
Ørsted. Doing research and creating fundamental insights
are key to solving some of the most pertinent questions humankind is facing. We must discover efficient ways of storing electric energy as chemical energy, just as we must find

means of replacing the chemicals we are producing today
from fossil-fuel resources. Here new catalysts are essential.
Imagine that, in the future, we will be capable of increasing
the yield of fuel produced on a field from 0.5% (photosynthesis) to 10%: in that case there will be no danger of energy
production competing with food production. Or imagine
delocalized ammonia production allowing for cleaner and
more efficient food production. Keep Dreaming!
DTU International Energy Report 2018
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Chapter 10

Clean Energy Materials
Innovation Challenge
“to accelerate the exploration, discovery, and use of new highperformance, low-cost clean energy materials”
By Tejs Vegge, Department of Energy Conversion and Storage, Technical University of Denmark
Kristian S. Thygesen, Department of Physics, Technical University of Denmark
Alán Aspuru-Guzik, Department of Chemistry & Chemical Biology, Harvard University
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Introduction

→

The ambition of the ‘Clean Energy Materials Innovation Challenge’ (IC#6) is to identify new approaches to accelerate the development of novel,
high-performance, low-cost materials for harvesting, converting and storing clean energy, which will play a crucial
role in pursuing the ambitious aims of the Paris Accord. If
we continue to rely solely on traditional, incremental developments of new energy materials, it is highly questionable
whether it will be practically feasible to reach these goals.
Radically new approaches are therefore needed to accelerate
the innovation cycle from the fundamental discovery and
design of new materials, via synthesis, characterization and
testing, to large-scale production and integration.
IC#6 was launched by the members of Mission Innovation
(MI) to target the identification and exploration of the most
promising research opportunities, which can accelerate the
rate of clean energy materials discovery and development by
a factor of at least ten. An international IC#6 experts’ working group outlined the need to establish a ‘Materials Acceleration Platform’ (MAP) in a recent White Paper with the
subtitle, ‘Accelerating Advanced Energy Materials Discovery by the Integration of High-Throughput Methods with
Artificial Intelligence’ [1].
In the MI IC#6 White Paper, the experts identified Six
Grand Goals for a Materials Innovation Revolution. These
must be reached and closely integrated into a MAP for Autonomous Materials Discovery (AMD) (see Figure 1). The
key elements of the accelerated Autonomous Materials Discovery (AMD) approach.), in order to meet the ambitious
target of a tenfold increase in the rate of discovery for clean
energy materials:
0. Autonomous Discovery
1. Artificial Intelligence for Materials
2. Modular Materials Robotics
3. Inverse Design
4. Bridging Length- and Time-Scales
5. Data Infrastructure and Interchange

Artificial Intelligence

Autonomous
Materials
Discovery
(AMD)

Modular
Robotics

Inverse
Design

Time &
Lenght
scales

Data
infrastructures

Figure 1. The key elements of the accelerated Autonomous
Materials Discovery (AMD) approach.

Materials design and discovery represent a fundamental
need that crosscuts the entire energy technology portfolio,
from energy generation and storage to delivery and end-use.
Materials are at the root of every clean energy innovation,
including next-generation batteries [2; 3], solar cells [4; 5],
photo-catalysts for the production of hydrogen [6], thermal
storage, coatings, catalysts for the conversion, capture and
catalysts for conversion of CO2 [7; 8] and nitrogen [9] into
sustainable fuels and chemicals. In short, new clean energy
materials constitute one of the cornerstones of the global
transition to a low-carbon society.
This chapter seeks to outline the potential benefits of developing a MAP/AMD machinery [10], i.e. why this type of
machinery is needed, and to identify the potential implications and open research challenges involved in accelerating
the development of clean energy materials. Secondly, it aims
to identify the current contributions, gaps and outstanding
challenges, as well as future opportunities, for DTU researchers and international collaborators.

Autonomous discovery
Today, advanced materials account for approximately half
of the manufacturing costs of clean energy technologies,
and the European Energy Materials Industrial Research Initiative (EMIRI) — an industrial platform that is part of the
EU Strategic Energy Technology Plan— expects this figure
to reach eighty percent in the near future [11]. The global
transition towards cleaner energy therefore requires more
cost-efficient methods and procedures for the development
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To reach the proposed level of accelerated materials discovery, “self-sustained” laboratories and production facilities
are needed. Such facilities should possess the ability to autonomously design and synthesize materials, perform and
interpret experiments to discover clean energy materials,
and even predict novel chemical reactions [12]. Creating
and deploying autonomous laboratories that can perform
this closed-feedback-loop process of materials discovery is
the culminating aim of the Six Grand Goals [1].
Successful application of Artificial Intelligence (AI)- and
Machine/Deep Learning (ML)-based techniques to accelerate the discovery of next generation clean energy materials has enormous potential. This has already been demonstrated in part using, e.g., neural networks in the search for
high-performance organic photovoltaic materials (OPV)
[13; 14], but a more generic and versatile machinery spanning different classes of materials and a range of potential
applications is needed. The tool ChemOS: An Orchestration
Software to Democratize Autonomous Discovery [15], recently developed by Prof. Aspuru-Guzik’s group, is an excellent example of this.
A so-called Autonomous Research System (ARES), i.e. an
autonomous research robot capable of closed-loop iterative
materials production, was recently developed and used by
Maruyama et al. to perform a fully autonomous closed-loop
production of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [16]. Here, the objective was for the ARES to learn autonomously to control
the growth rate of CNTs using AI and closed-loop feedback
over many experimental iterations, whereby an AI planner
proposes new experimental growth conditions based on
analysis of a database containing prior experiments, iteratively improving its ability to predict growth rates. The AI
experimental planner was based on a random forest model
with growth conditions exercised through a genetic algorithm.
The AI in an ARES/AMD-type system can, for example,
extract synthesis conditions directly from existing scientific
literature [17], set up and perform atomic-scale computer
simulations at the level of density functional theory (DFT)
calculations [18], and interpret in situ characterization results and data from lab-scale/prototype testing to establish
low-cost ML-based models. The models can then be trained
to propose suitable synthesis parameters and autonomously
utilize input from ex / in situ characterization to improve
the next cycle of computational prediction and materials
synthesis.

Artificial intelligence for materials
The IC#6 White Paper finds that “Autonomous research relies
on reasoning, decision making and creativity. The particular
scale and details of theoretical, computational, synthetic, and
characterization evidence in materials research will require
the establishment of this new branch of AI. National and international research organizations can facilitate an integrated computer and materials science research effort to develop
algorithms that mimic, and then supersede, the intellect and
intuition of expert materials scientists“ [1].
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of next generation clean energy materials, i.e. materials that
are not only more energy efficient and cheaper to produce,
but also safe and durable, environmentally benign and recyclable, and ultimately reliant only on earth-abundant materials to ensure scalability.
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Figure 2. Using a Bayesian error estimation functional (BEEF-vdW) (23), to identify and correct inherent DFT errors in
modeling catalytic reactions [22].

Examples of AI and Machine/Deep Learning surpassing
human capabilities are emerging at an ever-increasing rate.
Among the most prominent examples are the successes of
the AlphaGo [19] and AlphaZero AI programs developed
by the Google/Alphabet subsidiary DeepMind. AlphaGo
managed to beat the World’s best Go player, Fan Hui, after
being trained from gameplay solely through general-purpose supervised and reinforcement learning methods, while
AlphaZero beat the World’s best chess program, Stockfish 8,
after being provided only with the rules of chess and playing
games against itself for less than four hours [20].
Within the discovery of clean energy materials, AI/ML can
also provide an efficient platform for the utilization of “bad
data” [21], i.e. unsuccessful experiments, non-conclusive
observations and data which are traditionally not published
or shared, to improve the quality of the surrogate models
and thus accelerate the materials discovery process. Using
new approaches developed at DTU [22] relying on statistical analysis of a data ensemble from a Bayesian error estimation functional (BEEF) [23], it will also be possible to
identify and correct intrinsic and systematic errors in computational approaches used in the design of materials properties, e.g., DFT-based codes for atomic-scale computation-
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al materials design. Such self-correction functionalities can
be implemented autonomously to improve the accuracy of
the computational predictions by online comparison with
experimental and computational data, as well as to identify
possible experimental outliers (see Figure 2).

Modular materials robotics
It can be expected that increased communication between
synthesis robots and AIs will be an integral part of future
research laboratories, possibly revolutionizing how we design and optimize materials and chemical processes [24].
The efficiency of AI-assisted synthesis will depend on the
complexity of the energy materials in question. In many areas, for example, molecular synthesis, the materials robotics are to a large extent already in place, but hitherto the
AI software and methods have not been able to control the
processes at the level needed to achieve full autonomy [25].
Inspiration can be drawn from the fields of pharmaceuticals and biotechnology, where the paradigm of integrating
AI and robotics into the discovery process is becoming well
established. An excellent example of this is “The synthesis
machine” developed by Prof. Marty Burke – an automatic
device that welds molecular building blocks into a vast array
of drug-like compounds, which is expected to revolutionize
drug discovery [26; 27].
Similar strategies must be developed for the different classes
of clean energy materials to ensure a flexible and scalable
synthesis infrastructure. To do this efficiently, modular robotic systems composed of building blocks with standardized properties are needed for the synthesis and characterization.

Inverse design
Materials innovation by autonomous laboratories can be
seeded and accelerated by developing novel materials compositions or structures that can meet the specified requirements. Inverse design enables the automated generation of
candidate materials that are specifically designed to meet
the specific performance, cost and compatibility requirements of a given clean-energy technology, in principle without imposing a priori constraints on the composition and/or
structure of the material.
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Figure 3. A) Predicted ammonia release (wt.%) within a
temperature range relevant for automotive DeNOx for a
class of novel binary and ternary metal halides for ammonia
storage. Using genetic algorithms and DFT calculations, it
was possible to identify the top 5-10 candidates by calculating only a few percent of >100.000 possible structures. B)
Experimental confirmation of the predicted ammonia release
conditions. C) The ternary metal halide ammine template
crystal structure [28].

A brute force, but often very useful approach is to screen
thousands or tens of thousands of clean energy materials
using high-throughput DFT calculations – an area where
DTU is already world leading [4; 6]. DTU researchers have
demonstrated that it is possible to accelerate the rate of discovery of new energy materials by more than the desired
factor of ten, e.g., by using genetic algorithms and experimental data to guide the search for materials compositions
and structures that can match commercial performance criteria (see Figure 3) [28].
In the future, high-throughput screening strategies must
also be complemented by statistical learning methods in
order to exploit the vast amounts of information obtained
during the screening to adapt and steer the algorithm intelligently towards the most promising candidates. Steps in
this direction are now being taken, such as the collaboration
between DTU Compute, DTU Physics and DTU Energy,
where a combination of deep neural networks and variational autoencoders, initially trained on a database with calculated energies for 5,000 polymers, was successfully used
to identify new polymers with energy levels optimized for
organic solar cells [29].
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Bridging length and time scales
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The range of relevant time- and length-scales, which can
potentially govern the properties and performance of new,
clean energy materials, is vast (see Figure 4), ranging from
the Ångström scale of bonds between atoms via the micrometer properties of individual grains to the meter scale
of stationary devices for the conversion and storage of renewable energy.
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Figure 4. The ability to efficiently bridge relevant time- and
length scales in the design of new energy materials remains
challenge.

Similarly, electron transfer processes occur on the time scale
of femtoseconds, while, for example, solvent reorganization
and the making and breaking of chemical bonds can occur
on the time scale of picoseconds. Synthesis procedures and
characterization experiments generally take place on the
scale of seconds or hours, while the stability of the clean
energy materials that are produced should be counted in
years or even decades. At present, well-developed theories
and models exist for describing nearly all time- and lengthscales individually, and although successful bridging of
scales has been achieved in select areas, such as quantum
mechanics / molecular mechanics (QM/MM) [30], more
generic methods and approaches for direct bridging or for
identifying and passing relevant information between the
different time- and length-scale domains have remained
elusive, despite many years of research in, for example,
multi-scale modelling and characterization [31].

es between simulation codes and experimental instruments
will be crucial to enable the integration of tools adapted to
different scales [1].
Simulation methods can also be made more computationally tractable using AI, such as machine learning surrogate
models for computationally more expensive calculations,
which can be trained on data from more accurate and computationally expensive methods and then be applied to longer length- and time-scales. Integrated experimental and
computational tools will enable a feedback loop between
experimental characterization / analysis, computational
analysis and prediction across multiple length- and timescales, which will be facilitated by AI-based tools for decision-making [1].

Data infrastructure and interchange
Innovation relies on communication and the appropriate
representation of both data and the knowledge obtained
from it, posing a substantial challenge to the international
research community to join forces in establishing, populating and maintaining a shared materials data infrastructure.
The resulting product, which embodies an understanding of
materials beyond that attainable by a single scientist or team
of scientists, will enable and enhance autonomous laboratories. Several international initiatives to create computational
materials databases have now been launched, e.g. the Materials Project (https://www.materialsproject.org), the Open
Quantum Materials Database (OQMD) (http://oqmd.org),
AFLOW (http://www.aflowlib.org) and NOMAD (https://
nomad-coe.eu), to name but a few.

The development of automated bridging tools that span
both experimental and computational techniques will be
critical in accelerating the design and development of better
functional materials and large-scale devices, such as computational modelling and design of materials for wind turbine
blades [32]. Improved data standards and software interfac-
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Outlook and recommendations
As outlined in the MI IC#6 White Paper, establishing autonomous MAP/AMD facilities would greatly accelerate the
rate of discovery of next generation clean energy materials
by increasing the rate of experiments performed, harnessing and storing controlled data sets, and seamlessly integrating these with computational predictions and machine
learning algorithms, robotics and automation tools. Thus,
traditionally independent competence areas such as computer simulations, characterization and synthesis will be integrated by emerging computer science, machine learning,
data infrastructure and robotics expertise. Operations will
be tightly tied together, enabling researchers to receive and
incorporate feedback from adjacent processes rapidly, in
order to make both high-level decisions and the necessary
adjustments required to optimize the materials design and
development process [1]. To ensure the required security
and fluidity in the data-sharing process, procedures for the
protection of Intellectual Property Rights and citations, e.g.
using the Digital Object Identifier (DOI) for datasets, must
be standardized.
Figure 5. A comprehensive database at DTU containing
calculated structural and electronic properties of a range of
2D transition metal dichalcogenides (https://cmr.fysik.dtu.dk/)
[35].

DTU takes part in the EU H2020 Centre of Excellence NOMAD, which is a broad community effort aiming to construct an open Computational Materials Database. At present, NOMAD contains >50 million DFT calculations for
different materials and thus constitutes a rich resource for
testing and validating intelligent materials discovery methods [33]. DTU researchers are also very active in developing
generally applicable software such as ASE (Atomic Simulation Environment) for setting up, manipulating, running,
visualizing and analyzing atomistic simulations [34]. Local
infrastructure for storing and sharing computed materials
data is also available through the open Computational Materials Repository (CMR) [https://cmr.fysik.dtu.dk/], for
example, a comprehensive 2D computational materials database containing calculated structural and electronic properties of a range of 2D materials (see Figure 5) [35].
Databases like these form an excellent basis for training
simple machine learning models for accelerated materials
discovery. As an example, Roethlisberger et al. have shown
that it is possible to increase the accuracy of the models by
using genetic algorithms for the optimization of training set
composition from such databases [36], while Wolverton et
al. used 435,000 formation energies from the OQMD database to develop an accurate and fast machine learning
model with a mean absolute error as low as 80 meV/atom in
cross-validation [37].
DTU International Energy Report 2018

Many researchers are already playing an important role in
developing key components of the necessary AMD infrastructure. In order to take full advantage of this opportunity,
universities like DTU should continue to participate actively in the development of the soft- and hardware needed to
establish a successful MAP. The emergence of the European
Spallation Source (ESS) and MAX IV in Lund (Sweden) offers a unique opportunity for researchers to implement and
test AMD/MAP approaches directly and strive to achieve a
tenfold acceleration in the design and synthesis of next generation clean energy materials.
Both nationally and internationally, researchers should push
for joint investments and coordination among MI member
states, including the EU and the US, in order to accelerate
the development of the necessary machinery for the accelerated discovery of next generation clean energy materials.
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The first commercial district heating (DH) systems in the world were built in the 1870-1880s in
Lockport, New York. In Denmark, the first district heating plant was a waste incineration plant built in
Frederiksberg in 1903. Since then district heating has expanded, mainly in Russia, China and the European Union.
Global DH supply currently covers around 8% of the 74 EJ
heating demand, a figure that reaches 13% in the EU [1]. In
some parts of the world district heating is the most common
way of heating buildings, and the district heating technology used today is a mature technology in the sense that is
has considerably improved over the years, current thermal
networks being able to rely on well-established and efficient
technologies and practices. Denmark is one of the frontrunners in this field, with 50% of heating demand being covered
by district heating [2]. A heat road map for Europe indicates
that similar levels may be economically feasible on a European scale as well [3]. That said, there is still much R&D and
innovative work to be done on thermal networks operating
at lower temperatures and on integrating further low-carbon energy sources, and on ensuring their effective interaction with other networks.
There has been much less development with respect to district cooling, only around 300 PJ being supplied globally [1].
However, as the global demand for cooling is expected to
increase from close to 1000 PJ in 2000 to about 1,4000 PJ in
2050 and more than 36,000 PJ in 2100, the potential is substantial [4]. The district cooling potential in Europe alone is
expected to be around 2000 PJ in 2030, with more than 75%
of the potential being in the service sector [5].
From the outset, the main reason for building district heating systems was to have a cost-efficient supply of heat taking
advantage of the potential for 1) efficient utilization of fuels, e.g. in CHP plants; 2) economies of scale; and 3) using
complicated fuels such as waste. Today contemporary environmental problems, including local air quality and global
warming, are also driving the development of district heating.
District cooling is similar to district heating, except that
cooling is delivered to provide comfortable indoor temperatures on warm summer days. The cooling comes from
natural cold resources (such as cold sea or lake waters), absorption chillers fed by excess heat or mechanical chillers
with heat recovery. When linked to thermal storage, a heat
pump may deliver both heating and cooling. District cooling replaces less efficient local air-conditioning units as well
as reduces noise and use of space.
Overall, current technological developments in district
heating have three aspects:
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1) The supply of district heating systems has in Europe become less carbon-intensive through increased use of excess
heat and renewable energy sources
2) District heating systems have become more efficient
through a lowering of temperatures [6]
3) Lately, there has been increased focus on integration
across energy sectors, most notably through CHP and heat
pumps
With regard to the integration of energy sectors, energy system analyses have shown that district heating systems may
have an important role to play with respect to the integration of fluctuating renewable energy sources, especially due
to cheap thermal storage potential in the district heating
systems [7; 8].
Examples of district heating sources of supply are thermal
power stations, waste incineration plants and industrial processes. The fundamental idea can be expressed as follows: ‘to
use local fuel or heat sources that would otherwise be wasted, in order to satisfy local customer demands for heating,
by using a heat distribution network of pipes as a local market place’ [9]. As a result, district heating systems have contributed to making the fossil fuel-based energy supply more
efficient. Since 1990, the 6000+ EU district heating systems
have together reduced their carbon dioxide emissions by 35
percent, a higher reduction than in the rest of the EU energy
system (see Figure 1).

gram of fossil carbon dioxide emissions per MJ heat delivered
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Figure 1. Estimated specific carbon dioxide emissions 19902014 from all district heating systems in the world and in the
current European Union. [1].
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• Introduction of a national building code requiring low
heat demands in new buildings
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• Implementation of large solar collector fields in more
than a hundred small villages and towns
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• Implementation of large electric boilers and heat pumps
• Large national research projects to develop the next,
fourth generation of district heating technology using
low distribution temperatures. This development will reduce the cost of implementing more renewable and recycled heat in future district heating systems
In Denmark, future scenarios for district heating supply in
2050 could resemble those shown in Figure 2. Except for
the Fossile, all future scenarios are 100% renewable (apart
from fossil waste). The main difference between the different green scenarios is the amount of biomass imports allowed, with most allowed in the Bio+ scenario and none in
the Wind and H2 scenarios. The results show that around
30% of district heating could be supplied by waste incineration in all scenarios, while up to 30% could be supplied by
heat pumps and 20% by biorefineries in the scenarios with
low biomass consumption. Solar heating is assumed to supply 7% and industrial excess heat 5% in all scenarios. Similar scenarios might be plausible in other parts of the world,
where the role of combustion is also decreasing.

■ Waste CHP

■ CHP

■ Boiler

■ Biorefinery

■ Solar

■ Industry

Fossile 2050

H2 2050

Bio+ 2050

0,00%

Bio 2015

• Implementation of large seasonal heat storage units to
transfer solar heat from sunny summer days to winter
heat demand

20,00%

Wind 2050

Denmark has actively contributed to this development by:

100,00%

2016

One explanation for these successful reductions in carbon
dioxide emissions is that more renewables have been introduced into these heating systems in recent years. Biomass
fuels have replaced fossil fuels, geothermal wells provide
natural heat and solar collectors have been connected to district heating systems. Temporary surpluses of wind power
are absorbed by large electric boilers and heat pumps.

■ Heat pump

Figure 2. Danish district heating supply in 2016 and in future
scenarios for 2050. [2; 10].

In the following sections, the potentials and innovation
challenges with regard to low-temperature supply in the
building sector and supplying district heating with heat
pumps and solar heating are discussed (for more information about heat storage options, see Chapter 12 on storages;
also Chapter 8 on bioenergy and Chapter 5 on energy storage integration).

Low-temperature district heating
Supply and return temperatures in district heating systems
in the EU are typically now 80°C and 50°C respectively. The
return temperature from existing buildings can be reduced
to 30°C through improved control, and the supply temperature may, in most of the year, be reduced to 65°C - 55°C,
depending on the type of system used for the production of
domestic hot water. For new buildings with very low energy
use in low heat-density areas, ultralow temperature district
heating may be used that produces supply and return temperatures as low as 30°C and 20°C respectively. They will
have to be supplemented with electrical heaters for supplying comfortable domestic hot water at 45°C.
The idea of low-carbon affordable heating systems for buildings by using low temperature district heating is a very
promising technology [6], though it still requires dedicated
research before large-scale implementation can be considered. The reason for this is that the low-temperature conDTU International Energy Report 2018
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cept envisages making use of different axes: efficient use
of waste heat (power plants, incineration plants, industrial
processes) and renewable thermal energy (deep geothermal
heat, solar heating plants with seasonal storage), as well as
renewable electrical energy (heat pumps using wind and solar power). To improve efficiency and reduce the cost of heat
from low-carbon sources, it is typically beneficial to make
use of lower supply and return temperatures. For example,
lowering the return temperature of the district heating system can increase the energy efficiency of the condensation
of the moisture in flue gas from the burning of wood chips
or waste. In the case of solar heating plants and geothermal
heating plants, the efficiencies of these technologies are increased if both the supply and return temperatures of the
district heating are reduced. In all cases, the heat loss from
the district heating network is reduced when lower temperatures are realized.
Existing district heating systems can be transformed from
the present high-temperature, high-carbon systems into
low-temperature, low-carbon systems. However, low-temperature district heating systems can also be installed in
existing buildings in cities without district heating, thus
replacing high carbon energy based individual heating
systems. Low-temperature district heating systems can be
introduced in all counties with a need for space heating in
buildings. However, investigations are needed to find out
where this solution offers the cheapest and quickest way of
achieving low-carbon heating in buildings.
Low-temperature district heating requires improvements
to the control of the heat systems of buildings. There is a
very great potential for improvements here with respect to
achieving lower supply and return temperatures; by using
new smart control concepts, much progress can be made.
Historically, simple systems for heating rooms and domestic hot water have been sized for very large design loads
based on design guidelines that use worst-case scenarios.
However, the actual heat load in real operations throughout the year is typically much lower than the design load.
Therefore, a reduction in operating temperatures is entirely
realistic for most of the year. For the few very cold days, the
operating temperatures can be raised to the necessary level
to provide thermal comfort.
Hence, control of the heating system has to be rethought in
order to lower the supply and return temperatures, while
maintaining comfort levels for the user.
The recommended process of reducing heating-system operating temperatures is to start by reducing the return temperature and then reduce the supply temperature. [11; 12].
• Reduced return temperatures from each radiator can be
achieved by using a new type of radiator thermostat with
an extra functionality, which limits the return temperaDTU International Energy Report 2018

ture by using an extra wireless sensor to measure the return temperature from the radiator.
Reduced return temperatures from the central system for
heating domestic hot water in large buildings can be realized by using self-learning control systems that produce
domestic hot water optimally in a central storage tank according to the typical daily profile for the use of domestic
hot water in that particular building.
• Reduced supply temperatures for heating systems in the
most critical buildings within the district heating system
can be achieved by finding and improving the very few
critical elements in the existing building and heating system. If, for example, the heat load is extremely high in
some rooms because the windows are single glazed or
have large air leaks, they should be replaced with new
efficient windows. Similarly, if the radiators in some
rooms have been dismantled or replaced with smaller radiators, new optimal sized radiators should be installed.
Reduction of the supply temperatures needed for central
domestic hot-water systems in residential buildings can
be achieved by using highly efficient local heat exchangers close to the use of domestic hot water in each flat.
These improvements require technology innovation to improve the control of heating systems in buildings. A new
smart thermostatic radiator valve with a temperature sensor on the radiator’s return pipe makes it possible to reduce
return temperatures from heating systems of buildings and
in the district heating system by approximately 20˚C, which
could make the use of waste heat and renewable heat much
more economical. Furthermore, a new concept whereby
the district heating companies provide service of the buildings would make it possible for the owners and users of the
buildings to obtain help in achieving low temperature operation of the heating systems without technical or economical barriers. These solutions can be realized if innovation
is supported. The focus should be on improving existing
buildings and district heating grids, as a large effect can be
achieved relatively quickly, while new buildings and grids
should be planned for optimal solutions with low-temperature operation.
Finally, it should be noted that, even though low-temperature district heating may very well be the best solution
for the affordable heating of buildings in cities from a socio-economic viewpoint, particularly with the suggested innovations, it may have to be promoted by, for example, heat
planning and regulatory processes.

Heat pumps
It is expected that our future energy economies will be more
electrified, characterized by increased shares of solar power
and wind power. For example, Denmark is aiming at abandoning fossil fuels completely in 2050. The expanded use of
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heat pumps is one of the significant means that may be adopted for using electricity efficiently and flexibly. Due to the
existing, highly developed district heating system, installing
heat pumps for this purpose is an appealing option that may
be feasible and realizable. The existing Danish district heating networks optimize operations to utilize various energy
sources, and they have large amounts of heat capacity, which
may be useful in integrating intermittent sources.
The most important advantage of heat pumps is their high
levels of energy efficiency, defined by the Coefficient of Performance (COP), that is, the instantaneous ratio of provided
heat flow over the electrical power consumed by the compressor. For system assessment purposes, the Seasonal Performance Factor (SPF) is used to evaluate the performance
of the system. Existing projects reach a COP of between 3.0
and 5.3 [13], which indicates that the source of the supplied
heat is 1 unit of electric power and between 2.0 and 4.3 units
stemming from a low-temperature source. Heat pumps are
actually thermodynamic refrigeration machines that generate a temperature difference, but with the hot side being
considered the valuable output. Accordingly there is a significant overlap between heating and cooling technologies,
and district cooling will involve such units if below-ambient
temperatures are needed and free cooling is not applicable.
Heat pumps may be installed in individual dwellings as a
competitor to district heating. In addition, hybrid solutions,
such as integrating temperature booster units, may be used.
The technology for large-scale heat pumps is currently not
readily available to meet the demands of all district heating
systems. The current state-of-the-art technologies require
further research and development before the desired potential can be achieved [14]. Among the innovation challenges
that must be solved are:
1. Economics. Fuel-based district heating is able to produce
heat at low prices due to its high efficiency and long investment horizons. This makes it challenging for heat
pumps to compete, because the COP will be relatively
low due to the high temperature lift currently needed and
they require relatively high investment. [15; 16].  
2. Heat source. Several potential sources exist for heat
pumps in district heating depending on the location,
both geographically and in the heating system. These include air, seawater, waste water, geothermal heat and excess heat from industry and refrigeration plants, including district cooling [13-17]. The potential for heat pumps
in a given location depends on the availability of useful
heat sources with a sufficient capacity, as well as cost
in terms of the power and investment needed to install
them with the unit. The use of existing excess heat as a
heat source provides potential benefits, which have been
identified for several geographical locations [18-22]. For
example, excess heat from existing server parks and refrigeration facilities in industry, trade or district cooling

may be used as heat sources that are available throughout
the year, although to varying degrees. Use of these sources will involve heat pumping, and hence power consumption to increase the temperature, but the availability of
existing facilities may provide significant feasibility in the
quest to identify sufficient heat sources for heat supply by
heat pumps.
3. Refrigerants. Many options exist in terms of natural and
synthetic fluids [23]. The former group includes ammonia, propane, carbon dioxide and water, the latter HFCs
and HFOs. Due to the global warming potential of HFCs,
their use will be phased out in the coming years [24]. This
will limit the choice to either natural fluids, which are
cheap and have been used for decades, or the new HFO
fluids, which have the benefit of low flammability and low
human toxicity. Yet more options can be made available
by introducing zeotropic mixtures of these fluids [25].
4. Technological limitations. The classic heat pump has at
least one compressor and heat exchangers, which all have
limitations with regard to their construction and materials. In practical designs, this limits the heating capacity of
a single unit, the maximum and minimum temperatures
and pressures that are applicable, and the maximum and
minimum pressure and temperature lifts. These restrictions require optimal designs of integrated, multi-stage
configurations that make it possible to avoid some of the
limitations.
5. Legal, tax and subsidy issues: The actual economic feasibility of a given solution will depend on the regulations,
taxation and subsidy schemes for the given location.
Denmark e.g. currently has specific restrictions, which
limits the potential for beneficial business cases. New
policies and market designs should therefore be developed, which ensures that socioeconomic solutions also
are also feasible from a private economic perspective.
For the city of Copenhagen, the heating utility Hofor is developing a number of demonstrations in respect of greater
R&D efforts. These involve two 5 MW heat pumps to be installed in the district heating network based on seawater/
waste water and geothermal heat sources respectively [15].
Fifteen different heat-pump installations in Europe are described in [13]. These vary in age and efficiency, as well as
in capacity, refrigerant and technology. The large variety of
solutions and the challenge of selecting the best match for
a particular case are to some extent illustrated by these examples.

Solar heating and large-scale heat storage
The number of solar heating plants and the collector areas
for solar heating plants worldwide have increased strongly
during the last decade. By the end of 2016, three hundred
DTU International Energy Report 2018
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solar heating plants for district heating with a total solar
collector area of 1,648,383 m² were in operation worldwide
[28]. Of these systems, 110 with a total solar collector area
of 1,317,635 m² were in operation in Denmark – that is, 80%
of the collectors for solar heating plants providing district
heating are in operation in Denmark. Figure 3 shows the
development of the total solar collector area of Danish solar
heating plants during the last eleven years. Denmark currently hosts the world’s largest solar heating plant in Silkeborg. The country has become frontrunner in installing solar heating plants partly because the technology has become
competitive with natural gas including a carbon tax, but also
because the technology is considered an energy-saving measure, thus competing with the cost of energy-saving technologies to achieve local energy-saving targets.
1,4

1,2

Collector area, M m2

1

cover at high temperature levels. Therefore, collectors with
one cover are often placed at the start of the rows, where the
temperature is low, and collectors with two covers are placed
in the end of the rows, where the temperature is high.
Measurements have shown average yearly thermal performances of Danish solar heating plants in the range of 14801667 MJ/m² solar collector, corresponding to average yearly
utilizations of solar radiation in the range of 37-42% [29].
Investigations show that the life-time of Danish solar collector fields is about thirty years [30].
The suitability of different types of long-term heat storage for
solar heating plants has recently been demonstrated. Water
pit stores and borehole storage facilities, which make use of
water and soil as heat storage material, are promising largescale heat storage facilities with a potential for low costs and
low heat loss [31]. A yearly heat-storage efficiency for a large
water pit store in the Dronninglund solar heating plant (used
both for short- and long-term heat storage) of 91% has been
measured for 2016. Heat storage facilities can also improve
the interplay between the solar heating plants and the surrounding energy system by being used not only by the solar
collectors, but also by other heat-producing units.
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Figure 3. Solar collector area of Danish solar heating plants
for district heating.

Most solar heating plants have a solar collector field with
a high number of large 12-15 m² flat-plate solar collector
panels placed on the ground. The collectors are placed in a
number of parallel connected rows with up to twenty serial
connected collectors. The solar collectors produce heat in
sunny periods. The heat can cover a low or high part of the
heat demand of the district heating area, either during heat
production periods or later, in periods without sunshine. In
this case, the heat is first stored in a heat storage.
Solar collectors with one and two covers are used. The efficiency of the solar collector with one cover is higher than
the efficiency of the collector with two covers at low temperature levels, while the efficiency of the collector with two
covers is higher than the efficiency of the collector with one
DTU International Energy Report 2018

Solar collectors, solar collector fields, long-term heat stores
and control strategies for heat storage all have great innovation potential. The solar collectors can be improved by
improving the covers, absorbers and ventilation of the collector box to remove moisture. The collector field can be improved by combining different types of collectors: flat plate
collectors with one and two covers can be used in the part
of the field with low temperature levels, while concentrating
tracking collectors can be used in the part of the field with
high temperature levels [32]. Water pit storage facilities can
meanwhile be improved by means of: better designs of the
floating insulating lid, more temperature-resistant liners,
better quality check of the water and better designs of inlet/
outlet arrangements.
The levelised cost of heat for Danish solar heating plants has
decreased strongly during the past decade, due to both the
reduced costs of solar collector fields and the increased solar collector areas of the plants. This technology has a high
potential for even lower heating costs in most countries in
the world, given that Denmark is not a particularly sunny
country. Elsewhere the yearly solar radiation on collectors
in sunny locations can be up to twice the yearly solar radiation on collectors in Denmark.
District cooling utilizing solar heat is currently not as highly
developed as district heating. Furthermore, only relatively
few solar cooling plants are in operation compared to solar
heating plants for district heating. The efficiency of a thermally driven cooling process increases with increasing temperatures. Therefore, solar collectors with high efficiencies
at high temperature levels such as evacuated tubular solar
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collectors and concentrating tracking collectors can be used
with advantage to match the chiller type [33].

fields, long-term heat stores and control strategies for heat
storage facilities.

It is expected that district cooling and solar district cooling
plants will be used increasingly in the future in locations
with a high demand for cooling. However, further research
and development are required before economically attractive systems become available.

Finally, progress in respect of policies, markets and regulation is needed to ensure that barriers are removed and socioeconomically feasible solutions also become feasible from a
private economic perspective. The large-scale implementation of these technologies will assist in achieving fast cost reductions, as seen with other renewable technologies. However, tapping into the potential benefits of district heating
and cooling also requires long-term planning, taking into
account the importance of integration with surrounding
energy systems. To ensure the optimal efficiency of the integrated sectors, cross-disciplinary studies and cooperation
are necessary, since a major barrier to implementation are
the high investment costs and limited availability of cheap,
risk-averse, long-term financing. Further progress will necessitate close cooperation between the public and private
sectors, including close cooperation between research and
industry to develop efficient, low-cost, low-maintenance
systems.

Conclusion
In recent years, we have seen great progress in reducing both
the costs and the CO2 emissions of district heating due to
temperature reductions in the grids and more efficient utilization of low-carbon sources, such as solar heating and
excess heat through the use of large-scale heat pumps. District heating and cooling thus both have great potential to
contribute to low-cost decarbonisation of the energy sector
globally, if:
1. efficient (low temperature) distribution of district heating is ensured
2. low carbon sources are utilized, such as excess heat, ambient heat/cooling and solar heat
3. the potential synergies of integration with other energy
vectors are fully utilized
Technologies for decarbonizing the district heating and
cooling sectors show great potential for further improvements in efficiencies and costs. However, further technological innovation potential exist. For low temperature district
heating to be successful, the control of heating systems in
buildings must be improved. This can happen through two
steps:
1. Reducing return temperatures from radiators by using a
new type of radiator thermostat with an extra sensor and
the functionality to measure the return temperature from
the radiator and ensure low return temperatures and better control of systems for hot-water heating in taps.
2. Reducing forward temperature for district heating in the
grid by improving critical buildings, due to the combination of high heating demands and the low heat capacity
of radiators.
With regard to heat pumps utilizing ambient heat/cooling
and large-scale solar heating, the technologies are available,
though significant challenges exist for large-scale implementation. For large-scale heat pumps the challenges include improved utilization of excess heat and natural heat
sources, new refrigerants, and optimal designs of integrated, multi-stage configurations. For large-scale solar heating
they include improvement of solar collectors, solar collector
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Why store energy?

→

The energy systems of the future will be dominated by sustainable energy sources primarily based
on biomass, wind and solar power. This is the aim
of many countries all over the world, and for Denmark the
transition from fossil fuels is anticipated to be complete by
2050. However, the fluctuating character of a lot of sustainable energy production implies new challenges to the operation of the energy system since variations in supply and
demand are inherently independent of each other and lead
to considerable mismatches.
This mismatch problem can be solved by energy storage.
Other solutions, often referred to as flexibility options,

among which are smart grid operations, may partly solve
the same problem, but comfort and convenience strongly
favor energy storage as the solution. In addition, energy for
transportation, which accounts for about one third of the
final energy demand in Western countries, can only be provided if energy storage forms part of the vehicle technology. Grid stabilization, electric power balancing and fuel for
transportation are three major cornerstones of future energy systems and can be secured by energy storage.
Different energy storage technologies are suitable for different applications and services. In the following sections the
most relevant technologies will be described briefly, their
further development potential will be assessed, and the
R&D challenges will be identified.

Today

2020s

2030s

Solar home systems,
mini-grids, island

Increased
deployment, very
high-100% VRE shares

Very high-100%
VRE shares even
on large islands

Grid services

High power, low energy
applications
(e.g. frequency response)

Increasingly
economic for higher
energy applications
(e.g. firm capacity)

Economic for high
power and energy
service provision

VRE integration

Small role, for RE
capacity firming and
short duration time shift

Large capacity
firming role, time –
shift within the day

Providing firm capacity
and VRE time shift up to
intra-day

Self-consumption

In high retail price/low
rooftop PV cost
locations with right
regulatory support

Economic in markets
with competitive
rooftop PV costs &
moderate retail prices

Economic for
most rooftop PV
systems to be coupled
with some battery storage

Electromobility

Competitive costs for
2/3 wheelers, some EV
offerings/markets.
Modest V2G potential

EVs economic for passenger
vehicles, increasingly for
light commercial.
Growing V2G potential

Highly competitive
EVs, public transport
& light commercial.
Large V2G potential

Off-grid & isolated grids

Figure 1. Energy storage needs in the energy transition [1]. The overview concerns electricity grids only, not gas or heating
grids.

Electricity must be converted into a storable form of
energy when wind- or solar-generated electrical energy
needs storing. Basically such conversion turns the
electrical energy into mechanical, thermal or chemical
energy. In principle a very few other possibilities exist (like
superconducting magnetic coils), but they are still quite far
from real application.
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Electricity converted into mechanical energy
Flywheels

Flywheels store electrical energy as kinetic energy by bringing a mass into rotation around an axis. Flywheels are appropriate if fast dynamic energy storage is needed for applications. Two examples are shown in Figure 2.
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A remarkable trend in flywheel prices has been observed in
recent years, as shown in Figure 4 below. One major reason
for this decrease in prices is that materials and composite
wheel production technology have been adopted from the
production of wind turbine rotor blades, which have undergone a dramatic development.
Flywheel storage prices
10000
8000

Figure 2. Photo of WattsUp Power’s and Amber Kinetics’
flywheels. Whereas the latter provides a view into the internal steel rotor, the former utilizes composite materials for the
rotor [2].

6000
4000
2000
0

Flywheels have been used for centuries in steam and combustion engines, whereas development of an independent
energy storage potential has been underway only since the
1960s [3]. The world’s largest flywheel has been in operation
since 1985 [4]. Nonetheless, flywheels are generally considered to be a less mature technology than many batteries, and
in addition the cost is not competitive on the commercial
market, although it is rapidly catching up, depending partly
on the specific application [5].
An important service that flywheels can provide is frequency stabilization and short-term power compensation, as
needed in, for example, subways etc. An example showing
the response time of a flywheel system can be seen in Figure
3.

Flywheel Energy Storage Output
AGC Command

Unit Output [MW]

€/kWh

2018

€/kW

Figure 4. Trends in flywheel prices by type of storage and
power capacity. Data for 2010 from Beacon Power. Data for
2015 from [6]. Data for 2018 from WattsUp Power based on
recent sales.

Research, development and demonstration requirements.
Important progress still remains to be made in respect of
flywheels, as also stated by the European Association for Energy Storage (EASE) [7]:
• Improved and cheaper materials and production techniques for composite flywheels

• Better knowledge and wider experience regarding security cases or frames to reduce the cost of security (safety)
during operation

10
5

• Demo-plants to demonstrate the convenience of flywheel
technology for specific applications

0
-5

Compressed Air Energy Storage

-10
-15
-20
6:00 PM

2015

• The high cost of magnets points to the need for research
on new machine concepts with fewer magnets

20
15

2010

7:00 PM

8:00 PM

9:00 PM

Figure 3. The reaction of a flywheel (MW input/output) in
response to signals from the automatic generation control.
It can be seen that, within the accuracy of the graph (note
the axis scaling), the flywheel follows the signals completely.
Source: Beacon Power.

Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES) stores electrical energy mechanically. The input consists of electricity to drive
an air compression process. In the basic form of CAES,
compressed air is stored directly in pressure tanks or huge
underground caverns. When energy requires to be released,
the compressed air drives a turbine to generate electricity,
thereby bypassing the compressor stage of a typical gas turbine and hence increasing the latter’s output considerably.
When air is compressed at a practical speed (dp/dt, where
p is the pressure), heat is released, causing energy to be lost
during the storage operation. However, if the heat can be
stored temporarily, the heat can be reinjected during the
DTU International Energy Report 2018
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expansion process (which is associated with a temperature
drop) and thus is not lost. This form of CAES is usually
called Adiabatic CAES (A-CAES) because of the lack of heat
exchange between the storage system and the external environment. Obviously this has an impact on the overall efficiency (electricity to electricity), as the combustion chambers could be avoided. The Figure 5 below [8] gives a graphic
introduction to CAES technology.
Ambient
Air
Compressors

HP

LP

Turbines

Motor/Generator

Heat

HP

M

Research, development and demonstration requirements.
Research and development efforts in respect of CAES are
directed towards improving the relatively low round cycle efficiency, shown in Table 1, by temporarily storing the
heat generated in the compression phase and reinjecting it
during the expansion phase [11]. This is expected to improve the power-to-power efficiency to around 70% and
bring ACAES into a much more attractive efficiency class.
In collaboration with Danish companies, DTU is engaged
in R&D on thermal energy storage. The status of this technology is discussed further in the section on thermal energy
storage below.

LP

Combustion
Chambers

Heat
Compressed Air
Storage

Exhaust

Natural Gas

Recuperator

Figure 5. Operating principle of the CAES plant in McIntosh

Table 1 below [9] provides central data for the two facilities
that have realized until now. The Huntorf plant (in Germany), commissioned in 1978 to become the world’s first CAES
plant, uses 0.8kWh of electricity and 1.6kWh of gas [10] to
produce 1kWh of electricity. The McIntosh plant (USA)
incorporates a recuperator and uses 0.69kWh of electricity
and 1.17kWh of gas [10] to produce 1kWh of electricity.

Type

Simple CAES process,
two-stage NG combusters

CAES with recuperator
and two-stage NG
combusters

Location

Huntorf, Niedersachsen

McIntosh, Alabama

Commissioning

1978

1991

Turbine power

320 MWel

110 MWel

Generation capacity

~ 1 GWh

2.6 GWh

Thermal round trip
efficiency

~ 42%

~ 52%

320 DM/kWel

591 $/kWel

> 9 min.

14 min.

Specific cost
Turbine start-up time

Table 1. Data for the Huntorf and the McIntosh traditional
CAES plants

In the case of A-CAES, a technology that has not yet been
realized in practice, the proposal is to store heat in ceramic
materials like rocks or bricks at elevated temperatures (say
600⁰ C).

DTU International Energy Report 2018

Figure 6. RWE´s vision for an ACAES plant

Electricity converted into chemical energy
Batteries

An electric battery is an electrochemical device with an
ion-only conducting electrolyte and two electrodes on each
side of the electrolyte. The electrolyte can be liquid or solid.
The electrodes are typically solid. When ions move through
the electrolyte from one electrode to the other, electrons are
allowed to move into the outer circuit, thereby performing
work or charging the battery, depending on the direction
of the flow. Primary (single-use or ‘disposable’) batteries are
used once and discarded. Secondary (rechargeable) batteries can be discharged and recharged multiple times using an
applied electric current. Lithium-ion batteries used in vehicles and portable electronics are an example of secondary
batteries. The use of secondary, i.e. rechargeable batteries for
storing electrical energy will be the focus of this section.
In general batteries have relatively low energy densities.
The energy density of batteries is about one to two orders
of magnitude lower than for the chemicals (gasoline, diesel)
used in today´s road vehicles. Nevertheless, batteries have
found numerous and widespread new applications in mobile uses such as in cell phones, laptop PCs and more re-
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cently in vehicles as well, in cases where the limited driving
distance is sufficient for the owner. The reason for the many
applications of batteries is that they are energy efficient (8090% electricity to electricity depending on use pattern) and
extremely practical compared to other solutions. In addi-

tion, battery prices in €/Wh have been reduced strongly in
recent years (see Figure 7), partly as a consequence of the
dramatically increasing demand for mobile device applications.
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95% conf interval whole industry

1900

95% conf interval market leaders
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Publications, reports and journals
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1100
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Other battery electric vehicles
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0
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Figure 7. Price development for Li ion batteries for vehicles from [12]. Red circle shows the price of a Chevy Volt battery 2017
(145 $/kWh).

For stationary applications, large batteries (multi-MW
and MWh) are installed in electrical grids in several places worldwide to ensure grid stability in terms of frequency,
voltage and power. One example of this is a battery in Los
Angeles with a capacity of 100 megawatts, enough to provide
400 megawatt-hours of Li-ion technology battery-based energy storage [13].
There are many different battery types on the market. However, Li-ion technology, in different chemistry versions, has
dominated battery sales in recent years, followed by lead-acid and alkaline batteries [14].
Li-ion technology

Li-ion batteries are used in electronics, electrical vehicles
(e.g. Tesla and Nissan), electrical and hybrid ferries, and as
stationary energy storage in the multi MW-range. An example is the recent 100 MW/129 MWh Tesla-built storage unit
in Australia [15].
New battery chemistries

R&D on Li-ion systems has been going on intensively for a
long time. Some researchers tend to the belief that the technology is approaching the limits of its performance poten-

tial in terms of energy and power density [16]. As a result
there has definitely been an intensification of new research
into new battery types (new chemistries). Areas in which
the DTU is also strongly involved include Na- and Mg-ion
technology, Li- and Zn-air, Li-S and Al-S technology, as well
as new, cheap organic flow batteries.
Research, development and demonstration requirements. The
demands batteries are subject to depend on their usage. For
mobile applications, high energy densities and safety are
of the greatest concern, alongside costs and durability. For
large stationary applications, cost, durability and both high
energy and fast response to fluctuations are important issues. For mobile applications, solid-state batteries providing
higher levels of safety and high energy densities will be an
important research and development topic in the coming
years, as will cost reductions by replacing Co and to some
extent Li with other elements. Recycling and the safe reuse
of batteries will also be of importance. For large-scale stationary batteries, low cost, te ability to scale up to high energy content and fast responses will be central.
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Synthetic fuels

ucts. Recently, the company NEL announced the delivery of
a 100 MW alkaline electrolyser to France.

Hydrogen/electrolysis

Electrolysis is a technique whereby chemical reactions are
driven by an electrical potential and current. Since the seventeenth century it has been used to separate out certain
elements such as zinc, tin and aluminum, and since about
1800 to separate H2 and O2 from H2O. The water-splitting
reaction is as follows:
H2O + electric energy (∆G) + heat (T∙∆S) -> H2 + ½ O2
Splitting CO2 into C or CO and O2 is also possible and is
undertaken industrially. In this section we describe the
splitting of water and CO2. Supplemented by subsequent
chemical reactions, new chemical components can be made,
for example, H2, CO, CH4, CH3OH, NH3 and more. These
reactions are eased by catalysis.
The key components in an electrolyser cell are the electrolyte and the electrodes. The electrolyte is an ion-only
conductor which serves to transfer ions from one electrode
to the other. Figure 8 shows the principle of an electrolysis
cell.

SOEC
e-

e-

H2

O2

O2
H2
H2O
H2
H2O

O
O2-

O2

H2O

2–

e-

O2

katode

elektrolyt

anode

Figure 8: Principle of electrolysis, shown for an oxide-conducting electrolyte (O-SOEC)

The electrochemical reactions take place at the electrodes.
There are several types of electrolyser cell. The electrolyte
may be a liquid or a solid component, and the operating
temperatures, depending on the electrolyser cell, may be in
the range of about 20⁰C to 1000⁰C.
Alkaline electrolysis cell (AEC)

The most commonly used electrolysers are low-temperature
(~80 °C) alkaline electrolysis cells. Alkaline electrolysers are
used in the production of hydrogen for upgrading oil prodDTU International Energy Report 2018

To achieve an acceptable hydrogen production rate per cell
volume, AECs are usually operated at rather high cell voltages (1.7−1.9 V). Although the electrolysis process is endothermic, the losses in the alkaline cells cause heat to be
produced as a waste or by-product.
Increasing the operating temperature of the electrolyser
speed -up the electrode reactions and, all things being equal,
the ion-conduction in the electrolyte, leading to higher production rates for the components being considered and this
reducing the overall costs of an electrolyser system. This has
led to research into high-temperature (up to about 250⁰C)
alkaline electrolysis. To retain the water as a liquid, it is operated at high pressure (about 30-40 bar). Thus the product
is also delivered at high pressure, and the costs of pressurizing the hydrogen can be reduced.
Research, development and demonstration requirements. Although AEC electrolysers have been used commercially for
decades, they are still too expensive because the hydrogen
can only be produced currently at a high cost. More efficient and cost-effective AEC electrolysers should be developed. For low-temperature (about 80⁰C) electrolysers, the
hydrogen per volume of electrolyser could be increased
by developing zero-gap membranes. Going to higher temperatures and high pressures will improve efficiency. These
high-temperature electrolysers are still at low TRL. Materials research is needed to achieve long-term stability. Further
RD&D on high-temperature, high-pressure AEC is highly
recommended.
Polymer exchange membrane electrolyser cells
(PEMEC)

Polymer exchange membrane electrolyser cells use a proton-conducting solid polymer membrane as the electrolyte.
PEM electrolyzers were first introduced to overcome some
critical issues with alkaline electrolyser cells. PEMEC has
shown higher current densities and high pressure operation. Some of these critical issues may now also be resolved
through high temperature AEC, as described above.
PEMEC originated in fuel cells (PEMFC). The major advantages of PEM electrolysis are its ability to operate at high
current densities, to achieve a low gas crossover rate resulting in very high gas purity, due to its solid structure, and to
make possible high-pressure operation. The latter reduces
other costs in the compression storage of H2 in tanks. These
advantages can result in reduced operational costs. However, the materials costs of PEMECs are still high, both for
the electrolyte and the electrodes used. At present the electrodes still contain precious materials such as Pt and Ru. An
important research task is to reduce or replace the amount
of these expensive materials in PEMEC.
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Research, development and demonstration requirements. PEMECs have great advantages in delivering high-pressure,
high-purity hydrogen. However, the costs are high, primarily due to the use of Pt and Ru in the electrodes. Research to
replace Pt and Ru should be continued.
Solid oxide electrolysis cells (SOEC)

SOECs operate at high temperatures, typically in the range
of 600-1000⁰C. The electrolyte is a solid O2—conducting
oxide ceramic component, with electrodes also made of ceramics, sometimes also with, for example, Ni metal in one
electrode. All the elements used are non-precious, whence
SOEC could become a cheap electrolysis technology. In addition, utilization of the electrical energy can be very high,
close to 100% [17]. The reason for this is that for SOEC the
“waste” heat is utilized in the “thermal” splitting of the H2O.
SOEC has another important virtue, namely that it can turn
CO2 into C or CO and O2, as well as perform co-electrolysis
of both H2O and CO2 to produce CO and H2, called syngas,
a well-known product in industry for the manufacture of
CH components such as methanol and DME etc. In today’s
industry, syngas is produced from fossil fuels, but in the future it may be produced by electrolysis, with the CO2 coming from point sources such as the cement industry, biogas
production, power stations and the steel industry etc.
The SOEC described above is the typical SOEC with an
O2-conducting electrolyte (O-SOEC). However, there
also exists an H+ (proton)-conducting electrolyte SOFC:
P-SOFC. The virtue of P-SOFC is that, like PEMEC, the hydrogen produced is of high purity and may also be pressurized. In contrast to PEMEC, the electrodes can be free of Pt
and Ru, making them much cheaper than PEMEC. P-SOFC
needs to work at high temperatures, presently 500-1000⁰C,
and it is still at low TRL.
Research, development and demonstration requirements.
O-SOEC is already commercial (HTAS) in the market for
CO production. However, the cost of hydrogen production
from O-SOEC must be reduced. Here issues like long-term
durability, robustness to load variations, the manufacturing
of cells and stacks with a larger footprint and the general
optimization of manufacturing steps could be pursued. For
P-SOEC the manufacture of materials, cells and stacks, improvements durability and demonstrating stacks and systems are all recommended.

cheaper to store and transport, and that several of them already have widespread infrastructure.
Hydrocarbons. The combination of hydrogen with CO2 is
well known, and the Sabatier process is a commercial technology. Co-electrolysis of steam and CO2 (as described
above) to produce syngas (H2 and CO) is another route that
might reduce the overall costs, especially when the process
runs at elevated pressures. Solid oxide cells (SOCs) are interesting in this context since they can be operated both as
electrolyzers (SOEC) to convert electricity into fuels such
as hydrogen or methane, and as fuel cells (SOFC) to convert fuels into electricity. Both productivity and conversion
efficiency are improved if the SOC operating pressure is increased from ambient pressure to 10–30 bar [18] [19].
Ammonia. NH3 is a very important product for the productivity of today’s farming, making it possible to feed the
billions of inhabitants on mother Earth. The production,
storage and distribution of ammonia is therefore well established. The ammonia is produced from N2 and H2 by reactions at an iron catalyst, the so-called Haber-Bosch process.
There is a famous site of this at the Aswan Dam in Egypt,
where hydrogen is produced through alkaline electrolysis
and connected to a large ammonia plant. Such units are on
a very large scale for reasons of cost. There are interests and
research activities in producing NH3 directly through electrolytic and electro-catalytic processes, leading to the ability
to produce and store energy in the form of ammonia locally,
and at lower energy costs.
Research, development and demonstration requirements.
Electrochemical methods to produce NH3 are recommended. Probably high-temperature, high-pressure electrolysis
systems are preferable, e.g. P-SOEC. The development of
catalysts in the “NH3 electrode” that are highly selective to
H2+N2 to NH3 conversion, rather than solely H2 production,
should be one important attempt. The assembly of working
cells and stacks should be realized.

Thermal Energy Storage (TES) and conversion
Thermal energy may be stored principally in three different
ways, usually called Sensible TES, TES as latent heat (phase
change materials) and Thermo-Chemical Energy Storage.

Synthetic fuels besides hydrogen

Sensible Thermal Energy Storage

Hydrogen is the most common and most obvious synthetic
fuel to make from renewables using electrolysis. Hydrogen
can be stored as a gas (at high pressure) or a liquid or dissolved in hydrides.

Sensible TES (STES) is by far the most common and widely
used TES technology. It consists of at least two systems out
of thermal equilibrium (at different temperatures) and can
be found in domestic hot-water containers, even though users do not always consider their hot-water container to be
an energy store. In this domestic case, the hot water reaches temperatures of up to 80-90˚C, and therefore the useful
work that can be extracted is not very much (naturally, this
is also not the aim of storing hot water in households). Many

Hydrogen also reacts with carbon to make hydrocarbons
(e.g. methane, DME, methanol, gasoline etc.) or with nitrogen to make ammonia (NH3). Hydrocarbons and ammonia
have the advantages over hydrogen that they are easier and
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larger cities have district heating systems employing large
hot-water containers (thousands of m3) serving as energy
stores to manage peaks in the demand or supply of heat. In
addition, most households have smaller hot-water containers as well to deal with peak demand. Furthermore, a district heating system itself constitutes a heat storage option,
as the temperature (the so-called forward temperature) can
be varied within certain limits. The energy storage aspects
of district heating systems are treated in Chapter 11 of this
document, “Affordable Heating and Cooling Innovation
Challenge”.
However, if heat is stored at a high temperature (HT),
around 600˚C, the potentially extractable useful work is
much higher. Such temperatures allow the driving of a
steam or ORC turbine, which can generate electricity – a
process that has been known and utilized in power plants

for about a century. The technology is interesting in the sustainable energy system, where energy storage is required,
because HT-TES is often very cheap. At 600˚C simple, naturally abundant rocks or firebricks can be used and heated
electrically by wind or solar power. Once heated, the energy
can be stored for long periods, depending on the quality of
the insulation, which is also very cheap. In regions supplied
by district heating, like that found in many large cities, this
technology is of particular interest because the heat developed by the turbine process can be utilized to supply heat.
High-temperature TES is currently under development, and
at DTU a test facility has been established in collaboration
with Danish companies for the study of materials and designs. Figure 6 illustrates the facility. The work was recently
presented at the SDEWES conference on the sustainable development of energy [20].

Figure 9. Photo and drawing of test facility for High Temperature Thermal Energy Storage at DTU. The facility contains a 1.5m3
rock bed.

Latent Heat Storage

Latent heat storage is based on phase change materials and
relies on the fact that heat is involved in phase changes of
matter. Heating aluminum through the application of constant (thermal) power starting from room temperature thus
follows a curve, as shown in Figure 10 below.

Temperature

Time

Figure 10. Development of temperature of aluminum upon
heating with constant power input
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The aluminum is initially heated sensibly to melting point
and then kept constant until all the matter has been melted. Additional power simply increases the temperature of
the molten aluminum. The interesting aspect of latent heat
storage is the constant temperature at which heat is added or
extracted (the horizontal part of the heating curve) during
the phase transformation. This contrasts with the varying
temperature of sensible heat storage. Another attractive aspect of phase change materials is the possibility to utilize
sub-cooling effects and controlled release of the latent heat.
Latent heat storage is known to many in the form of small
pocket heaters, and the concept has attracted interest over
recent years for its use in connection with solar-thermal
power. One material studied at DTU is sodium acetate
hydrate [21] with a melting temperature of approximately
58˚C. This effort has been directed to applications in solar-thermal systems.
Further studies of stable phase change materials, appropriate transition temperatures and control of solid nucleation
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are required. In addition, the study and development of improved heat transfer materials and technologies are strongly
required for applying these techniques.
Thermo-Chemical Energy Storage

Chemical reactions are connected with the uptake or release
of heat, as illustrated in the following reaction equation:

Mg + H2 ↔ MgH2 + Q
where Q is the amount of heat released by the formation of
magnesium hydride from the elements. The reaction is one
of many that can be used for TES following the principles
illustrated in Figure 11 below.

Elevated
Temperature

Ambient
Temperature

Ambient
Temperature

Heat absorption cycle

Heat storage

Liquid Ammonia

Heat

Solid Ammonia

Liquid Ammonia

Ammonia

Liquid Ammonia

Heat

Solid Ammonia

Ammonia

Elevated
Temperature

Ambient
Temperature

Heat release cycle

Figure 11. Principle of Thermo-Chemical Energy Storage illustrated by a system involving ab- and desorption of ammonia.
Starting from the left, heat is added to the ammonia-containing compound, and ammonia is liberated. In the middle, a valve is
closed to isolate the ammonia. To the right, the valve has been opened and the ammonia is allowed to react, release heat again
and close the cycle. Figure by courtesy of D. Blanchard.

The heat involved in chemical reactions can be considerable.
Table 2 shows selected examples of reaction systems and the
reaction heats involved, as well as the applicable temperatures.
Chemical system
Ca(OH)2 ↔ CaO + H2O
MgH2 ↔ Mg + H2
MgCl2∙6NH3 ↔ MgCl2 + 6NH3

kJ/mol

Practical temperature ˚C

100

500

35

400

218 [22]

Ambient to 200

Conclusions
There exist many possibilities for energy storage, as well as
for the simultaneous use of storage technologies at the highest efficiency rates and lowest overall costs. The technologies
of choice will depend on the context in which the storage
technology is used, and for which application. In Table 3
on the next page, a list of storage technologies is displayed,
showing some of their central technical characteristics.

Table 2. Examples of reaction systems and corresponding
molar heats involved

Not many thermo-chemical systems are in use today because they are still at the research stage and need further
development. Materials stability and appropriate reaction
rates, including rates for thermal power in and out of the
systems, are important research topics.
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EES technology

PHS

Power
range
(MW)

Discharge
time ms-h

Overall
efficiency

Power density
(W/kg)

Energy density (Wh/kg)

Storage
durability

Self-discharge
(per day)

Lifetime
(yr)

Life cycles
(cycles)

10-5000

1-24 h

0.70-0.82

0.5-1.5

h-months

Negligible

50-60

20000-50000

CAES (underground)

5-400

1-24 h

0.7-0.89

30-60

h-months

Small

20-40

> 13,000

CAES (aboveground)

3-15

2-4 h

0.70-0.90

h-days

Small

20-40

> 13,000

Flywheel

Up to 0.25

ms-15 m

0.93-0.95

1000

5-100

s-min

100 %

15-20

20000-100000

Lead-acid

Up to 20

s-h

0.70-0.90

75-300

30-50

Min-days

0.1-0.3 %

5-15

2000-4500

0.05-8

s-h

0.75-0.90

150-230

150-250

s-h

20 %

10-15

2500-4500

50

2-5 h

0.86-0.88

150-200

100-140

s-h

15 %

15

2500-3000

Ni-Cd

Up to 40

s-h

0.60-0.73

50-1000

15-300

Min-days

0.2-0.6 %

10-20

2000-2500

Li-ion

Up to 0.01

m-h

0.85-0.95

50-2000

150-350

Min-days

0.1-0.3 %

5-15

1500-4500

VRFB

0.03-3

s-10 h

0.65-0.85

166

10-35

h-months

Small

5-10

10000-13,000

Zn-Br

0.05-2

s-10 h

0.60-0.70

45

30-85

h-months

Small

5-10

5000-10,000

Fe-Cr

1-100

4-8 h

0.72-0.75

PSB

15

s-10 h

0.65-0.85

Na-S
NaNiCl2 (ZEBRA)

SMES
Capacitors

10-15

> 10,000

h-months

Small

10-15

2000-2500
> 100,000

0.1-10

Ms-8 s

0.95-0.98

500-2000

0.5-5

Min-h

10-15 %

15-20

Up to 0.05

Ms-60 m

0.60-0.65

100,000

0.05-5

s-h

40 %

5-8

50,000

Up to 0.3

Ms-60 m

0.85-0.95

800-23,500

2.5-50

s-h

20-40 %

10-20

> 100,000

0.503

s-24 h

0.33-0.42

500

100-100.000

h-months

Negligible

15-20

20,000

SCES
Hydrogen (fuel cell)

Table 3. Technical characteristics of electrical energy storage systems [6]

Recommendations
All technologies need to be further developed to reach higher efficiencies, lower the cost of production and use and increase durability, while at the same time including life-cycle
assessments. Improved batteries for mobile applications,
batteries for MW-size stationary storage in connection
with, for example, wind and solar parks, and much focus
on transforming electricity from renewables into synthetic
fuels, such as hydrogen and methanol, are needed. Methane
and ammonia are strongly recommended as a way of obtaining safe and cheap energy supplies.
In general, energy storage is increasing strongly in importance, and still more urgent storage needs within the energy
system are being identified in respect of the electricity and
heating/cooling sectors, as well as in the use of energy for
transportation (cf. Figure 1). Such efforts could pave the way
for a series of technologies that could support the sustainable energy system and thus accelerate the transition from
fossil fuel to non-fossil fuel sources. Denmark already has
recognized strongholds in advanced and high-tech industrial and research environments centered on storage and storage-related technologies. Examples are numerous, but cen-
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tral topics like heat and cold management, electrochemical
processes, catalysis, electronics (including power electronics), electromagnetics, control and synthetic fuels illustrate
the potential. Thus, a strong basis exists for increased Danish involvement in developing such energy storage technologies to increase the economic potential and create a strong
collection of competencies, including a wide range of large
and small private enterprises, as well as several high-ranked
universities and leading Danish technological institutes.
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Abbreviations
2DS

2 Degrees Scenario

IoT

Internet of Things

AA

Amino acid

LED

Light Emitting Diodes

AAU

Aalborg University

MAP

Materials Accelerator Platform

Alternate current

MEA

Mono ethanol amine

AES

Alcaline electrolysis cell

MI

Mission Innovation

AI

Artificial intelligence

ML

Machine/deep learning

AMD

Autonomous Materials Discovery

MM

Molecular mechanics

ARES

Autonomous Research system

MMP

Minimum miscibility pressure

ASE

Atomic Simulation Environment

MOF

Metal Organic Frameworks

B2DS

Beyond 2 Degrees Scenario

MTO

Methanol-To-Olefin

BOS

Balance of system components

N2

Nitrogen

BRP

Balance responsible parties

NDC

Nationally determined contribution

CAES

Compressed air energy storage

NGO

Non Governmental Organisation

CCS

Carbon Capture and storage

OER

Oxygen evolution reaction

CCUS

Carbon Capture Use and Storage

ORR

Oxygen reduction reaction

CH4

Methane

PAYG

Pay-As-You-Go

CHP

Combined heat and power

PEMEC

Polymer exchange membrane electrolyser cell

CMR

Computational Materials Repository

PEMFC

Polymer exchange membrane fuel cell

Carbon nanotubes

PGPM

Plant growth promoting material

COP

Coefficient of performance

PJ

Pico joule

COP 21

Conference of Parties 21

PV

Photo voltaic

DER

Distributed energy resources

QM

Quantum mechanics

DFT

Density Functional Theory

R&D

Research and development

DH

District heating

RD&D

Research, development and demonstration

DME

Dimethoxyethane

RES

Renewables

DREM

DSOs role in the Energy Market

RTS

Reference Technology Scenario

DSO

Distributed system operator

SA

Succinic acid

DTU

Technical University of Denmark

SCP

Single cell protein

EMIRI

Energy Materials Industrial Research Initiative

SDG

Sustainable Development Goal

EOR

Enhanced oil recovery

SHS

Solar home system

ETP

Energy Technology Perspectives

SILP

Supported ionic liquid phase

EU

European Union

SNG

Substitute natural gas

EV

Electric vehicle

SNG

Substitute natural gas

Gross domestic product

SOEC

Solid oxide electrolysis cell

Gt

Giga ton

SSA

Sub Sahara Africa

GW

Giga watt

STES

Sensible Thermal Energy Storage

HER

Hydrogen evolution reaction

TCEP

Tracking clean energy progress

HFC

Hydrofluorocarbon (refrigerant)

TES

Thermal Energy Storage

HFO

Hydrofluoroolefin (refrigerant)

TSO

Transmission system operator

HT

High temperature

TWh

Terawatt hour

HTL

Hydrothermal liquefaction

UN

United Nations

High voltage direct current

UNFCCC

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change

IEA

International Energy Agency

US

United States of America

IL

Ionic liquid

Yr

Year

INDC

Intended nationally determined contribution

AC

CNT

GDP

HVDC
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